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International symposium 
to explore church's future 
Tom O'Konowltz 
Assistant News Editor 
An international sympo-
sium honoring Leon-joseph 
Cardinal 
Suenens of Bel-
gium, a major 
architect of the 
Catholic 
C hu rc h 's Sec-
ond Vatican 
Council , will 
tak e place to 
plan for the 
Church of the 
next crntury. 
did not openly defy, many di-
rectivesof the German authori-
ties regarding the administra-
tion of the university," wrote 
one biographer. 
E ventu al l y, 
Suenens was sen-
tenced to be ex-
ecuted, b ut was 
saved by the lib-
eration of Belgi urn. 
Th.: sympo-
si um wi ll be 
Suenens played 
a monumental role 
in Pope john 
XXlll's 1962Coun-
cil which was in-
tended to create a 
Leon-Joseph Cardinal path for theCatho-
Suenens he ld at t he 
Ma rriottatSocietyCenter from 
May 31-june 3. john Carroll 
University is coordinating the 
symposium titled, "Retrieving 
Charisms fort he 21st Century." 
A university committee, in-
clud ing volunteers from the 
Cleveland area, ltave -beeR 
working for a year to make the 
symposium a reality. It will 
begin with a special evening 
prayer on Friday, May 31 at Gesu 
Church across from cam pus. 
"It 's a major project with a 
very hopeful spirit," said Doris 
Donne 11 y, professor of religious 
studies and coordinator of the 
symposium. "Because it's go-
ing so well, it gets more and 
more precise." 
Suenens earned sim ul ta-
neousdoctorates in phi losophy 
and theology, and a master's 
degree in Church law from the 
Pontifi ca l Gregorian Univer-
sity in Rome. He returned to 
Belgium to become the rector 
of a seminary the re during 
World War Il. 
"He circ umvented, when he 
lie church in the 
modern world. He took respon-
sibility for creating a frame-
work for the council to develop 
documents for the Church, and 
to focus on its response to the 
world's concerns. 
Notonlydid heorganizethe 
. bish-
ops, but he was also ac tively 
involved in debates on the floor. 
Hearguedforimportantcauses 
such as the permanent 
diaconate, a retirement age for 
bishops and the acceptance of 
anificia l birth control. 
"The Church reallychanged 
as a result of this Council," 
Donnelly said. 
Suenens, 91, has written 
three books in the past four 
years of his retirement in Brus-
sels. "He is quite active in his 
retirement,"Donnellysa id. "We 
like to call him 91 years young." 
During the symposium, 
Cardinal joseph Bernardin of 
Chicago w ill rece ive "The 
Suenens Award" for his Imple-
mentation of Vatican Hand his 
see SUENENS, page 3 
Faculty rights questioned 
Gina M. Girardot 
Editor-in-Chief 
A University change of pohcy 
eliminating faculty and staff use 
of the Health Service Center was 
not a problem for the staff service 
committee. It was the way that 
the change was handled. 
According to Rev. Richard P. 
Salmi , SJ., vice president of stu· 
dent affairs, the policy regarding 
faculty and staff usage of the on· 
campus dispensary has been the 
same for years. Faculty and staff 
were never permitted to use it. 
"The policy hasn't changed in 
20 years ... it [the Health Service 
Center! had become an issue, and 
was brought to my attention by 
staff , health services and the stu-
dents who had to wait for exams 
while other staff members were 
being helped. lt seemed that tt 
was something that I needed to 
look into," he said. 
Rose Me Hale, a nurse in Health 
Services, said that the re-enforce-
ment of the policy began with 
Salmi. "The policy was enforced 
when Salmi came back to John 
Carroll ," she said. "He said [faculty 
and staff! get adequate sa !aries and 
could go to their own doctors." 
"Employees of the University 
have health coverage. We give a 
choice of providers, that's why we 
provide benefits." Salmi said . 
"There are tons of convenient fa-
cilities around the workplace .. .! 
don'tseeitasanissue." Salmi was 
referring to nearby Urgent Care 
centers and hospitals. 
Apparently, faculty and staff 
use of the Health Service Center 
was not abused in the past. Ac-
see HEALTH, page 3 
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Project gives HOPE to others 
Jemlfer Rowland 
Staff Reporter 
Henning and Paul Palumbo were 
the threeco-chairsof Project HOPE 
this year. Throughoutt he year. the 
co-chairs and the ten committee 
heads have been 
More than 100 developmen-
tally disabled students partici-
pated in john Carroll 's third an-
nual Project HOPE '""'"----------~­
buddies to cheerthem on and lead 
them through the events of the 
day. Other students volunteered 
to help With f undraising, registra-
tion and set up. 
Mary Gerber, a 
teacher at East Cleve-
land Developmental 
Center, said the day of 
Project HOPE is her 
(Helping Others 
Through Physical 
Educa tion) last Fri-
day, said senior Matt 
Ca nning, co-chair-
person of the event. 
favorite day of the year 
"Project HOPE is 
just the greatest dung 
that's happened ," 
Gerber said. "The Car-
roll students are just 
wonderful-they trea t 
our slUdents like thei r 
li ttle brothers and sis-
ters." 
Project HOPE is a 
day of relay races and 
sports competition 
for developmentally 
disabled young 
people in Cuyahoga 
County. Students 
from East Cleveland 
and Green Road De-
velopmental Centers 
came toJCU fora day 
of ph ysical activities 
and a McDonalds-
JCU students cheer on a buddy from a local 
de velpmental center during Project HOPE last Friday. 
Semor Jim Rosco 
and juntor Ca rmen 
llacqua were budd1es 
for Damna Dennis 
from the East Cleve-
sponsored lunch, said Canning. 
The day began with an open-
ing welcome from Walter Stinson, 
community watdn .. tor of Uni-
versi ty Heights. Stinson came on 
behalf of Beryl Rothchild , mayor 
of the city of University Heights, 
who was unable to attend. 
jason Winrow, a former Na-
tional Football League player with 
the New York Giants, lead the par-
ticipants in opening calisthenics. 
Events throughout the day in-
cluded softball throws, broad 
jumping and running. The dance 
ream performed, and the day con-
cluded with a luncheon. 
Seniors Matt Canning, Carrie 
and contact! ngsponsors, Henning 
said. 
"For the "'"' month the co-
cham line pur In abour rhree 
hours a day on making the day 
come together," Henningsa1d. "We 
all became really close friends in 
working so hard together." 
Cann ing said this was the 
smoothest running year of the 
three years john Carroll has spon-
sored Project HOPE "We've always 
had lots of support but we've taken 
steps[orwardevery year,"Canning 
said. "This year we had over 250 
Carroll volunteers," he said. 
For every disabled child there 
were at least two Carroll student 
land Developmental Center. Hav-
ing just finished the Fri::>bee toss. 
Denrus saul ::.he "ou\dn't walt {or 
her lilwrfte evenr,jumplng. 
"Lase year I was a rea l in forma I 
pamcipam," Roscosaid. "Butth1s 
year I came out to be a buddy. l 
wish l would have done It earlier; 
it's a great experience." 
Palumbo said that Project 
HOPE has been his most reward-
ing experience at john Carroll. 
"I feel that this is the best ser-
vice project that we have at john 
Carroll ," Palumbo said. "This is 
what jesuit tradition is all about, 
it's the perfect display of men and 
women for others." 
Cranley named CN Person of the Year 
Cherie Skoczen 
News Editor 
Aftergraduating in Maywitha 
double major in philosophy and 
political sc ience, and after con-
ducting research at the Brookings 
Institute in Washington, D.C., th is 
summer, John Cranley will begin 
hisgraduatestudyat Harvard Law 
School this fall. 
For hiscontributions in his four 
years at john Carroll, Cranley has 
been voted Carroll News Person of 
the Year. 
"I'm very honored toreceivethe 
award ," he said. "1 just feellucky to 
have been part of a lot of activities 
at john Carroll, a lot of movements, 
wah a lot of people, and l think 
that together we have all done 
some really cool things." 
During his two terms as SU 
president, Cranley sa1d he counts 
the creation of the Student Advi-
sory Budget Board C?A BB) and the 
opening of the Student Umon 
video store as his long-lasting con-
tributions. 
"!definitely lhink that in terms 
of Student Umon,structurally, the 
video store and SABB are the two 
most important things long-term 
that we've accomplished," he said. 
"The video store will help bring in 
an independent source of revenue 
or "co-volunteer" as he said, of the 
annual service project in 
lmmokalee,FL lnaddition,hewas 
the co-founder of Opera-
tion FOCUS, which began 
three years ago. Operation 
FOCUS is the canned food 
drive that feeds 50 fami-
lies at Thanksgtving. 
John Cranley, former Student Union 
president, will attend Harvard Law 
School this fall. 
Cran ley said there have 
been other thi ngs in his 
two-year ad mm istra tion 
that have "been fun along 
the way." Last year he led 
the SU fight to keep signs 
hanging in the Atrium, 
and theSU also won itsoff-
campus accounts battle 
"There used to be a policy 
that all organizations had 
while providing a service to the 
student lxxly,and the SABB set up 
a system of government that ts 
much more responsive to the stu-
dent lxxly." Cranley said theSABB 
is the greatest shift in responsibil-
ity to the students in the last 10 or 
15 yea rs. "I'm very proud of it, bur 
of courseit'sgmngtobea big chal-
lenge to maintain," he said. 
"There's a lot of work ahead." 
Cranley was also a co-founder, 
to keep all theirmoney,whetherit 
be their own personal money or 
umversi ty money, on campus," he 
sa1d. "We challenged that and now 
organizations can take non-uni-
versity money off campus • 
This year the Cranley adm inis-
tration fought to lower prices in 
the Inn Between. They requested 
an additional reading day during 
final exams as well, although no 
see CRANLEY, page 3 
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Pugh leaves Carroll after 35 years of service 
Philosophy professor chooses to retire due to AIDS related illness 
Cherie Skoczen 
News Editor 
John Pugh, professor of phi-
losophy at john Carroll Univer-
sity for 35 years, is retiring at the 
end of the semester because he is 
dying of AID::.. 
"The reason f'm retiring this 
yearis because l have AIDS," Pugh 
said. "l'm getting down towards 
the end." 
a committee established by the 
late Rev. M1chael lavelle, SJ, to 
write policies for the university 
on AIDS. He said the policy was 
passed and accepted by the fac-
ulty. "But there's still a long way 
to go dealing with this all across 
the board," he said. "There's still 
too much, shall we say, 'head in 
the sand.'" 
woodland gardens has been a ma-
jor aspect of his life, Pugh said. "Up 
until that time [pneumonia in 
1994] I wassti II working in the gar-
dens, still digging, still planting 
trees," he said . "I won't do any this 
year." 
Looking forward to warmer 
weather, Pugh said he will spend 
time on his patio surrounded by 
his gardens. 
"I have an eastern woodland 
garden which has various types 
of woodland[plants]native to this 
part of the country," he said. "l 
have a collection of dwarf coni-
fers, and in the greenhouse 1 was 
growing orchids, but I've been giv-
ing those away now." 
Pugh said he also plans to meet 
with friends, read the newspaper 
in his greenhouse and listen to 
Beethoven, Mozart and Hyden. 
"I'll also go back and reread some 
of the books I've enjoyed," he said. 
He enjoys reading about the wil-
derness, horticulture and natural 
science, he said, and his favorites 
are the science fiction novels of 
Marion Zimmer Bradley. 
Standing almost six feet ta II, 
Pugh weighs ll 0 pounds. He said 
he is unsure how much longer he 
has to live. iThe doctors! don't 
know," he said. "It's all a guess at 
this point in my life." Pugh said he came down with 
AIDS in November of 1989. "I've 
survived for a very lottg time; he 
said. "I'm one nf the longer survi-
vors with the disease." 
"Forrunately I had an extraor-
dinarily good doctor," Pugh said_ 
"I was lucky that I got onto the 
clinical trials almost as soon as I 
was diagnosed." He said he un-
~erwentch meal trials for PCP, and 
ht: took Bactrim for preventive 
measures. "I was lucky I didn't 
haveanyprohlemstakmg Bactrim 
so l'm s11ll ou tlactri111." 
For about the last seven years, 
Pugh has lectured about the AIDS 
virusineachofhisclasses. "There 
was a great deal of antipathy at 
first about the disease," he said. 
"But over the years I've heard about 
how the disease has touched other 
people, and you'd be surprised 
how many people know friends 
or relatives who have died of the 
disease. So it's become easier over 
the years." 
Smoking policy remains hazy 
Pugh also said he was taking 
AZT. "But It reached its limits af-
ter I had pneumonia in spring of 
1994." A I though he has had A IDS 
for seven years, Pugh said he re-
ally didn 't become sick until he 
developed pneumonia. 
Pugh , who earned his 
bachelor's degree from john Car-
roll University in 1956,completed 
h1s graduate work at Marquette 
Umversity. He has been teachmg 
philosophy at john Carroll smce 
1961. 
In 1987, Pugh was a member of 
The university has been sup-
portiveof him, said Pugh,68. "My 
original intention was to work 
until! was 70 and then retire and 
move out to California where my 
brother is," he said. 
His students are aware that he 
has the disease, he said. "I don't 
know if they always were aware," 
he said . "But they know now." 
Because of the disease, Pugh 
said it is no longer possible for 
him to conunue teaching. "I don't 
have the strength or energy," he 
said. "Until very, very recently 
classes would be my salvation in 
my life. They've really kept me 
alive." 
Working in his vegetable and 
Andrea Tracy 
Staff Reporter 
The non-smoking policy on 
John Carroll University's campus 
has been in effect for a full school 
year, but the issues surrounding 
the policy's implementation still 
remain hazy. 
Si nee August of last year, smok-
ing has been prohibited in all of 
the buildings on campus, except 
residence halls. Smokers have been 
forced to go outside w heneverthey 
have a need for a cigarette. 
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, Sj., vice 
president for student affairs, said 
he agrees with the policy and 
"hardly thinks an academic build-
ing is a place for smoking." John 
Carroll prepares students for the 
real world, said Salmi, and in the 
work place they would not be able 
to smoke. 
According to Salmi, it is his job 
as an educator to tell students not 
~~ .. IW~~~~~·-~Bl~ 
doi neduca rion is modeli ng forsru-
dents," he said. Salmi said he be-
lieves thatjohn Carroll's no-smok-
ing policy reflects the public's view 
on smoking. The public has been 
educated about the danger of sec-
ond-handsmoke,hesaid,and they 
have spoken up. 
Residents can smoke in their 
dorm rooms because that is where 
they live, according to Salmi. U 
commuters want tosmoke,he said, 
they can "go home and smoke." 
"I'm not sure as a rna tter of 
pol icy that it [an on-campussmok-
ing lounge] is a good thing to do," 
Salmi said. 1f enough student in-
terest was shown in finding a 
smoking lounge, Salmi wouldn't 
THECANDIRU 
..... 
irrlily,..-~M-ilfD~Irilry 
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Although the school smoking policy prohibts it, students are still; 
smoking in public buildings. 
diMniee the-.: "T:be voices of 
srudenrs need to be heard," he 
sa id. Salmi said he does not want 
to spend money on a smoking 
lounge if only ten commuters are 
going to smoke in it. "We are not 
willing to build a smoking 
lounge," he said. 
According to the September 9, 
1995 issue of The Carroll News, 
Salmi claimed that the no-smok-
ing policy on campus went into 
effect to comply with the Univer-
sity Heights City Ordinance. 
Salmi cited section 1519.02 (b) of 
the Ordinance which states "the 
possession of lighted smoking 
materials in any form is prohib-
ited in any public places." 
Richard Kosmerl, the Univer-
sity Heights fire chief, said that if 
john Carroll's Administration 
wanted to section off a smoking 
lounge, they could. 
The University Heights City 
Ordinance does say in section 
1519.02 (a) that smoking is pro-
hibited in educational facilities, 
however, it gives guidelines for 
sectioning off a smoking area in 
the work place. Section 1519.03 
gives the specific areas that can-
not be used as smoking areas. 
According to the ordinance, these 
areas incl ude classrooms, 
restrooms, conference and meet-
ingrooms,auditoriumsandmedi-
cal facillities. 
According to section 1519.05of 
the City Ordinance, a smoking 
area can be no more than 50 per-
cent of the "total floor space of 
any establishment," and it cannot 
to pass through. Ir also must have 
proper ventilation and barriers. 
The ventilation and barriers must 
work together to "maximize the 
migration of smoke to adjacent no-
smoking areas." 
The HarryGauzman lounge, in 
the basement of the Administra-
tion Building, has the ventilation 
and barriers to make it a plausible 
candidate for a smoking lounge, 
according to the Physical Plant. 
John Reali, vice president of 
physical plant services, said that 
the lounge was "total! y sealed off." 
It has an outside wall, a corridor 
walland a stairwell wall, Reali said. 
He added th21: every wall goes up 
to the ceiling, isolating the 
Gauzman lounge. 
A two-year old smoke filter 
hangs from the ceiling in the 
Gauzman lounge, Reali said. The 
filter has not been used since the 
no-smoking policy went into ef-
feet on campus, according to Reali, 
but ro the best of his know lege the 
filter still works. 
Jerry Custer, director of ph ysi-
cal plant, stated that if the smoke 
filter was on all of the time it would 
relieve all of the smoke in the 
Gauzman lounge. 
According to Custer, when the 
Gauzman lounge was a smoking 
lounge the filter "worked very 
well." 
For now, the no-smoking policy 
on campus sti \1 sta nds. "If people 
want to smoke currently on this 
campus," Salmi said. "Then they 
need to go outside." 
The Carroll News staff wishes everyone a very fun 
and safe summer! 
We'll be waiting for you to join our staff as 
a writer, photographer or ad rep! 
Stop by the CN for more detaUs. 
The carroll News, M.:..:a:Ly-=2,~1:..:.99-=-6.::..__ ______ ___ ---=~--=*-W;::...::_S-=-- -------------------=3 
Symposium 
continued from page 1 
continued lt:adership in the 
Church. Mot her Teresa ts also ex-
pected to be present. 
Over 20 ~peakers from around 
the worl d willt;. ke pan in the sym-
posium w ith about 500 partici-
pants in the audience. 
"We have representation from 
Carroll , but well have participants 
from around the world ," Donnelly 
said_ "The participants will be very 
involved in the process." 
Godfned Cardinal Danneels, 
who succeeded Suenens as arch-
bishop of Malines-Brussels, will 
be the keynote speaker of the 
event,offeringa tribute toSuenens. 
Danneels, a scholar of liturgy and 
administrator on several Vatican 
congregations, has a special inter-
est in the spiritual renewal of 
clergy and laity in their service to 
the world and Church. 
Presentations will be given in 
concurrent sessions with various 
speakers focusing on charisms, or 
divinely inspired gifts or power 
Cranley 
continued from page 1 
decision has been made yet, he 
said . 
"I've been 1 u1..k y to have the op-
portunityol a pretty serious lead-
ersh ip pcsition these last couple 
of years ," he said. "And I really 
learned how interdependent we 
arc as people." 
Cra nley was involved in direct 
community service activities 
throughout high school and dur-
ing his freshman and sophomore 
years of college. 
for the good of the Church. The 
char isms of preaching, service to 
the voiceless, parenting, evangeli-
zation, the laity, scholarship, and 
the Word of God will all be ad-
dressed by tndividual speakers. 
Btshopsfrom Thailand,Rome,and 
Chiapas, MexJco will speak on 
their local c hurches and their in-
fluence on jus tice concerns. 
Well-known represent atives of 
varied interests and faiths will 
address issues confronting Chris-
tians in today's world _ These pre-
senters include Wendy Wright, a 
professor at Creighton University 
who will address the gifts of 
parenting needed for the next 
milennium Monika Hellwig, a 
world-renowned theotogian and 
Walter A bbot,SJ., who worked for 
the Vatican's Secreta ria 1 for Chris-
tian Unity, are recouteurs for the 
symposium banquet on Sunday 
evening. Mercy A mba Oduyoye, a 
Methodist by affiliation and an 
executive at the World Council of 
Churches, and Avery Dulles, Sj. 
will address "The Charism of the 
Voiceless" and "The Char ism of the 
maximize the benefit! can bring 
to the public good," he said. "It 
seems grandiose, but in some way 
I want to contribute to ameliorat-
ing the economic injustice around 
the world ." 
Cranley, who graduated from 
St. Xavier High School in Cincin-
nati , said he has a great deal of 
pride in jesuit education. "I hope 
that I've been able to contribute to 
the atmosphere of John Carroll 
Umversity so that more people 
have the same kind of pride in je-
suit education that I do," he said. 
Cranley atlributes his values, 
manners and personality to his 
mother. T h ree other infl uential 
New Evangelizer" respectively. 
Otherspeakersarechurch leaders 
in the Third World , scholars, and 
leaders of dioceses and organiza-
tions implementing peace m 
troubled areas of the world . 
An ticipating that the event 
will be historically significant as 
the new milennium approaches, 
members of John Carroll 's com-
municationsdepartment will vid-
eotape interviewsof the major par-
ticipants of the sympcsium. The 
tapes will become part of an ar-
chives for scholars to use. 
The closing address will be 
"The Cost of Char isms," by James 
Douglass, who served as an advi-
sor to Catholic bishops at Vatican 
11. He also made peace miss ions to 
lsrael,Jordan, lraq and Sarajevo. 
Friends of Cardinal Suenens, 
the late]. PeterGraceand his wife 
Margaret of New York City, are 
offering the primary funding for 
the entire event at which Suenens 
promises to attend. 
"(The symposium] is part of a 
greater plan toreall y influence the 
Church and world," Donnelly said. 
[f he hadonewish,Cranleysaid 
with a laugh, "It would bethatjohn 
Lennon wouldn't have been shot 
and that the Beatles could be re-
united." 
The Beatles Anthology, Part 
Two, is one of the CO's Cran I ey has 
on the CD turntable in his apart-
ment. Others include jesus Christ 
Superstar, The Dave Matthews 
Band, Sinead O'Connor and Les 
Miserables. 
Course changes may be made by phone 
Beginning May 2,1996, students will be able to use the 
touch tone telephone registration system to make course 
changes for the Fal11996 semester. "Students can now 
review their schedules, monitor thetr status on waiting lists, 
and drop or add classes over the summerfrom home," said 
Donald Grazko, director of administrative systems. The 
new system eliminates the need for Academic Program 
Recommendation (APR) forms to be signed by academic 
advisors, though students should still discuss requirements 
with them. To access the system from on campus, students 
should dial9-397-2025. lf dialing long-distance, be sure to 
dial the 216 area code. 
Library extends hours for finals week 
GrasselH Ltbrary will have extended hours dunng 
finals week, following a request made to the university by 
Student Umon officials. The library will be open Fnday, 
May 3, from 7:30a.m. to 2 a.m., Saturday, May 4, from 10 a.m. 
to 10 p.m., Sunday, May 5, from II a.m. to 2 a.m., and Monday, 
May 6, through Wednesday, May 8, from 7:30a.m. to 2 a.m 
Only john Carroll students will be permitted to use the 
libarary after midnight, and students must present valid 
JCU identification upon entering. 
Student Union passes eight charters 
At Tuesday's Student Union meeting, eight charters 
for organizations were revised or approved. The First Circle, 
the philosophy organization; Alpha Rho Omega, fraternity; 
the Ski Team; the Catholic Catechism Prayer Group; and the 
Society of Physics Students/Sigma Pi Sigma each received a 
new charter. The Art Club, Alpha Epsilon Delia and the 
Irish Club had their charters revised. 
Fletchner receives Award 
Valerie Flechtner, associate prof r of bioi gy, was 
named this year 's recipient of the L ucrczia Cu\iccl-11a l\w3nl "The biggest impact in my life 
was my six-week m ission tri p to 
the Domimcatr Re u.5!Tn~~'l"'·"""~!ll.-twtlf.lrl~'lm~m'ln1tm'IR!r 
Cran ley said that people who 
don't know him well may think 
he takes life too seriously since he 
is of ten seen in a coat and tie. "But 
I think my friends would tell you 
that l can be pretty obno x lDUS at 
~~~·~~mm .. ~ft ~~~~ ~~~ 
was in high school," he said . 
Cranley said he has been 
blessed with a lot of good news in 
the last year. "In terms of getting 
into Harvard," he said, "I was very 
lucky." 
Eventually, Cranley said, he 
wants to work in public interest 
law. "I want to leave my options 
open , but whiltever I do profes-
siona ll y 1 wam to do what will 
Health 
continued from page 1 
cording ro McHale, "!The Health 
Service Center usage] was never 
abused In the past , but !don't make 
the policy ... I enforce it." But, the 
situat ion became uncomfortable 
when faculry and staff members 
were denied medical service. 
Maryanne Lutjen, chairperson 
of rhestaff servicecommitteesaid, 
"It was the enforcement without 
any notification, not the actual 
practiCe of enforcement that was 
upsetting It was awkward and 
embarrassing to have to turn 
people away who were not in-
formed of the policy because of 
the poor communication." 
The staff service committee 
sent a memotoSalmi in Dec. l994, 
rcqnesllng a justification of the 
changeof policy. Theythen enta 
follow-up letter in Feb. 1996since 
there was no acknowledgment of 
the first letter. According to Pat 
Pizmont, a member of the com-
mittee. "f'ather sent a memo in re-
sponse to the February lette r 
through Carl Englert, but we never 
got a direct reply to our letter." 
almi said that he responded 
through Englert, director of per-
sonnel , and because he was acting 
"asan;~dministrator and told [the 
staff serviCecommitteelthe policy 
King, Jr., Oscar Romero and Rob-
ert Kennedy. He credits Romero, 
the Bishop martyred in El Salva-
dor in 1980, for being a big influ-
ence in his life in high school and 
inspiring a sense of social justice. 
"Robert Kennedy [is a role model] 
because he was in politics and did 
what he could for the poor," he 
said. "And he was an Irish Catho-
lic, same as I am, and a Democrat." 
that was to be adhered to." 
Englert stated that Salmi's re-
spcnse to the memo reinforced the 
Universi ty's policy. "The mandate 
was that [the Health Service Cen-
ter! was a resource forstudent use." 
In March 1996, the committee 
sent a proposal to Salmi asking 
that fac ulty and staff be allowed 
to use the dispensary, in exchange 
for a nominal fee, said Pizmont. 
"Sa lmi shared the proposal 
with john !vee, vice president of 
business, and tom y knowledge no 
action has been taken in respcnse 
to the proposal. It seems to be in 
!vee's hands now," Englert said. "I 
myself as having a sense of hu-
mor, primarily a sense of humor 
about myself." 
"I've worked hard," Cranley 
said . "But 1 don't think I've worked 
harder than anyone else. I've just 
been blessed. My new phrase these 
days is that I've been blessed in a 
medieval sense and obligated in a 
Christian sense to -use my bless-
ings for others I just feel lucky." 
can see the legitimate concerns of 
both sides. Salmi is looking out for 
the welfare of the students, and 
the staff and faculty want to be 
communicated with," he added. 
Suzanne Kral, treasurer of the 
staff service committee, said that 
it seemed in the best interest of 
both parties to consider the 
committee's proposal. "ls itof more 
cost to the university having em-
ployees leave work for half of a day 
to go to Urgent Care to get a strep 
culture, or for the University to let 
employees to leave for 20 minutes 
to go to Health Services and then 
rewr n to work ," she asked. 
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in October. M Coburn, chairperson of the biology 
department, nominated her for the award. 
jCU establishes Wertheim award 
The Sally H. Wertheim Educational Leadership 
Award has been established in honor of the university's 
graduate school dean and long-t ime education department 
member. The annual award will beat least $5,000 per year. 
The winner will be chosen based on scholarship, profes-
sional achievemt:nt, community service, and a deep 
commitment to the education of children and youth. 
News Briefs were com pi led by Tom O'Konowitz, 
assistant news editor,]ennifer Rowland, staff reporter, and 
Pau!Palumbo,staj[ r'porter. 
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Pugh leaves Carroll after 35 years of service 
Philosophy professor chooses to retire due to AIDS related illness 
Cherie Skoczen 
News Editor 
John Pugh, professor of phi-
losophy at John Carroll Univer-
sity for 35 years, is retiring at the 
end of the semester because he is 
dyingo[ AID::,. 
"The reason I'm retiring this 
yeans because lhaveAIDS,"Pugh 
said . "I'm getting down towards 
the end." 
Pugh said he came down with 
AIDS in November of 1989. "I've 
survived for a very loQg time," he 
said. "I'm one n[ the longer survi-
vors with the disease." 
"Fortunately l had an extraor-
dinarily good doctor," Pugh said. 
"I was lucky that I got onto the 
clinical trials almost as soon as I 
was diagnosed." He said he un-
qerwentcltnJcal trials for PCP,and 
ltt: took Bactrim for preventive 
measures "L was lucky I didn't 
haveanyprohlemstak ingBactrim 
so I'm still OJII:iactritlt." 
Pugh also said he was taking 
AlT. "But 11 reached its lim its af-
ter I had pneumonia in spring of 
1994." Although he has had AIDS 
for seven years, Pugh said he re-
ally didn't become s1ck until he 
developed pneumonia. 
Pugh, who earned his 
bachelor's degree from john Car-
roll Universnyin 1956,completed 
hts graduate work at Marqueue 
Umversity. lie has been teachmg 
philosophy at John Carroll since 
1961 
In 1987, Pugh was a member of 
a committee established by the 
late Rev: Michael Lavelle, SJ" to 
write policies for the university 
on AIDS. He said the policy was 
passed and accepted by the fac-
ulty. "But there's still a long way 
to go dealing with this all across 
the board," he said. "There's still 
too much, shall we say, 'head in 
the sand.-
For about the last seven years, 
Pugh has lectured about the A IDS 
virusineachofhisclasses. "There 
was a great deal of anupathy at 
first about the disease," he said. 
"B utover the years I've heard about 
how the disease has touched other 
people, and you'd be surprised 
how many people know friends 
or relatives who have d ied of the 
disease. So it's become easier over 
the years.· 
The university has been sup-
portiveof him , said Pugh,68. "My 
original intention was to work 
unttll was 70 and then retire and 
move out to California where rny 
brother is," he said. 
His students are aware that he 
has the disease, he said. "l don't 
know if they always were aware." 
he sa id. "But they know now." 
Because of the disease, Pugh 
said it is no longer possible for 
h1m toconrinue teaching. "I don't 
have the strength or energy," he 
said. "Until very, very recently 
classes would be my salvation in 
my life. They've really kept me 
alive." 
Working in his vegetable and 
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woodland gardens has been a ma-
joraspectof his life. Pugh said. "Up 
until that time [pneumoma in 
1994] I was still working in the gar-
dens, still digging, still planting 
trees," he said. "I won't do any this 
year.· 
Looking forward to warmer 
weather, Pugh said he will spend 
time on his patio surrounded by 
his gardens. 
"I have an eastern woodland 
garden which has various types 
of woodlandfplants]native to this 
part of the country," he said. "I 
have a collection of dwarf coni-
fers, and in the greenhouse 1 was 
growing orchids, but I've been giv-
ing those away now." 
Pugh said he also plans to meet 
with friends, read the newspaper 
in his greenhouse and listen to 
Beethoven, Mozart and Hyden. 
"I'll also go back and reread some 
of the books I've enjoyed," he said. 
He enjoys reading about the wil-
derness, horticulture and natural 
science, he said, and his favorites 
are the science fiction novels of 
Marion Zimmer Bradley. 
Standing almost six feet tall, 
Pugh weighs 110 pounds. He said 
he is unsure how much longer he 
has to live. 1The doctors] don't 
know," he said. "It's all a guess at 
this point in my life." 
Smoking policy remains hazy 
Andrea Tracy 
Staff Reporter 
The non-smoking policy on 
John Carroll University's campus 
has been in effect for a f u !1 school 
year, but the issues surrounding 
the policy's implementation still 
remain hazy. 
Since August of last year,smok-
ing has been prohibited in all of 
the buildings on campus, except 
residence halls. Smokers have been 
forced togo outside wheneverthey 
have a need for a cigarette. 
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ, vice 
president for studem affairs, said 
he agrees with the policy and 
"hardly thinksanacademic build -
ing is a place for smoking." john 
Carroll prepares students for the 
real world, said Salmi, and in the 
work place they would not be able 
to smoke. 
According to Salmi, it is his job 
as an educator to tell students not 
doi n education is modeling for stu-
dents," he said. Salmi said he be-
lieves thatjohn Carroll's no-smok-
ing policy reflects the public's view 
on smoking. The public has been 
educated about the danger of sec-
ond-hand smoke, he said, and they 
have spoken up. 
Residents can smoke in their 
dorm rooms because that is where 
they live, according to Salmi. lf 
commuters want tosmoke,hesaid, 
they can "go horne and smoke." 
"l'm not sure as a matter of 
policy that it[anon-campussmok-
ing lounge] is a good thing to do," 
Salmi said. If enough student in-
terest was shown in finding a 
smoking lounge, Salmi wouldn't 
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Although the school smoking policy prohibts it, students are still 
smoking in public buildings. 
djz=jep ideL "The wices.of 
swdems need to be heard," he 
said. Salmi said he does not want 
to spend money on a smoking 
lounge if only ten commuters are 
going to smoke in it. "We are not 
willing to build a smoking 
lounge." he said. 
According to the September 9, 
1995 issue of The Carroll News. 
Salmi claimed that the no-smok-
ing policy on campus went into 
effect to comply with the Univer-
sity Heights City Ordinance. 
Salmi cited section 1519.02 (b) of 
the Ordinance which states "the 
possession of lighted smoking 
materials in any form is prohib-
ited in any public places" 
Richard Kosrnerl, the Univer-
sity Heights fire chief, said that if 
John Carroll's Administration 
wanted to section off a smoking 
lounge, they could. 
The University Heights City 
Ordinance does say in section 
1519.02 (a) that smoking is pro-
hibited in educational facilities, 
however, it gives guidelines for 
sectioning off a smoking area in 
the work place. Section 1519.03 
gives the specific areas that can-
not be used as smoking areas. 
According to the ordinance, these 
areas include classrooms, 
restrooms, conference and meet-
ingrooms,auditoriumsand medi-
cal facillit ies. 
According to section l5l9.05of 
the City Ordinance, a smoking 
area can be no more than 50 per-
cent of the "total floor space of 
anyestablishment,"and it cannot 
to pass through. It also must have 
proper ventilation and barriers. 
The venti I at ion and barriers must 
work together to "maximize the 
migration of smoketoadjacentno-
smoking areas." 
The HarryGauzman lounge, in 
the basement of the Administra-
tion Building, has the ventilation 
and barriers to make it a pia usible 
candidate for a smoking lounge, 
according to the Physical Plant. 
John Reali, vice president of 
physical plant services, said that 
the lounge was "total! y sealed off." 
It has an outside wall , a corridor 
wall and a stairwell wall,Realisaid. 
He added th21: every wall goes up 
to the ceiling, isolating the 
Gauzman lounge. 
A two-year old smoke filter 
hangs from the ceiling in the 
Gauzman lounge, Reali said. The 
filter has not been used since the 
no-smoking policy went into ef-
fect on cam pus, according to Reali, 
but to the best of his know lege the 
filter still works. 
Jerry Custer, director of physi-
cal plant, stated that if the smoke 
filter was on all of the time it would 
relieve all of the smoke in the 
Gauzman lounge. 
According to Custer, when the 
Gauzman lounge was a smoking 
lounge the filter "worked very 
well." 
For now, the no-smoking policy 
on campus still stands. "If people 
want to smoke currently on this 
campus," Salmi said_ "Then they 
need to go outside." 
The Carroll News staff wishes everyone a very fun 
and safe summer! 
We'll be waiting for you to join our staff as 
a writer, photographer or ad rep! 
Stop by the CN for more details. 
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Symposium 
continued from page 1 
conti nued lt..t dcrs hip in the 
Church Mother leresa lS also ex-
pected to be present. 
Over 20 ::.peakers from around 
the world wtllt;,kepart in the sym-
posium with about 500 partici-
pams m the audience. 
"We have representation from 
Ca rroll, but we II havt: participants 
from around the world ," Donnelly 
said. "The p-..trticipants will be very 
involved in the process." 
Godf ned Cardinal Danneels, 
who succeeded Suenens as arch-
bishop of Mali nes-Brussels, will 
be the keynote spea ker of the 
event,offeringa tribute toSuenens. 
Danneels, a scholar of liturgy and 
administrator on several Vatican 
co ngregations, has a special inter-
est in the spiritual renewal of 
clergy and laity in their service to 
the world and Church. 
Presentations will be given in 
concurrent sessions with various 
speakers focusing on cha risms, or 
divinely inspired gifts or power 
Cranley 
continued from page 1 
dec ision has been made yet, he 
sa id. 
"I've been lu..:k y to have the op-
portuni ty ol a pretty serious lead-
ership posnion these last couple 
of yea rs," he sa id . "And 1 really 
learned how interdependent we 
are as people." 
Cranley was involved in direct 
comm uni ty service activities 
throughout high sc hool and dur-
ing his freshman and sophomore 
years of college. 
for the good of the Church The 
charisrns of preaching, service to 
the voiceless, parenting, evangeli-
zation, the laity, scholarship, and 
the Word of God will all be ad 
dressed by md1vidual speakers 
Bishops from Thailand, Rome, and 
Chiapas, Mexico will speak on 
their local churches and their m-
fl uence on JUStice concerns. 
Well-known representatives of 
vaned interests and faiths will 
address issuesconf ranting Chns-
tians in today's world. These pre-
senters include Wendy Wright, a 
professor at Creighton University 
who will address the gifts of 
pa renting needed for the next 
milennium. Monika Hellwig, a 
world-renowned theotogian and 
Walter Abbot ,Sj., who worked for 
the Vatican'sSecretariat forChris-
tian Unity, are recouteurs for the 
symposium banquet on Sunday 
evening. Mercy A mba Oduyoye,a 
Methodist by affiliation and an 
executive at the World Council of 
Churches, and Avery Dulles, Sj. 
will address "The Charism of the 
Voiceless" and "TheCharismof the 
maximize the benefit 1 can bring 
to the public good." he said. "It 
seems grandiose, but in some way 
l want to contr ibute to ameliorat-
ing the economic injustice around 
the world." 
Cranley, who gradua ted from 
St. Xavier High School in Cincin-
nati, said he has a grea t deal of 
pride in Jesuit education. "I hope 
that I've been able to contribute to 
the atmosphere of john Carroll 
University so that more people 
have the same kind of pride in je-
suit education that I do," he said. 
Cranley attributes his values, 
manners and personality to his 
mmher. Three other influe ntial 
New Evangelizer" respectively. 
Otherspeakersarechurch leaders 
in the Third World,scholars,and 
leaders of dioceses and organiza-
tions implementing peace in 
troubled areas of the world. 
Anucipatmg that the event 
will be historically sigmficant as 
the new milennium approaches, 
members of john Carroll's com-
municationsdepartmem will vid-
eotape imerviewsof the majorpar-
tici pants of the symposium. The 
tapes will become pan of an ar-
chives for scholars to use. 
The closing address will be 
"The Cost of Char isms," by james 
Douglass, who served as an advi-
sor to Catholic bishops at Vatican 
II. He also made peace missions to 
lsrael,Jordan,lraq and Sarajevo. 
Friends of Cardinal Suenens, 
the late]. Peter Grace and his wife 
Margaret of New York City, are 
offering the primary funding for 
the entire event at which Suenens 
promises to attend. 
"[The symposium] is pan of a 
greater plan to rea\ ] y influence the 
Church and world," Donnelly said. 
If he had one wish,Cranleysaid 
with a laugh, "It would bethatjohn 
Lennon wouldn 't have been shot 
and that the Beatles could be re-
united." 
The Beatles Antho logy, Part 
Two,isoneof theCD'sCranley has 
on the CO turntable in his apart-
ment. Others includej esusChrist 
Superstar. The Dave Mauhews 
Band, Sinead O'Connor and Les 
Miserables. 
Cranley sa1d that people who 
don't know him well may think 
he takes life too seriously since he 
is of ten seen in a coat and tie. "But 
1 think my friends would tell you 
that 1 can be obnox10us a t 
"The biggest impact in my life 
was m six-week mission trip to 
the Oominica\1 Re ubliMl'!fi~t-.,_,~.-.~lt!l'!'lft!'m1tflllft'ln1~'11er 
myself as having a sense of hu-
mor, primarily a sense of humor 
about myself." 
was in high school," he said. 
Cranley sa id he has bee n 
blessed wi1h a lot of good news in 
the last year. "In terms of getting 
into Harvard," he said, "I was very 
lucky:" 
Eventually, Cranley said, he 
wants to work in public interest 
law. "I want to leave my options 
open , but wh<ttever I do profes-
sionally 1 want to do what will 
Health 
continued from page 1 
cording to McHale, "[The Health 
Service Center usagel was never 
abused in the past, but I don't make 
the pol icy ... I enforce it." But, the 
situation became uncomfortable 
when faculty and staff members 
were denied medical service. 
Maryanne Lutjen, chairperson 
of the staff servicecommitteesaid, 
"lt was the enforcement without 
any notification, not the actual 
practice of enforcement tha t was 
upsetti ng It was awkward and 
embarrassing to have to tu rn 
people away who were not in-
formed of 1he policy beca use of 
the poor commu nica tion ." 
The staff se rvice committee 
sent a memotoSalm 1 in Dec.l994, 
requesting a justification of the 
change of policy. Theythensenta 
fol low-up letter in Feb. 1996 since 
there was no acknowledgment of 
the f1rst letter. According to Pat 
Pi zmont , a member of the com-
mittee,"Father sent a rnernoin re-
spo nse to the February letter 
rhroughCarl Englert, but we never 
got a direct rep! y to our letter." 
Sa lmi s:.11d that he responded 
th rough Englert, director of per-
son nel . and because he was acting 
"as an administrator and told I the 
raff servtcecom miueelthe policy 
King,Jr., Oscar Romero and Rob-
ert Kennedy. He credits Romero, 
the Bishop martyred mEl Salva-
dor in 1980, for being a big influ-
ence in his life in high school and 
inspiring a sense of social JUStice. 
"Robert Kennedy lis a role model] 
because he was in politics and did 
what he could for the poor," he 
said. "And he was an Irish Catho-
lic, same as I a rn, and a Democrat." 
that was to be adhered to." 
Englert stated that Salmi's re-
sponse to the memo reinforced the 
University's policy. "The mandate 
was that [the Health Se rviceCen-
terlwasa resource for student use." 
In March 1996, the committee 
sent a proposal to Salmi asking 
that faculty and staff be allowed 
rouse the dispensary, in exchange 
for a nominal fee , said Ptzmont. 
"Salmi shared the proposal 
with john !vee, vice president of 
business, and to my knowledge no 
action has been taken in response 
to the proposal. It seems to be in 
I vee's hands now," Englensaid. "I 
"I've worked hard," Cranley 
said . "But ldon'tthinkl'veworked 
harder than anyone else. I've just 
been blessed. My new phrase these 
days is that I've been blessed in a 
medieval sense and obligated in a 
Christian sense to use rny bless-
ings for others. I just feel lucky." 
can see the legitimate concerns of 
both sides. Salmi is looking out for 
the welfare of the students, and 
the staff and faculty want to be 
communicated with," he added. 
Suzanne Kral, treasurer of the 
staff service committee, said that 
it seemed in the best inte rest of 
both parties to consider th e 
committee's proposal. "lsitof more 
cost to the university having em-
ployees leave work for half of a day 
to go to Urgent Care to get a strep 
culture, or for the University to let 
employees to leave for 20 minutes 
to go to Health Services and then 
return to work ," she asked. 
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Course changes may be made by phone 
Beginning May 2,1996, students will be able to use the 
touch tone telephone reg1strat ion system to make course 
changes for the Falll996 semester. "Students can now 
review their schedules, monitor the ir status on wauing hsts, 
and drop or add classes over the summer from home," sa1d 
Donald Grazko, dtrector of administrarive systems. The 
new system eliminates the need for Academic Program 
Recommendation (APR) forms to be signed by academic 
advisors, though students should still discuss requirements 
with them. To access the system from on campus, students 
should dial9-397-2025. If dialing long-distance, be sure to 
dial the 216 area code. 
Library extends hours for finals week 
Grasselli l1brary will have extended hours during 
fi nals week, following a request made to the university by 
Student Union officials. The library will be open Fnday, 
May 3, from 7:30a.m. to 2 a.m., Saturday, May 4, [rom 10 a.m. 
to lO p.m., Sunday, May 5, from ll a.m. to 2 a.m., and Monday, 
May 6, through Wednesday, May 8, from 7:30a.m. to 2 a.m. 
Only john Carroll students will be permitted to use the 
libarary after midnight, and students must present valtd 
JCU identification upon emenng. 
Student Union passes eight charters 
AI Tuesday's Student Union meeting, eight charters 
for organizations were revised or approved. The First Circle, 
the ph 1losoph y organization, AI pha Rho Omega, frarernny: 
the Ski Team; the Catholic Catechism Prayer Group; and the 
Society of Physics Students/ Sigma Pi S1gma each received a 
new charter. The Art Club, Alpha Epsilon Delta and the 
Irish Club had their charter revised. 
Fletchner receives Award 
Valerie Flechtner, assoClate professor of biology, was 
named this year's recipient of the I ucrez.m ·.u\\Cchia. Award 
in October M Coburn, chairperson of the biology 
department, nominated her for the award 
JCU establishes Wertheim award 
The Sally H. Wertheim Educational Leadership 
Award has been established in honor of the university's 
graduate school dean and long-time education departmem 
member. The annual award will be at least $5,000 per year. 
The winner will be chosen based on scholarship, profes-
sional ach ievemwt, community se rvice, and a deep 
commitment to the education of children and youth 
News Briefs were com pi led by Tom O'Konowitz, 
assistant news editor,]ennifer Rowland, staff r.:portr:r, and 
Paul Palumbo, staff reporter. 
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Hong Kong wants U.S. to keep watchful eye 
China will be reclaiming control of the democratically re-
formed c1ryof Hong Kong next year, rhreatemng to undoanyand 
all progress that has been made. As the take-over (scheduled for 
July l, 1997)approaches, leaders in Betjingare looking for involve-
mend rom the U.S. to safeguard the open markets and way of life 
in Beijmg. While U.S. interesrs in China have been primarily 
economic, economic interests are becoming increasingly politi-
cal, especially under the US-Hong Kong Act of l992, which 
requ1res the Stare Department tom on it or the state of Hong Kong's 
political and economic autonomy. 
Law schools using new enrollment techniques 
As law school enrollment steadily declines, law schools are 
enlisting the help of new technologies ro sell themselves and 
attract sr udents. Loyola Marymount law School in Los Angeles, 
forexample, is nowoneof a few law schools in thecoumrytooffer 
a totally computerized admissions process, from information 
about faculty to a sales pitch about career placement. These 
efforrs are coming at a critical time. jobs for lawyers are scarce, 
and public :mirudes about the legal profession are,ar best, indif-
ferent. Because of this, the number of applications to law schools 
has significantly declined. To counteract this, many schools now 
even advertise on the World Wide Web. 
01 ympic flame begins journey to Atlanta 
last Saturday, the city of Los Angeles welcomed rhe Olympic 
flame and kicked off a 15,000-mile relay. the flame's journey to 
the Summer Games m Atlanta. Many feel that the torch carries a 
heavy s.ymbolic burden for our nation. William Payne, chairman 
of the At lama Committee for the Olympic Games, explained that 
rr would 'draw our nar ion together 111 a celebration of all dtat is 
good in the life that we share.' The torch will pass through 42 
states over the next three months, mainly by foot, but also by 
bicycle, canoe, sailboat, cable car, steamboat, train and sh1 p. 
Vietnamese open prison to media for first time 
Pharo Due Kham, a counterrevolutionary serving 12 years in 
tJr1IO\\ b-p\ou.ing lOiiV8f . 
a pro democracy newsletter, was illlerviewed 1 his month by a 
Wash ington Post reporter, the first time a journalist has been 
allowed inside a Vietnamese prison to meet an inmate. The 
meeting also marked the the first officially sanctioned interview 
with n known political dissident. Vietnamese officials granted 
the re4uest apparently in an effort ro counter criticism of their 
human righrs record and secretive prison record. 
Business groups divided on minimum wage 
While 1-!nuse Republrcans thwart Democratic efforts to in-
crease the minrmum wage, their natural allies, business groups, 
ared1vided on the i sue and seem much more willing to compro-
mise. Many small·businessgroups say their mem bersare split on 
the several proposals that are currently on the table. 
World Briefs were compiled by Kristen Schneidler; Int. News& 
Bt1s1 nrss Editor, with the aid of wire sources. 
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Urban planning methods debated 
Sherry Lucchetti __ _ 
Features Editor 
Fund a me mal differences about 
urban policy were at the heart of 
this year 's anilUal Woelfl Public 
Policy Seminar sponsored by rhe 
political scie nce department tn 
conJunction with Cleveland's bi-
centennial. 
In an effort to understand the 
d1fferent approaches to urban 
policy planning that have charac-
tenzed 1 he City of Cleveland over 
the past th ree decades, former Di-
reciOrof the Cleveland CityPlan-
nrng Commission Norman 
Krumholzandcurrent Director of 
the Cleveland City Planning 
Commission Hunter Morrison , 
shared their insightsastothe best 
way 10 manage a city. 
Krumholz, who held the office 
from 1969-79, described his ap-
proach to urban planning as ad-
vocacy or equity planning. His 
role was defined in rhe l975Cleve-
land policy plan which stated, "ln 
a context of limited resources and 
pervasive inequalities. priority at-
tention must be given 10 ... pro mot-
tng a wtder range of cho1ces for 
those who have few,tf any,ch01ces." 
Due to "the urgent reality of 
extstmg condaions in Cleveland 
and the inherent unfairness and 
exploitative nature of the way we 
develop our metropolitan areas." 
he sa1d that traditional land plan-
mng was not a priority. 
Therefore, Krumholz satd that 
he and his staff turned therr ef-
forts toward "the worst problems 
of Cleveland. as neighborhoods, 
and its residents." 
I< rum holz added, "the rebuild-
mg of ctt1es is much more than 
brick and mortar-no matter how 
splend1d the architecture or ex-
pensive the structure- rhe city is 
not buildings, but people, and un-
less most of them are educated, 
employed, effective and self-re-
specting. a reshaped skyline is a 
mockery and a delusion." 
Contrary to this method is 
Morrison's approach to city plan-
ning. Morrison acknowledged 
that, "We[he and I< rum holzlcome 
at this business from somewhat 
different perspectives, burin many 
respects we share the same goals." 
Mornson assumed the posiuon 
of director of City planning in 1981. 
"The department that I inhemed 
was not a preny sight The staff 
was dispirited, the resources lim-
ited and the studies were erther 
out of dale or nonexistent." sard 
Morrison . "We set about to rebuild 
the city planning department... if 
the com mission did not deal with 
rhec1ry's land useandcapital plan-
ning. no one else in th e govern-
ment would do son 
At the request of Gov. Richard 
Voinovich, Morrison said that he 
and his staff were, "to focus our 
efforts on projects which would 
bring fruit early rather 1han those 
wi th a long gestation period." 
Morrison added , "Execution ... 
has been the word of rhe last six 
years Thecity has experienced the 
most dramatic downtown build-
ing since the Grear Depression." 
Morrison said that due to this 
rebuilding of the city, "Cleveland 
is once again on the map of 
America as a proud city, and is no 
longer the sad sack punching bag." 
Vigilante justice: A solution, or problem? 
Brian Chandler 
Staff Reporter 
The story of Bernhard "Bernie" 
Goetz ended on Monday, April22, 
when a New York jury granted 
Darrell Cabey $18 million in com-
pensaroryawardsand$25million 
in punitive damages. 
Commentary 
oetzshot a yana ourorher 
men on the New York subway in 
1984. when rhey approached 
Goetz and asked him for five dol-
lars. Goetz was broughtto trialfor 
these shootings in 1987 and was 
acquitted of all major charges. At 
that time, Goetz won approval as 
the "man who took on New York's 
criminals and won" 
Theconclusionof th iscivi I trial 
leaves us with a serious social di-
lemma. There appears to be an 
inherent conflic t in two very ba-
sic, fundamental concepts. The 
existence and importance of 
propagatingasocietypremised on 
theruleof law, and the fundamen-
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ra I rig h r to protect one's person. 
with dead! y force if necessary, 
from life-threatening harm. What 
indeed happens when these rwo 
concepts come into direct opposi-
tion with one another? This is a 
question nor easily answered. 
Crime and its consequent fear 
have a I ways been present in ur-
ban settings. However, in this sec-
ond half of the twentieth century, 
gang violence resulling from the 
iTiega1 narcotics tra ehasbecome 
a plague on urban life. Forced to 
cohabit the urban jungles with 
gang members who are battling 
for dominance over neighbor-
hoods, many of these unfortunate 
people becomefi !led with a dread-
ful fear of violence. The most ba-
sic and original purpose of gov-
ernment is to ensure the protec-
tion of irs population from exter-
nal as well as these domestic 
threats to public safety. However, 
this protection of ren seems to be 
impossible. 
It is not necessarily the 
government's fault that Bernhard 
Goetz was vulnerable to crime. 
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The police cannot be expected to 
be everywhere. Did Goetz have a 
right to protect himself from vio-
lence using force? Undoubtedly 
he does have this right. Was Goetz 
justified in shooting Cabeyand his 
three acqaintances~ This is more 
difficult, for he was originally ac-
quitted for shooting these possible 
muggers. but now a new jury holds 
that Goetz acted "reck lessly" and 
"outr " 
It 15 1 1cu 1 top ace onese m 
Goetz's position. He undoubtedly 
felt violated and vulnerable. One 
has to wonder. however, if this at-
temptat"vigilante" justice was not 
ar least partly the result of anger. 
Few argue that people do not 
have a right ro defend themselves 
if necessary, bur there is always 
the danger that this system could 
lead to an anarchistic "survival of 
rhe fittest' type society. lf pos-
sible, such vigi Ia nte action should 
be avoided. Public praise should 
not be placed on those who need 
to fi gh t fire with fire. lf it was a 
legitimate use of force, it should 
be recognized as such, but, un-
doubtedly a society in which such 
vigilante justice is held in esteem 
increases the potential for unjus-
tified acts of violences. Indeed , we 
as a society should also stress re-
straint on the part of individuals 
who might otherwise take the law 
into their own hands. 
AUHOUSE JREWERY 
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Students get healthy tips for all-
night study sessions 
Lisa Marie Stlckan 
Staff Reporter 
It is a familiar siwation for many John 
Carrol l Unrversity students: staying up all 
night long to prepare for a big final exam 
the next day. While coffee and sugar are 
often used to get through the evening. natu-
ral snmulanrs may in fact be more prod uc-
tive and healthier for the body. 
Even though coffee can give a burst of 
energy in the morning, it also maycausean 
afternoon lull following the buzz. 'Coffee 
triggers an insulin reaction that may leave 
you with a mild case of low blood sugar at 
the end of a manic. energy packed hour," 
saidJ udy A. Daus. president of the Mayfield 
Massotherapy Associates. "Coffee can play 
havoc with your body's circadian rhythms. 
These rhythms are a type of physical clock 
that raises and lowers blood pressure, rem-
perature and countless chemical levels 
throughout your body," Daussaid. 
A cup of coffee at an inappropriate ume 
could be causing more fatigue than energy. 
Da u~ recommended having coffee between 
3:30 p.m. and 5 p.m. "At this point, the 
caffeine won't interfere so much with your 
circadran rhythms, and it will give you a 
boost just when you need it most," she said. 
Jennifer Brosius, a sophomore,admitted 
w drinl<ing coffee to stay awake. ' I make a 
special wake-up juice--coffee, cappuccmo, 
hot chocola te and sugar,' Brosius said. 
She added that this strange mixture ac-
tually works. "It doesn't ware off for a long 
time,' Brosius said. 'By the time it does, 
you've already rested.' 
Senior Ali Anderson uses a different un-
usual combination of caffeine producrs to 
survive a late-night study sess10n. "]take a 
spoonful of coffee and wash it down with 
Diet Coke,' Anderson said. 'It works bur I'm 
tired the next day.' 
Caffeine, on the whole, is a popular 
choice for Carroll students. 
Sophomore Emily Hashier satd that she 
drinks tea to stay up late but feels tired the 
next day. laura Frater, also a sophomore, 
said, 'lmgest large quantities of caffeine in 
Coke. 1 am tired, though, the next morning 
and lfeell kind of sick.' 
Other unhealthy energy boosters, like 
candy bars or other sugary treats, will gtve 
the user a burst of short term energy fol-
lowed by fatigue. "Candy will raise your 
blood sugar too high , too fast, thereby set-
ting you up for a fall," Daus said. 
Fortunately. there are natural stim ulan rs 
that offe r a health y way to surv1ve a late-
night study session. Walking, even for ten 
minutes, can provide more energy than a 
candy bar. "A 10-minutewalkelevates blood 
sugar at a comfortable pace that can leave 
you energized for as much as two hours," 
Daus said. 
Another natural stimulant can be a 
shower Daus said that the water doesn't 
have to be ice cold because it's the falling 
action of thewatenhar is srim ulating. "The 
special magic it works comes to you by way 
of negative ions,lw hich a rei molecules that 
adopt an extra electron due to the water 
rushing through the air," she said. Also, the 
increase m negative ions lowers rhe levels 
of a chemical called serotonm. Thts de-
crease in serotonin causes a person to be-
come more energetic. 
Deep breathmg can perk up energy as 
well. When people are studying and con-
centrating, their breathing often becomes 
shallow. "Less breathing means less en-
ergy," said Daus. She recommended taking 
a two minute break every 45 minutes to 
practice deep breathing. Daus cautioned, 
though, against exaggeratmg or prolong-
ing the exercise. 
A burst of energy can also be provided 
by some music. Dausadvised that students 
should make a tape of favorite songs and 
listen to this tape when drowsy. "The ensu-
ing adrenaline rush should carry you 
through the next hour," she said. 
Meditation may be beneficl3l when all-
nightstudyingbecomes amu t. Sittingina 
relaxed position and shutting out distrac-
tions can relieve stress and create a len ness. 
Daus said that even a mere 15 minutes of 
meditation can g1ve great results. 
Junior Andy Fedoriw isonestudent who 
stays awake the natural way. 'I take noth-
ing to stay awake,' he said. "I just think 
happy thoughts. This works well for me 
and I feel fine in the morning." 
Fmals week can be one of the most rry-
ingtimesof the year. llowever,smartstudy-
ing and these wake-up rips will hopefully 
keepstudentsalenand ready to tackle those 
dreaded exams. 
Allergy season: Full sneeze ahead CARROLLPALOOZA '96 
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an • 
this allergy season promises to be one of the worst. 
In the Cleveland area, the allergy season for tree 
pollen rypicall y runs from the end of March into the 
middle of June. 
Fortunately, there are some precautions that can 
he followed to alleviate some of the suffering due to 
persistent allerg1es. Seeing an optometrist is sug-
gested by Karyn Margoli s, an employee of the Soft-
ness Group, Inc. in New York. She said that 80 per-
cent of allergy sufferers have seasonal allergic 
conjunctivitis and yet they are unaware of this fact. 
symptoms are a specific condition, seasonal allergic 
conjunctivitis, that requires specific treatment." 
cared, anti-histamine eye drops. She also suggests 
that allergy suffers ref rain from rubbi ngor touching 
the1r eyes. 
"[Rubbing! does more harm that good. because it 
stimulates the release of the body's own chemicals 
into the eyes, causing even more itchiness," Margolis 
said. "Rubbing can also bring allergens, like pollen, 
directly into your eyes." 
Other suggestions for allergy relief include using 
cold compresses on the eyes and washing hands and 
clothes regularly. Also, avoid going outside when the 
pollen count is high. generally from 5a.m. tolO a.m. 
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It's fun and it's 
free! 
5 p.m. today in the 
Varsity Gym 
Year: Senior 
Major: Psychology and Spanish 
Zodiac sign: Libra 
Favorite type of music: Techno. 
because 1l has the best beat for 
dancrng. 
What are your plans for after 
graduation?: I want to work for a 
year and then go for my Ph.D. rn 
clrnical child psychology 
Favorite Fruit: Bananas, because I 
like to eat them mixed wrth Frosted 
Flakes. 
Favorite ice cream flavor: 
Bubble gum 
Favorite superhero: 
WonderWoman. because she wore 
cool boots and beat up the bad guys. 
If you could do anything in the 
world, what would It be?: I 
would travel around the world. 
What actfvftles are you In-
volved In?: I volunteer at Rarnbow 
Babies and Children's Hosprtal and 
am a Euchanstic mrnister at St. Joan 
of Arc parish. 
If you could have one posses-
sion on a desert island, what 
would It bel: Toilet paper 
"Most students begin bracing themselves for al-
lergy season by stocking up on upper respiratory 
oral ami-histamines," Margolis said. "These medica-
tions work to alleviate runny noses and sneezing, 
bur may actually make eye symptoms worse be-
cause they can dry the eyes and cause drowsiness. 
What these students don 't realize is that their eye 
No permanent cure for allergies is in sight. How-
ever, contacting an allergist or optometrist is a first 
important step toward allergy relief. 
For more information on allergy relief, contact 
the Softness Group's toll-free hotline at 800/553-
310lto request a free brochure. Parnell's 
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Hong Kong wants U.S. to keep watch( ul eye 
China will be reclaiming control of rhe democraucally re-
formed wy of Hong Kong next year, threatening to undo any and 
all progress that has been made. As the take-over (scheduled for 
july l,l997) approaches, leaders in Beijmgare looking for involve-
ment from the US to safeguard the open markets and way of life 
in BeiJing. While U.S. interests in Cbina have been primarily 
economic, econom1c imerests are becoming increasingly politi-
cal, especia ll y under the U.S-Hong Kong Act of 1992, whJch 
reqw res the State Department to monitor t hestatcof Hong Kong's 
polttical and economic auronomy. 
Law schools using new enrollment techniques 
As law school enrollment steadi ly declines, law schools are 
enlisting the help of new technolog1es to sell themselves and 
attrac t students. Loyola Marymount law School in Los Angeles, 
forexample, is now one of a few law schools in the country to offer 
a rotally computerized admissions process, from information 
about faculty to a sales pitch about career placement. These 
effons are coming at a critical time. jobs for lawyers are scarce, 
and public au it udes about the legal profession are, at best, indif-
ferent. Because of thts, the number of applications to law schools 
has significanrlydeclined. To counteract this, many schools now 
even advertise on the World Wide Web. 
Olympic flame begins journey to Atlanta 
last Saturday, the c1ty of los Angeles welcomed the Olympic 
flame and kicked off a 15,000-mile relay, the flame's journey to 
theSummerGamesm Atlanta. Many feel that the torch carries a 
heavy s.ym bolic burden for our nation. William Payne, chairman 
of the Atlanta Committee forthe OlympicGames,explained that 
it would 'draw our nation together in a celebration of all that is 
good in the life that we share.' The torch will pass through 42 
states over the next three momhs, mainly by foot, but also by 
b1cycle, canoe, sailboat, cable car, steam boat, tra in and ship. 
Vietnamese open prison to media for first time 
Ph am Due Kham, a counterrevolutionary serving 12 years in 
piiOft b plot t40Ver . . 
a pro democracy newsletter, was interviewed rbrs monrb by a 
Wa shington Pot reporter, the first time a journalist has been 
allowed ms1de a Vietnamese prison to meet an inmate. The 
meeting also marked the the first officially sanctioned interview 
with a known political dissident. Vietnamese officials granted 
rhe reyuest apparently in an effort to counter critic1sm of their 
human rights record and secretive prison record. 
Business groups divided on minimum wage 
While House Republicans thwart Democratic efforts to in-
crease the minimum wage, their natural allies, business groups, 
aredrvidcd on the issue and seem much more willing to compro-
mise. Many small-business groups say their members are split on 
the several proposals that are currently on the table. 
World Briefs were compiled byKri ten Schneidler,lnt.News& 
Bus1 ness Editor, with tile aid of wire sources. 
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Urban planning methods debated 
Sherry Lucchetti 
Features Editor 
Fundamentaldifferencesabom 
urban policy were at the heart of 
this year's annual Woelfl Public 
Policy Seminar sponsored by the 
polincal sc1ence department in 
conjunction with Cleveland's bi-
centennial. 
In an effort to understand the 
different approaches to urban 
policy planning that havecharac-
tenzed r he c1ty of Cleveland over 
the past three decades, former Di-
rector of the Cleveland City Plan-
ning Commission Norman 
Krumholz and cur rent Director of 
the Cleveland City Planning 
Commission llunter Morrison , 
shared the1r insights as to the best 
way to manage a city 
Krumholz, who held the orfice 
from 1969-79, described his ap-
proach to urban plan ning as ad-
vocacy or equity planning. His 
role was defined in the 1975Cleve-
land policy plan which stated, "In 
a context of limited resources and 
pervasive inequalit ies, priority at-
ten non must be given to ... pro mot-
ing a Wider range of choices for 
those who havefew,if any,ch01ces." 
Due to "the urgent real1ty of 
existmg conditions in Cleveland 
and the inherent unfairness and 
exploitative nature of the way we 
develop our metropolitan areas." 
he said that traditional land plan-
ning was not a priority. 
Therefore, Krumholz said that 
he and his staff turned their ef-
forts toward "the worst problems 
of Cleveland, its neighborhoods, 
and its residents." 
Krumholz added, "the rebuild-
ing of cines 1s much more than 
br ick and mortar-no matter how 
splendid the architecture or ex-
pcnsi ve the st ructure- the city is 
not buildings, but people, and un-
less most of them are educated, 
employed , effective and self-re-
spect ing, a resha ped skyli ne is a 
mockery and a delusion.· 
Contrary to this method is 
Morrison's approach to city plan-
ning. Morrison acknowledged 
that, "We[he and Krumholzlcome 
at this business from somewhat 
differentperspectives, but in many 
respects we share the same goals." 
Mornson assumed the position 
of direcrorof cit)' planning in 198l. 
"The department that I inhcmed 
was not a pretty sight The staff 
was dispnited, the resources lim-
Ited and the studies were either 
out of date or nonexistent: said 
Morrison. "We ser about to rebui ld 
the city planning department .. if 
the commission did not deal with 
the city's land use and capital plan-
ning, no one else in the govern-
ment would do so." 
At the request of Gov. Richard 
Voinovich, Morrison said that he 
and his staff were, "to focus our 
effort s on projects which would 
bring f ruit early rather than those 
with a longgeslation period." 
Morrison added, "Execution ... 
has been the word of the last six 
years. The city has ex penenced the 
most dramatic downtown build-
ing since the Great Depression." 
Morrison said that due to this 
rebuilding of the city, "Cleveland 
is once again on the map of 
America as a proud city, and is no 
longe r the sad sack punching bag." 
Vigilante justice: A solution, or problem? 
Brian Chandler 
Staff Reporter 
The story of Bernhard "Bernie" 
Goetz ended on Monday, April 22, 
when a New York jury granted 
Darrell Cabey$18 million in com-
pensatory awards and $25 million 
in punitive damages. 
Commentary 
oetzs ot a yan fourother 
men on the New York subway in 
1984, when they approached 
Goetz and asked him for five dol-
lars. Goetz was brought totrialfor 
these shootings in 1987 and was 
acquitted of all major charges. At 
that time, Goetz won approval as 
the "man who took on New York's 
criminals and won· 
The conclusion of th iscivi l tria I 
leaves us with a serious social di-
lemma. There appears to be an 
inherent conflict in two very ba-
sic, fundamental concepts. The 
existence and importance of 
propagatingasocietypremisedon 
theruleoflaw,and the fundamen -
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tal right to protect one's person, 
with deadly force if necessary, 
from life-threatening harm. Wha t 
indeed happens when these two 
concepts come intod irectopposi-
tion with one another? This is a 
question not easily answered. 
Crime and as consequent fear 
have always been present in ur-
ban settings. However, in this sec-
ond half of the twentieth century, 
gang violence resulting from the 
11legal narcot1cs tra3e has become 
a plague on urban life. Forced to 
cohabit the urban jungles with 
gang members who are battling 
for dominance over neighbor-
hoods, many of these unfortunate 
people become fi !led with ad read-
ful fear of violence. The most ba-
sic and original purpose of gov-
ernment is to ensure the protec-
tion of its population from exter-
nal as well as these domestic 
threats to public safety. However, 
this protection often seems to be 
impossible. 
It is not necessarily the 
government's fault that Bernhard 
Goetz was vulnerable to crime. 
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The police cannot be expected to 
be everywhere. Did Goetz have a 
right to protect himself from vio-
lence using force? Undoubtedly 
he does have this right. Was Goe tz 
justified in shooting Cabey and his 
three acqaintances? This is more 
difficu lt, for he was original! y ac-
qui ned for shooting these possible 
muggers, but now a new jury holds 
that Goetz acted "recklessly" and 
"outr n 
Tns tf 1culno pace onese m 
Goetz's position. He undoubtedly 
felt violated and vulnerable. One 
has to wonder, however, if this at-
tern pta t "v igi lame" justice was not 
at least part! y the result of anger. 
Few argue that people do not 
have a right to defend themselves 
if necessary, but there is always 
the danger that this system could 
lead to an anarchistic 'survival of 
the fittest ' type society If pos-
sible, such vigi !ante action should 
be avoided. Public praise should 
not be placed on those who need 
to fight fire with fire. If it was a 
legitimate use of force, it should 
be recognized as such, but, un-
doubtedlyasocietyinwhichsuch 
vigilante justice is held in esteem 
increases the potential for unjus-
tified acts of violences. Indeed, we 
as a society should also stress re-
straint on the part of individuals 
whomightotherwise take the law 
into their own hands. 
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Students get healthy tips for all-
night study sessions 
Lisa Marie Stlckan 
Staff Reporter 
It IS a familia r situation for many john 
Car roll Un iversi ty students: staying up all 
nigh t long to prepare for a big final exam 
the next day. Wh1le coffee and sugar are 
often used to ge t through theevening,natu-
ral stimulants may m fact be more produc-
tive and healthier for the body. 
Even though coffee can give a burst of 
energy in the morning, it also may cause an 
afternoon lull following the buzz. 'Coffee 
triggers an insulin reaction that may leave 
you with a mild case of low blood sugar at 
the end of a manic, energy packed hour," 
said Judy A. Daus, prestdentof the Mayfield 
Massotherapy Associates. "Coffee can play 
havoc with your body's circadian rhythms. 
These rhy thms are a type of physical clock 
that raises and lowers blood pressure, tem-
perature and countless chemical levels 
throughout yo ur body," Daus said. 
A cup of coffee at an inappropriate time 
could be causing more fatigue tha n energy. 
Dau~ recom mended having coffee between 
3:30 p.m. and 5 p.m. "At this point, the 
caffc:: ine won't interfere so much with your 
circad ian rh ythms, and it will give you a 
boost just when you need it most," she said. 
Jennifer Brosius, a sophomore, admitted 
to drink mg coffee to stay awake. '1 make a 
special wake-up juice--coffee, cappuccino, 
hot chocolate and sugar," Brosius said. 
She added that th is st range mixture ac-
tual! y works. ' It doesn't ware off for a long 
time,' Brosius said . ' By the time it does, 
you've already rested· 
Senior Ali Anderson uses a differem un-
usua l combination of caffeme products to 
survi ve a late-n ight st udy session. "J take a 
spoonful of coffee and wash it down with 
Diet Coke,' Anderson said. 'It works but I'm 
tired the next day.' 
Caffeine, on the whole, is a popular 
choice for Carroll students. 
Sophomore Emtly Hashier said that she 
drinks tea to stay up late but feels tired the 
nex t day. Laura Frater, also a sophomore, 
said, 'I ingest largequantitiesof caffeine in 
Coke. I am tired, though, the next morning 
and I feel) kind of sick.' 
Other unhealthy energy boosters, like 
candy bars or other sugary trea ts, will give 
the user a burst of short term energy fol-
lowed by fatigue. "Candy will raise your 
blood sugar too high , too fast, thereby set-
ting you up for a fall," Daus sa id. 
Fortunately, there are natural stimulants 
that offer a healthy way to survive a late-
night study session. Walk mg. even for ten 
minutes, can prov1de more energy than a 
candy bar. "A 10-minutewalkelevatesblood 
sugar at a comfortable pace that can leave 
you energized for as much as two hours," 
Daussaid. 
Another natural stimulant can be a 
shower Daus said that the water doesn't 
have to be ice cold because it's the falling 
action of the water that isst imulating. "The 
speCial magic it works comes to you byway 
of negative ions,[which are] molecules that 
adopt an extra electron due to the water 
rushing through the air," she said. Also, the 
increase in negat1ve ions lowers the levels 
of a chemical ca !led serotonin This de-
crease in serotonin causes a person to be-
come more energetic. 
Deep breatnmg ca n perk up energy as 
well When people are studying and con-
centratmg, their breathing often becomes 
shallow. "less breathing means less en-
ergy," said Daus. She recommended takmg 
a two minute break every 45 minutes to 
practice deep breathing. Daus caUiioned, 
though, against exaggerating or prolong-
ing the exercise. 
A burst of energ)' can also be provided 
by some music. Daus ad vised that students 
should make a tape of favorite songs and 
listen to this tape when drowsy. "The ensu-
ing adrenaline r ush should carry you 
through the next hour," she aid 
Mednation may be benefic1al when all 
night studying becomes a mus1 Sitting ina 
relaxed position and sh utting out distrac-
tions can relieve stress and create alertne s 
Daus sa id that even a mere 15 minutes of 
meditation can give great results. 
Junior AndyFedoriw isonestude ntwho 
stays awake the natural way. 'l take noth-
ing to stay awake,' he sa1d 'l just thmk 
happy thoughts. This works well for me 
and l feel fine in the morning.' 
Finals week can be one of the most try-
ing times of the year. However,smartstudy-
ing and these wake-up tips will hopefully 
keepstuden tsalert and ready to tackle those 
dreaded exams. 
Allergy season: Full sneeze ahead CARROLLPALOOZA '96 
Screech Project • 
Felix Sound world • Har-
\nquin F\y • A.\hvi.n nny · 
RachaeiHayes 
World in a Room • 
Screech Project • Felix 
Sou ndworld • Ha rle-
quin Fly • Alhvin Day-
dream • Third Wish • 
World in a Room 
It's fun and it's 
free! 
5 p .m . today \n the 
Varsity Gym 
Year: Sen1or 
Major: Psychology and Spanish 
Zodiac sign: Libra 
Favorite type of music: Techno. 
because it has the best beat for 
danCing. 
What are your plans for after 
graduation?: I want to work for a 
year and then go for my Ph.D. 111 
clinical ch1ld psychology. 
Favorite Fruit: Bananas, because I 
like to eat them m1xed w1th Frosted 
Flakes. 
Favorite ice cream flavor: 
Bubble gum 
Favorite superhero: 
WonderWoman, because she wore 
cool boots and beat up the bad guys 
If you could do anything in the 
world, what would it be?: I 
would travel around the world. 
tctk1n9., \.\m<' to \P.\1 " thP \.,n~,u·\Re 
What activities are you In-
volved in?: I volunteer at Ra1nbow 
Bab1es and Children's Hosp1tal and 
am a Eucharistic m1nister at St. Joan 
of Arc parish. 
If you could have one posses-
sion on a desert island, what 
would it be?: Toilet paper 
Parnell's 
360-0100 
Neither Pr1nceton Ulmwmtv oar ETS Ia affll!ated wtth The Princeton Rmew 
THE 
PRINCETON 
REVIEW 
Prep for the ,June LSsr be~ins ~t1y ~1h 
Prep for thl· ,\u~usl \'IC.\T lw~ins Junl· 81h 
0 CLDAR A D ll l 
Guiness, Harps, Double 
Diamond, Bud Light 
[){Jrrstic Drafts $1.~ a pint 
Import Drafts $3 a pint 
Good luck to all JCU students durtng finals 
week, we appreciate your business! 
3 2 I -3469 
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Cedar Lee a reel gocxl time Crazy about roller coasters 
Juliana Lucas 
St aft Reporter 
It 's your typ1cal Monday 
mgh t As usual, yon don't feel 
like doing anything you really 
should be doing You could al-
ways do that lab report. Or, for 
only $3. you could go see a 
movie. Not an ordinary movie 
but one you might actually de-
scribe as a film . 
The Cedar Lee Theatre of-
[ers reasonably-pnced . well-
made film s and a fun atmo-
sphere. Butwhat's really amaz-
ing about th1s Cleveland 
He1ghts land mark is it's been 
doing this for the last 70 years. 
The Cedar Lee officially 
opened on Dec. 28, 1925. Since 
then. it's never been your t ypi-
caltheatre. According to gen-
eral manager Trisha Kusner, it 
wasongina llybuiltrohost live 
vaudeville acts. Its unique de-
cor included chandeliers. an 
electric fireplace and a stage 
complete with orchestra pit. 
Despue havingonlya single 
screen. the theatre still had the 
capacity to accommodate 
about 1,000 people. A second 
screen was added in the late 
70s and today there is a total of 
six screens. 
"Some people won't see a 
movie unless it's here." accord-
ing to Kusner The theatre gen-
erally hosts what are consid -
ered "specialty films." This 
means they ;~re usually more 
critically-acclaimed, ;~lbeit 
maybe not as well-known . 
Kusner calls them the kind of 
at"ma 
·r think the clientele is just as 
esoteric as some of the films 
that we show," Kusner said. 
Sam Sublty 
Entertainment Ed1tor 
Well, all you amusement park 
fans out there, summer is almost 
upon us once again . It's the time 
for standing in lines underthe hot 
sun,an icy soda sweating through 
the w;~x paper cup in your hand 
while beads of perspiration tickle 
your nose and eyebrows. 
But the sweat's not due solely 
to the heat No way. It's the chink, 
chink of the roller coaster chain 
as it drags another car of scream-
ingpassengers todizzyingheights. 
more traditional snackers, it It's the peak of that first gargan-
tuan hill that almost seems to kiss a I so serves the usual popcorn, 
candy and soda. Either way, it's the wisps of clouds floating in the 
azure sky. lt's knowing that soon certainly a nice alternative to 
Marriott food it will be your turn. 
As a last feature before we all Students should also appre-
ciate the Cedar Lee's $] Tues- take a nice, long summer break, 
the entertainment section takes a 
day admission with any valid lookatthe new attractions offered 
schooii.D. On Mondays, shows 
are $3 for everyone. Those who by top Ohio parks this summer. So 
st rap in and hold on while we go 
ac tually do homework during on a tour of some of the excite-
the week can still catch a mati-
ment that awaits. See you Ln three 
nee on weekends for only $4. minutes, eleven seconds. 
The theatre can be found at Cedar Point 
the corner of Cedar and Lee General Admission: $28.95 
roads (hence the name), mak-
Regular Season: May 11-Sept 2 
ing it only about a 10-minute Aptly calling itself 'America's 
drive from campus. Roller Coast,' this Sandusky 
Students may also enjoy the amusement park boasts the larg-
Saturdaymidnightshowingsof est collection of coasters ever as-
The RochyHorrorPictureShow. sembled. joining the fam ilyas the 
It features a live cast who per- twelfth member this year is Man-
form the film as it plays. The tis, a scream machine with a 14.5-
audience is also encouraged to foot-tall first hill that makes it the 
participate. "You just have to 
tallest, fastest and steepest stand-
experience it for yourself," 
Kusner says. "It's just a lot of ~~~0\~r~~~~;~~~h~~~~~d~~: 
fun." · qi i.t\8. letely 
··1-"'!IBMI.._.,~Itidla .. "~r·"'r~e~rr!+l~f'lfi!O~g~a~d~i·tiontoCed~oints 
ingits70thanniversarybyfe;~- Challenge Park. 
turing special films. A recent But that's hardly all the fun to 
choice was 1940's Pride and be h<ld at the park which was rated 
Prejudice. ButKusnersaysthey 'Best Amusement Park in the 
World' by a l9951nsideTrack read-
ers poll: Don't miss Soak City, an 
adjacent water park which 
was doubled in size during 
theoff-season. Although 
the cost is a bit more 
tacked onto the already 
high general admission 
pnce, Soak City is vir-
tually a park in itself 
with tons of water fun 
on those blistering hot 
summer days. 
For the rest of the 
family, Cedar Pmnt of-
fersrailroad train rides, 
paddleboat excursions 
and Berenstain Bear 
Country for the tots as 
well as a nighttime la-
ser light show to round 
out the day. 
Kings Island 
Genera[ Admission: $28.95 
Regular Season: May 25-Aug. 25 
Justa hop,skipand a jump£ rom 
either Cincinnati or Dayton is the 
domain of such roller coasters as 
The Beast and The Vortex. Watch 
out this ye<~r, though, for The Outer 
Limits: Flight of Fear, a completely 
enclosed coaster r<~ ted 'Best New 
Ride for 1996' at the International 
Association of Amusement Parks 
and Attractions convention in 
New Orleans. Also featured is the 
new XS Race Way, where driving 
fans can take the wheel of a 
NASCAR race car for an 18-mph 
run against 19 other cars. 
Kings Island's w;~ter park, 
WaterWorld, is its offering to the 
water-loving crowd. With acres 
Q{ ~~and rivecsforinner-
tu ng,aJ atnoad Itiona Charge, 
it can't be beat The Nickelodeon 
Splat City promises wild, gooey 
fun but, as the Trix rabbit says, this 
one's just for kids. 
Geaugal.ake 
General Admission: $19.99 
Regular Season: May 25-Sept. 2 
This is theclosestof these parks 
toJohnCarroll Universityandalso 
the most affordable on a college 
budget. Geauga Lake switched 
ownershipand received a $7.5 mil-
lion face \if t for 1996. Part of this 
sum went into a new coaster called 
the Mind Eraser, a 'boomerang'-
typecoaster that sends passengers 
forward and backward in a disori-
enting sense of deja vu. 
A large array of water attrac-
tions sets this park apart. Plunge 
down a near-vertical water slide 
or be bowled over by The Wave, a 
giant pool which sends out a tidal 
leof minutes. The 
to res m are p 
also a popular 16-year tradition. 
All prices and dates subject to 
change. Chech with parhsforveri-
fication. Owner Jon Forman, who 
founded the Cleveland Inter-
national Film Festival,decides 
which film s to feature. Kusner 
say he bases his choices not 
only on his vast knowledge of 
the industry, but also on his 
love of film . 
are planning to have an official 
party. This may include the 
premiere of a new film, ;~long 
with appearances from the di-
rector or cast members. 
Carrollpalooza '96: World in a Room 
The the;~tre is famous for its 
wide variety of concessions. 
One can satisfy just about any 
craving, including imported 
chocolates, pastries, hummus 
and pita, bottled water, 
Sna pple, espresso, cappuccino, 
or even beer or wine. Or,forthe 
There are also plans to 
implement some son of mem-
bership program. It's a gesture 
of thanks toward the theatre's 
loyal customers whom Kusner 
cites as one reason for the Ce-
dar Lee's success over the years. 
"We can only be as unique as 
our patrons," she says." And we 
have very, very unique patrons." 
1HE ONE AND ONLY 
321-4781 
SINCE 1977 
JCUI 
: $1.50 Off whole cold sub or 1 
I $. 75 off half hot or cold sub : 
I E I ! N+S ,_... XGRUMS : 
I w MaylieJd I 
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World in a Room 
Mood Circus 
(Ready Fire Aim Records) 
Many bands can lay claim to 
being the best in Cleveland, in-
cluding the frans, Queue Up and 
Sons of Elvis. But I give my vote to 
World In A Room,especiallyafter 
listening to Mood Ci reus, their sec-
ond f ulllength release. 
WIAR quickly became popu-
lar in Cleveland after debuting 
with Dance on the Stones followed 
by the Until Tomorrow EP. These 
albums combined modern pop 
sounds with some folk twists, 
highlighted by Jason Kilbey 
Smith's vocals. With Mood Circus, 
WlAR are able to expand both mu-
sically and vocally. ' 
Smith is one of the keyingredi-
ents to the success of WlAR, al-
though definitely not the on lyone. 
He has a !ready won awards for his 
vocal abilities, and on Mood Ci r-
eus he shines while showing off 
his skills and vocal range. He gives 
energy to every song, whether it is 
slow or fast , making each more 
enjoyable. Guitarist Kevin Bang 
also shows off his vocal skills on 
"You Remind Me of Someone Else," 
one of two bonus tracks. Com-
prising the rest of the band are 
Tim Brennan on bass and Don Lisy 
on drums. 
The lyrics of many songs on 
the CD reflect a theme of looking 
back at the past as well as toward 
thefuture.Thesoundof MoodCir-
cus leans more toward a modern 
style than previous W!A R releases. 
Some of the best songs include the 
upbeat "Where" and "Won't Go 
Back" and the almost haunting 
GROG SHOP 
176S COVENTRY RD. ~21-SS88 
SHOW US YOUR JOHN CARROL I 
AND RECEIVE 2 FOR I ADMISSION 
TO GROG SHOP SHOWS 
(SPECIAL EVENTS EXCLUDED} 
"Photograph." The two bonus 
tracks arealsogood, especially the 
second one, which is probably the 
bestendingsongthat I have heard 
on a CD in a long time. 
WIARue very good live. Their 
already strong energy is enhanced 
even further by performing live, 
and the band manage to have fun 
on stage. This along with Mood 
Circus make WJAR one of 
Cleveland's most talented bands. 
-Brian Spar-ks 
Carrollpalooza '96 
Today, Varsity Gym 
Admission: Free 
Band Lineup: 
5 p.m. Screech Project 
5:45 p.m. Felix Sound world 
6:30p.m. Harleqoin Fly 
7:30pm. Allivin Daydream 
9 p.m. Third Wish 
10:30 p.m. World in a Room 
with Chris Tye 
Thursdays 
2-4 p·.m. 
ear 1n rev1ew 
1995-1996 
The 1995-96schoolyear 
at john Carroll University has 
seen its share of triumph and 
tragedy. In this microcosm of 
American society tucked neatly 
in suburbia, the lives of each 
person touched IJy this univer-
sity to some extent revolve 
around the events at this insti-
tution. That is reflected in the 
stories covered IJy the CN over 
the last year. So, as the sun sets 
on another year, a chronologi-
A year of introductions •.. 
disappointments ... 
·fear. •• 
if the prices are out of line, said 
John Cranley, SU president. 
Persistent phone problems still 
unsolved: John Carroll University 
instituted a new phone system de-
signed to improve outside commu· 
nications. information Services said 
that over 350 -problems with the 
system were reported in the first 
week and a half of school. 
Sept. 28, 1995 
Dolan incident sparks safety 
and triumph 
cal reflection on the situations, people and events the campus has 
seen over the past nine months seems only appropriate. 
Sept. 9, 1995 
Shea named 22nd president, board of trustees completes extensive search: 
The John Carroll University board of trustees confirmed, on Aug. 3, the recommen-
dation of the presidential search committee: the board elected Rev. john j. Shea, 
S.J. to be the 22nd president of JCU, effective jan. 16, 1996. 
Carroll bans smoking forcing students to seek alternatives: Smoking has 
been prohibited on campus in all public areas within John Carroll University 
buildings as of Aug. 28. This policy was posted around the university in a memo 
from Fredrick Travis, acting president. This ordinance, which was passed in 198 7, 
encompasses the entire campus with the exception of residence hall rooms. 
Inn Between price increase causes drop in patronage: The drastic increase in 
the price of food coupled with the lack of variety in the Inn Between has come 
under fire this week from the Student Union. Dan Yaeger, director of Marriott food 
services, said the prices were increased in order to keep up with competitors 
prices. 
SU over budget: An error in reading the computerized expense budget resulted 
in a $21,000 Student Union deficit for the 1994-95 fiscal year. "The amount of 
money the Student Union spent in the 94-95 fiscal year exceeded the university 
subsidy to the Student Union in addition to revenue raised by the Student Union,' 
said John Cranley, Sll president. 
Sept. 14, 1995 
Carroll ranked #4 in Midwest: John Carroll University was ranked the fourth 
b~st regional university in the Midwest in a recent edition of U.S. News and Work 
Report. This is the seventh year Carroll has been ranked as on of the top 
institutions in the Midwest. 
School of Business turns SO: The School of Business celebrated its 50th 
anniversary at a black-tie affair Saturday, Sept. 9. 
Sept. 2J, 1995 
SU fights Inn Between prices: The prices in the Inn Between are 30 to 40 percent 
higher than its competitors, according to a survey conducted by the Student Union 
this past week. An ad hoc committee was created by the SU last week to find out 
concerns: Residents of Dolan Hall 
received a rude awakening when they were rousted from bed at midnight on 
Sunday to be briefed on JCU's campus escort policy. Which three university 
offictals denied the meeting's curious time was linked to an earlier incident that 
weekend in the same dormitory, several students who live there said they thought 
the meeting was held to impress upon students both the urgency of campus safety 
issues and the need to enforce the campus escort policy. Said one third-floor 
resident of the all-women's dorm, "Everybody came down the halls saying it was 
an emergency meeting. It was 1:30 a.m. by the time 1t ended.w Both Joe Farrell, 
dean of students and Donna Byrnes, director of residence life, said the meeting or 
its hour was not a response to the Saturday, Sept. 2 3 incident reported to campus 
security by a Dolan freshman at 7:15p.m. Byrnes said, reading from the campus 
security report, that the incident was described by JCU campus security as 
"menace by stalking." 
Oct. 5, 1995 
Charges filed in Dolan incident: A 20-year-old Canton man was officially 
charged in University Heights this week with regard to incidents on the John 
Carroll Uruverslty campus last week. According to a JCU freshman, "Amy" 
[pseudonym), a suspected stalker made several disturbing phone calls to her as 
well as an unwelcome visit in Dolan Hall, which moved her to file reports with both 
campus security and the University Heights Police Department. 
Marriott to lower prices: After six hours of negotiations, Dan Yaeger, director 
of Marriott food services, agreed to lower some of the prices in the Inn Between. 
Doralice Tavolario, SU director of internal affairs, met with Yaeger last Thursday 
in order to present him with the competitors analysis and negotiate the prices. 
Colleran recognized for teaching excellence: For her commitment to aca-
demic life at John Carroll University, Jeanne Colleran, associate professor of 
English, was awarded the Lucrezia Cuhcchia Award for Teaching Excellence. 
Oct. 19, 1995 
UHPD and campus security summoned, again: A woman was allegedly 
assaulted outside Dolan Hall on Saturday, Oct. 7 by a young man who ·jumped 
from behind the bushes in front of Dolan and punched her on the right side of the 
face,w said Joe Farrell, dean of students. This is the second incident reported to 
campus security and the UHPD by a Dolan resident within the past month. 
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Cedar Lee a reel good time 
Juliana lucas 
Staff Reporter 
It's your typical Monday 
night A, usual , yon don't feel 
like doing anything you really 
should be doing. You could al-
ways do that lab report. Or, for 
only $3, you could go see a 
movie. Not an ordinary movie 
but one you might actually de-
scribeasafilm 
The Cedar Lee Theatre of 
fers reasonably-priced . well-
made films and a fun atmo-
sphere. But what 'sreallyamaz-
ing a bout this C leveland 
Heights landmark is it's been 
doing this for the las t 70 years. 
The Cedar Lee offic ia lly 
opened on Dec. 28, 1925. Smce 
then , it's never been your typi -
cal theatre. According to gen-
eral manager Trisha Kusner, it 
waso riginally buHtto host live 
vaudeville acts. Its unique de -
cor included chandeliers, an 
electric fireplace and a stage 
complete with orchestra pit. 
Despite havingonlyasingle 
screen,thetheatrestill had the 
capacity to accommodate 
about 1,000 people. A second 
screen was added in the late 
70s and today there is a total of 
six screens. 
"Some people won't see a 
movie unless it 's here," accord-
ingtoKusner. Thetheatregen-
erally hosts what are consid-
ered "specially films." This 
means they are usual ly more 
critically-acclaimed, albeit 
maybe not as well-known . 
Kusner calls them the kind of 
at"ma 
•t thtnk the clientele is just as 
esoteric as some of the films 
that we show," Kusner said. 
Owner jon Forman, who 
founded the Cleveland Inter-
national Film Festival,decides 
which film s to feature. Kusner 
says he bases his choices not 
only on his vast knowledge of 
the industry, but also on his 
love of film . 
The theatre is famous for its 
wide variety of concessions. 
One can satisfy JUSt about a ny 
craving. including imported 
chocola tes, pasmes. hummus 
and pita, bottled wa te r, 
Sn apple, espresso, cappucci no, 
or even beer or wme. Or. for the 
more tradi ti ona l snackers, it 
a lso serves the usual popcorn, 
candy and soda. Either way, it's 
ce rtainly a nice alternative to 
Marriott food. 
Students should also appre-
ciate the Cedar Lee's $3 Tues-
day admission with any valid 
schooll.D. On Mondays, shows 
are $3 for everyone. Those who 
acLUally do homework during 
the week can still catch a mati-
nee on weekends for only $4. 
The theatre can be found at 
1he corner of Cedar and Lee 
roads (hence the name), mak-
ing it only about a 10-m inure 
drive from campus. 
Students may also enjoy the 
Saturdaymid nightshowingsof 
The Rochy Horror Pictu re Show. 
It features a live cast who per-
form the film as it plays. The 
aud ience is a lso encouraged to 
participate. "You just have to 
experience it for yourself," 
Kusner says. "It's just a lot of 
fun." 
ing its 70th anniversary by fea -
turing special films. A recent 
choice was 1940's Pride and 
Prejudtce. ButKusnersaysthey 
are planning to have an official 
party. Th is may include the 
premiere of a new film, along 
with appearances from the di-
rector or cast members. 
There are also plans to 
implement some sort of mem-
bership program. lfs a gesture 
of thanks toward the theatre's 
loyal customers whom Kusner 
cites as one reason for the Ce-
dar Lee's success over the years. 
"We can only be as unique as 
our patrons," she says." And we 
have very, very unique patrons." 
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SINCE 1977 
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ENTERTAINrtENT The Carroll News, May 2, 1996 
Crazy about roller coasters 
Sam Subl 
Entertainment Editor 
Well, all you amusement park 
fans out there, summer is almost 
upon us once again. It's the time 
for stand ing in lines under the hot 
sun, an icy soda sweating through 
the wax paper cup in your hand 
while beads of perspiration tickle 
your nose and eyebrows. 
But the sweat's not due solely 
tothehea t. Noway. lt's thechink, 
chink of the roller coaster chain 
as 1t drags another car of scream-
ing passengers to dizzying heights. 
It's the peak of that first gargan-
tuan hillthatalmosr seems to kiss 
the wisps of clouds floating in the 
azure sky. It's knowing that soon 
it will be your turn. 
As a last feature before we all 
take a nice, long summer break, 
the entertainment section rakes a 
look at the new attractions offered 
by top Ohio parks this s urn mer. So 
strap in and hold on while we go 
on a tour of some of the excite-
ment that awaits. See you in three 
minutes, eleven seconds. 
Cedar Point 
General Admission: $28.95 
Regular Seaso n: May ll-Sept. 2 
Aptly calling itself 'America's 
Roller Coast,' this Sandusky 
amusement park boasts the larg-
est collec tion of coasters ever as-
sembled. joining the fami ly as the 
twelfth member this year is Man -
tis, a scream machine with a 145-
foot-tall first hill that makes it the 
tallest, fastest and steepest stand-
uprollercoasterintheworld. Also 
new is RipCord, a half-bungee 
· ·xi.og.~mpletely 
tern ymgad mon toce'd"arl>omt:"s 
Challenge Park. 
But that's hardly all the fun to 
be had at the park which was rated 
'Best Amusement Park in the 
World ' bya 1995 lns1de Track read-
ers poll: Don't miss Soak City, an 
adjacent water park which 
was doubled in size during 
the off -season. A 1 though 
the cost is a bit more 
tacked onto the already 
high general admission 
pnce, Soak City is vir-
tually a park in itself 
with tons of water fun 
on those blistering hot 
summer days. 
For the rest of the 
family, Cedar Point of-
fers railroad train rides, 
paddleboat excursions 
and Berenstain Bear 
Country for the tots as 
well as a nighttime la-
ser light show to round 
out the day. 
Kings Island 
Genera l Admission: $28.95 
Regular Season: May 25-Aug. 25 
just a hop,skipand a jump from 
either Cincinnati or Dayton is the 
domain of such roller coasters as 
The Beast and The Vortex. Watch 
out this year, though, for The Outer 
Limits: Flight of Fear, a completely 
enclosed coaster rated 'Best New 
Ride fo r 1996' at the Internatio nal 
Association of Amusement Parks 
and Attractions convention in 
New Orleans. Also feat ured is the 
new XS Race Way, where driving 
fans can take the wheel of a 
NASCAR race car for an 18-mph 
run against 19 other cars. 
Kings Island's water park, 
Water World, is its offering to the 
water-loving crowd. With acres 
of .§W!esand riversforinner-
tub ng,al1atnoad mona c arge, 
it can't be beat. The Nickelodeon 
Splat City promises wild, gooey 
fun but, as the Trixrabbitsays, this 
one's just for kids. 
GeaugaLake 
General Admi ssion: $19.99 
Regular Season: May 25-Sept. 2 
..... 
This is the closest of these parks 
tojohn Carroll University a nd also 
the most affordable on a college 
budget. Geauga Lake switched 
ownership and received a $7.5 mil-
lion face lif t for 1996. Part of this 
sum went into a new coaster called 
the Mind Eraser, a 'boomerang'-
type coaster that sends passengers 
forward and backward ina disori-
enting sense of deja vu. 
A la rge array of water attrac-
tions sets this park apart. Plunge 
down a near-vertical water slide 
or be bowled over by The Wave, a 
giant pool which sends out a tidal 
le of min u res. The 
Carrollpalooza '96: World in a Room 
World in a Room 
Mood Circus 
(Ready Fire Aim Records) 
Many bands can lay claim to 
being the best in Cleveland. in-
cluding the frans, Queue Up and 
Sons of Elvis. But I give my vote to 
World lnARoom,especiallyafter 
listening to Mood Ci reus, their sec-
ond f ulllength release. 
WIAR quickly became popu-
lar in Cleveland after debuting 
with Danceonthe Stones followed 
by the Unt il Tomorrow EP These 
albums combi ned modern pop 
sounds with some folk twists, 
highlighted by j ason Kilbey 
Smith's vocals. With Mood Circus, 
WLARareabletoexpand both mu-
sically and vocally. ' 
Smith is one of the keyingredi-
ems to the success of W!AR, al-
thoughdefinitelynot theonlyone. 
He has already won awards for his 
vocal abilities, and on Mood Cir-
cus he sh ines while showing off 
his skills and vocal range. He gives 
energy to every song, whether it is 
slow or fast, making each more 
enjoyable. Guitarist Kevin Bang 
also shows off his vocal skills on 
"You Remind Me of Someone Else," 
one of two bonus tracks. Com-
prising the rest of the band are 
Tim Brennan on bassandDon Lisy 
on drums. 
The lyrics of many songs on 
the CD reflect a theme of look ing 
back at the past as well as toward 
thefuture. The sound of Mood Cir-
cus leans more toward a modern 
style than previous WIAR releases. 
Some of the best songs include the 
upbeat "Where" and "Won't Go 
Back" and the almost haunting 
GROG SHOP 
1765 COVENTRY RD. ~21-SS88 
SHOW tiS YOtll? JOHN CAI?I?OL I 
AND RECEIVE 2 FOI? 1 ADMISSION 
TO GI?OG SHOP SHOWS 
/SPECIAL EVENTS EXCWDED} 
"Photograph ." The two bonus 
tracksarealsogood,especiallythe 
second one, which is probably the 
bestendingsongthat I have heard 
on a CD in a long time. 
WIAR are very good live. Their 
already strong energy is enhanced 
eve n furthe r by performing live, 
and the band manage to havefun 
on stage. This along with Mood 
Circus make WIAR one of 
Cleveland's most talented bands. 
-Brian Sparhs 
Carrollpalooza '96 
Today, Varsity Gym 
Admission: Free 
Band Lineup: 
5 p.m. Screech Project 
5:45p.m. Felix Sound world 
6:30p.m. Harlequin Fly 
7:30p.m. Allivin Daydream 
9 p.m. Third Wish 
10:30 p.m. World in a Room 
with Chris Tye 
Thursdays 
2-4 p.m. 
The. Carroll News 
Year n review 
1995-1996 
The 1995-96schoolyear 
at john Carroll University has 
seen its share of triumph and 
tragedy. In this microcosm of 
American society tucked neatly 
in suburbia the lives of each 
person touched by this univer-
sity to some extent revolve 
around the events at this insti-
tution. That is reflected in the 
stories covered by the CN over 
the last year. So, as the sun sets 
on another year, a chronologi-
A year of introductions ..• 
disappointments ••. 
fear .•. 
if the prices are out of line, said 
John Cranley, SU president. 
Persistent phone problems still 
unsolved: John Carroll University 
instituted a new phone system de-
signed to improve outside commu-
nications. Information Services said 
that over 350 problems with the 
system were reported in the first 
week and a half of school. 
Sept. 28, 1995 
Dolan incident sparks safety 
and triumph 
cal reflection on the situations, people and events the campus has 
seen over the past nine months seems only appropriate. 
Sept. 9, 1995 
Shea named 22nd president, board of trustees completes extensive search: 
The John Carroll University board of trustees confirmed, on Aug. 3, the recommen-
dation of the presidential search committee: the board elected Rev. John j . Shea, 
S.J. to be the 22nd president of ]CU, effective jan. 16, 1996. 
Carroll bans smoking forcing students to seek alternatives: Smoking has 
been prohibited on campus in all public areas within John Carroll University 
buildings as of Aug. 28. This policy was posted around the university in a memo 
from Fredrick Travis, acting president. This ordinance, which was passed in 1987, 
encompasses the entire campus with the exception of residence hall rooms. 
Inn Between price increase causes drop in patronage: The drastic increase in 
the price of food coupled with the lack of variety in the Inn Between has come 
under fire this week from the Student Union. Dan Yaeger, director of Marriott food 
services, said the prices were increased in order to keep up with competitors 
prices. 
SU over budget: An error in reading the computerized expense budget resulted 
in a $21,000 Student Union deficit for the 1994-95 fiscal year. "The amount of 
money the Student Union spent in the 94-95 fiscal year exceeded the university 
subsidy to the Student Union in addition to revenue raised by the Student Union,' 
said John Cranley, SU president. 
Sept. 14, 1995 
Carroll ranked #4 in Midwest: john Carroll University was ranked the fourth 
best regional university in the Midwest in a recent edition of U.S. News and Work 
Report. This is the seventh year Carroll has been ranked as on of the top 
institutions in the Midwest. 
School of Business turns 50: The School of Business celebrated its 50th 
anniversary at a black-tie affair Saturday, Sept. 9. 
Sepr. 21, 1995 
SU fights Inn Between prices: The prices in the lnn Between are 30 to 40 percent 
higher than its competitors, according to a suJVey conducted by the Student Union 
this past week. An ad hoc committee was created by the SU last week to find out 
concerns: Residents of Dolan Hall 
received a rude awakening when they were rousted from bed at midnight on 
Sunday to be briefed on JCU's campus escort policy. Which three university 
officials denied the meeting's curious time was linked to an earlier incident that 
weekend in the same dormitory, several students who live there said they thought 
the meeting was held to impress upon students both the urgency of campus safety 
issues and the need to enforce the campus escort policy. Said one third-floor 
resident of the all-women's dorm, •Everybody came down the halls saying it was 
an emergency meeting. It was 1:30 a.m. by the time It ended." Both Joe Farrell, 
dean of students and Donna Byrnes, director of residence life, said the meeting or 
its hour was not a response to the Saturday, Sept. 23 incident reported to campus 
security by a Dolan freshman at 7:15p.m. Byrnes said, reading from the campus 
security report, that the incident was described by JCU campus security as 
"menace by stalking." 
Oct. 5, 1995 
Charges f"aled in Dolan incident A 20-year-old Canton man was officially 
charged in University Heights this week with regard to incidents on the John 
Carroll University campus last week. According to a JCU freshman, "Amy" 
[pseudonym], a suspected stalker made several disturbing phone calls to her as 
well as an unwelcome visit in Dolan Hall, which moved her to file reports with both 
campus security and the University Heights Police Department. 
Marriott to lower prices: After six hours of negotiations, Dan Yaeger, director 
of Marriott food services, agreed to lower some of the prices in the Inn Between. 
Doralice Tavolario, SU director of internal affairs, met with Yaeger last Thursday 
in order to present him with the competitors analysis and negotiate the prices. 
Colleran recognized for teaching exceDence: For her commitment to aca-
demic life at john Carroll University, jeanne Colleran, associate professor of 
English, was awarded the Lucrezia Culicchia Award for Teaching Excellence. 
Oct. 19, 1995 
UHPD and campus security summoned, again: A woman was allegedly 
assaulted outside Dolan Hall on Saturday, Oct. 7 by a young man who "jumped 
from behind the bushes in front of Dolan and punched her on the right side of the 
face," said Joe Farrell, dean of students. This is the second incident reported to 
campus security and the UHPD by a Dolan resident within the past month. 
v.; · fhe. Carroll.News 
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1995-1996 continued from previous page 
Protection order issued: Donald W. Lechner III, 20, entered a plea of not guilty 
to the charge of menace by stalking at an Oct. 4 hearing at Shaker Heights 
Municipal Court. Lechner was charged by University Heights Police Department 
of the first degree misdemeanor due to several incidents which took place onJCU's 
campus Sept. 21. 
Class registration offered by phone: Students can register by 
touchtone phone for Fall 1996 courses next spring from their homes, 
residence halls or workplaces, said Kathleen DiFranco, university regis-
trar. 
Carillon suffers staff loss: This year's Carillon staff has had a rocky 
start apparently due to problems stemming from last year's y~arbook 
anu the lack of participation and interest from upperclassmen. 
Oct. 26, 1995 
Learning Center dedicated: Bishop Edward A. Pevec will dedicate the 
John G. and Mary jane Breen Learning Center addition to the Grasselli 
Library on Saturday, Oct. 28. The Breen family provided half of the 
funding for the new wing and renovation of the older section of the 
GrasseUi Library, said Gorman Duffet, director of the library. 
Nov. 2, 1995 
Murphy resident directs slurs toward guest speaker: A Murphy 
resident was reprimanded last week after directing a slur toward two 
speakers who came to the JCU community to discuss issues on homo· 
sexuality. 
Nov. 9, 1 9.9S 
IPT cleared of hazing charges: The University Hearing Board re-
turned a not ·guilty verdict on Monday on the charge of hazing by the Iota 
Phi Theta fraternity. 
Sports hurt by Browns move: john Carroll University students and 
organizations will be directly affected by Monday's announcement that 
the Cleveland Browns will be heading to Baltimore, MD. Two varsity 
sports, along with dozens of JCU students, will be looking for other 
sources of income and ways of supplementing their budgets come the 
end of the 1995 football season. 
Nov. 16, 1996 
JCU student assaulted: A female John Carroll University student was 
sexually and physically assaulted in the vicinity of the campus around 
4 a.m. on Monday, Nov. 6, according to a University Heights police report 
filed the same day. 
Library safety ques-
tioned: In light of Grasse IIi 
Library's new expansion, 
<..orman Duffel, library di-
rector, said he is concerned 
with the safety of the pre-
mises. According to Duffet, 
r . n on!' a 
ber available to close the 
library every night at mid-
night. 
Nav. 30, 1995 
Women's conference 
delegates speakatJCU: The 
fourth International 
"I wouldn't try and 
lecture her, but please 
don't be out by your-
self at 4 a.m." 
-Dean of Students Joseph Farrell 
on the November sexual assault 
of a JCU .student. 
Women's Conference was not as bad as local newspapers portrayed it to 
be, according to two delegates who shared their experiences from the 
conference with the Carroll community last week. Dorothy Lemmey, 
assistant professor of nursing at Lakeland Community College, and liz 
Lavell, therapist at West Side Community Mental Health Center spoke of 
their expertence In Huairou, China. 
Carroll makes honor roll: John Carroll University was recently 
named to the 1995 John Templeton Foundation Honor Roll for Character 
Building Colleges. 
Dec. 7, 1995 
Israeli ambassador speaks in Kulas: I tamar Rabinovich, ambassador 
of lsrnel to the United States, spoke in Kulas Auditorium last week about 
the troubles and obstacles that Israel has faced on the road to peace with 
the Arabs. 
january 25, 1996 
Morton illustrates history of Oe.veland women: The first history of 
Cleveland women in over I 00 years has been written by Marian J. Morton, 
JCU history professor. Women in Cleveland: An Illustrated History was 
written to inspire others to write women's history, Morton said. 
Feb. I, 1996 
Salmi prese.Dle.d with SU proposal: A proposal to change the system 
by which tudent organizations are allocated money has been passed by 
the Student Union and given to Rev. Richard P. Salmi, S.]., vice president 
for student affairs, for review. "The proposal has nothing to do with 
money but rather the system of how the money will be allocated," said 
John Cranley, president of the Student Union. 
Capital campaign raises $54 million in five years: John Carroll 
University recently completed a five-year capital campaign, terminating 
with a record-breaking $54 million. 
Feb. 8, 1996 
Tuition to increase 5.9 percent Tuition at John Carroll University 
will incrrase 5,9 percent next year, bringing total expen e for a full· 
time, on-campus student to Sl8,672. Effective Fall Semester 1996, flat 
rate undergraduate tuition will be S 13,122, and room and board will be S 5,550. 
JCU lands on WWW: John Carroll's Information Services recently created a 
preliminary home page on the World Wide Web that has landed John Carroll on the 
information superhighway. Two-thirds of all colleges and universities already 
have a home page on the World Wide Web. 
Feb. 22, 1996 
SU requests explanation of tenure denials: The john Carroll University 
Student Union Senate voted unanimously to approve a resolution requesting that 
the administration explain its recent denial of tenure to three faculty members. 
The three members named on the re olutlon were Ernest DeZolt, sociology. 
Dwight Hahn, political science and Karen Gygli, communications. 
I Newsbriefs I 
Tavolario wins SU presidency: Doralice Tavolario will become the second 
female president of the Student Union in the history of JCU at the March 19 
inauguration. Tavolario, who ran unopposed, said it is about time a female takes 
the position. The last female president, Tracy Coyne, was in office from 1978-79. 
Feb. 29, 1996 
SU questions campus safety: The Student Union Senate approved a 
recommendation for the enhancement of security measures for the 
Carroll community at Tuesday's Student Union meeting. "We're propos-
ing additional lighting and additional courtesy/security phones to be 
put on the front south lawn," said Maury Petrak, chairman of the Student 
Issues Committee who presented the recommendation. 
"We have gotten 
countless calls and · 
e-mails thanking 
the University for 
implementing this 
program." 
-Rev. Richard P. Salmi, S.J. on 
the University's new "no smok-
ing" regulation implemented in 
September 
Committee. 
Carroll hosts 'little sibs' for 
weekend: JCU was invaded by 
the siblings of 200 students 
for the Residence Hall Assn-
dation Little Sibs Weekend. 
March 14, 1996 
CN special report: Allies: 
By definition, "allies" are per-
sons unified in at least one 
specific way, whether it be 
ideologically or simply prag-
matically. So, allies seemed an · 
.appropriate enough name for 
a group of John Carroll Uni-
versity students interested in 
learning more about gay, les-
bian and hi-affectionate issues. 
In September of 1994, three 
students recognized a need 
on this campus and formed a 
sub-committee within the Stu· 
dent Union Student Issues 
SU proposes to change tenure process: The Student Union unani-
mously passed a bill to recommend to the university a revision of the 
current tenure decision procedure. "This is one of the most serious 
recommendations ever presented by the Student Issues Committee (to 
the floor of the Student Union)," said Maury Petrak, chairperson of the 
Student Issues Committee. 
March 21, 1996 
Alum makes $10 million challenge: JCU recently received an 
unrestricted $10 million challenge gift from 1956 business school 
graduate and board of trustees member, said Paul Kantz, vice president 
for development. John Boler and his wife Mary Jo Boler, a Cleveland 
n e, off r d th gift, on of th larg In rr ' h1 o . 
March 28, 1996 
Knights pledging suspended: The pledging rights and member 
activities of the Knights of Columbus fraternity have been temporarily 
suspended as the Knights wait to appear before the University Hearing 
Board on the charges that they were involved in a hazing incident 
resulting in the hospitalization of a pledge who suffered from alcohol 
poisoning. 
Debate appears at nationals: For the second year in a row, JCU's 
debate team qualified for the National Debate Tournament. The two-
person team that qualified was sophomore jeff Becherer and junior 
Manny Teitelbaum. 
April 18, 1996 
Tenure denials overturned after appeals: The decision to deny 
.tenure to three faculty members was reversed by a committee of 
academic deans and the academic vice president. According to Nick 
Baumgarmer, dean of the college of Arts & Sciences, during the appeals 
process two of the faculty members added new information to their 
applications which then enabled them to meet the criteria for tenure. In 
the other case, the faculty member was able to better explain the 
information that had been presented in the original application. Ernest 
DeZolt, Karen Gygli and Dwight Hahn were notified near the beginning 
of April that their denial of tenure had been reversed. 
"You need women 
in high positions as 
well as men; it's 
about time." 
- S.U. President Doralice 
Tavolario on being elected the 
second female Union President. 
Arson suspected in dorm 
fires: Four fires set in JCU 
dormitories on the night of 
Saturday, March 30 were ruled 
as aggravated arson by the 
UHPD. "We believe the fires 
are probably connected," said 
Donna Byrnes, director ofresi· 
dence life. "We'll pursue any 
lead we have as far as we can 
take it. We're talking about 
endangering people's lives, 
and that's not something to 
be taken lightly." 
Senate approves SABB: 
The Student Union Senate 
passed a bill Tuesday to form the Student Activities Budget Board 
(SABB), changing the way university funds will be ailocated to chartered 
organizations. SABB will go into effect next year, pending the creation of a House 
of Representatives in the Student Union. 
McMinn to receive Beaudry Award at graduation: Senior Jason McMinn was 
voted the recipient of the 1996 Beaudry Award, to be given during graduation 
ceremonies on May 19. The student who receives it is recognized for outstand.Jng 
service in the four areas of leadership, academic achievement, service to the 
Carroll or civic community and Christian life. 
April 25, 1996 
Fellowship honors Lavelle: The JCU Boler School of Business has established 
the Michael]. Lavelle, S.j. Fellowship Program to encourage juniors and seniors to 
participate in a not-for-profit organization, said Robert Ginn, executive in resi-
• 
Sept. 9, 199.>. ( Jeveland is no longer the 'Armpit of America': If 
Windows '95 were any closer to the Macintosh operating system circa 
1984, it ¥.ould be packaged with a complimentary copy of Men at 
Work's first album, a replica of the bright red leather jacket Michael 
Jackson wore in «Beat It" and a Walter 
Mondale campaign poster. -James 
Auricchio 
Oct. 5, 1996: Forget winning the race, 
enjoy the journey: Believe me when I tell 
you that I am not an athlete. Somehow, 
when God was handing outtalents I missed 
the line that said, "for coordination and 
Opinion 
superb athletic skills - stop here." But, nonetheless I am running the 
race. Notyourrunofthemillmarathonor SK. Iamracingtime. -Sherry 
Lucchetti 
Oct. 26, 1996: There's more to life than just weekends: People tend 
to drift in and out of your life. It's nobody's fault, it just happens. 
Sometimes, though, it's hard to say good-bye. But, sometimes good-
bye is the only alternative. 
People 
tend to 
drift in and 
out of your 
life. lt,s 
nobocJYs 
fault, it 
just 
happens. 
It's a sad and frightening thing to see 
the light inside someone die. It's hard to 
try and make that person understand 
what is happening to him or her. I wish 
it weren't true, but I've seen that look in 
a lot of people's eyes here at school. 
Life is too short to be wasted on a beer. 
1 only hope that every once in a while we 
all look in the mirror and make sure we 
are still alive and not just living 
for the weekend. -Christina Hynes 
Nov. 2, 1995: Bring back the 
excitement, they'll provide the 
action: I feel it is extremely poor 
that we do not have the audacity 
to support our fellow athletes 
and friends. Only you the stu-
dent body can bring excitement 
back to the athletic programs, 
because I can promise that 
Carroll's athletic programs are 
going to continue to give us some-
thing to get excited about. 
Michael Ziccardi 
]an. 25, 1996: Dismantling the time bomb: As far back as 
I can remember, I have tried to control things out of my control. 
If I couldn't, then it meant that l was somehow failing. Last 
semester, I was "failing" big time. I had so many questions 
about so many things, and I went from one person to another 
for answers. But the answer was inside. Because God is inside. -Karen 
Obrzr.a 
]an. 25, 1996: Our own worst enemies: Being a fem1n1st means 
doing what you want to do and standing up for the ~ustices of the 
world. Being a feminist doesn't necessarily mean protesting on Capitol 
Hill and giving speeches to large groups of women, although this too 
has a place in the women's movement. If women are contributing to 
their owns tereotypes, how will the rest of society improve their views? 
-Gina Girardot 
Feb. 22, 1996: like father, like son: They say that you become your 
parents. Believe it. My dad is a great guy. I'd love to be like him. My 
brother just doesn't realize that yet. I want to do as good a job with my 
kids as my parentshave done with me. Becoming like them is only a 
good thing. -Jon Kase 
March 14, 1996: So, what exactly does the church say?: The 
CathoHc church teaches in the new Catechism of the Catholic Church 
that homosexual acts are immoral. In that same Catechism, the church 
also teaches that homosexual persons should be accepted with respect, 
·~· 
compassion and sen-
sitivity. 
]CU is a Catholic 
and Jesuit university. 
As a Jesuit university, 
our mission state-
ment includes the 
lgnatian value of 
"cura personalis" -
the care for the indi-
vidual person. The 
lgnatian vision af-
firms the goodness, 
worth and d.igni ty of every person created in God's image. It recognizes 
that each person is known, loved and called by God to use their unique 
talents to help create a more just and loving society. 
I believe that ]CU, committed to the moral teachings of the church 
and guided by our Jesuit and Ignatian values, can continue to create a 
campus where all out students are able to realize their full academic 
and personal potential in a community where people respect and love 
one another. -Rev. Richard P. Salmi, S.]. 
March 28, 1996: Reflections on the future: I was a cocky freshman. 
l knew what I wanted and how I was going to get there. I was going to 
make a million dollars and win a popularity contest. And this small 
Jesuit campus on the east side of Cleveland just happened to be on the 
agenda. Maybe JCU was a mistake for me, but 
more likely I'll appreciate my experience over 
time. We spend an awful lot of time fearing 
the future and attempting to recreate the 
past. I wonder what the past has brought us 
that the future can't bring too, with a little 
determination. -Melissa Tilk 
Text, design and layout for this special sec-
tion by Melissa Tilk and James Auricchio. 
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Entertainment 1995-1996 
The year in music, theatre, 
film and art 
Sept. 9, 1995: Oeveland hosts Rock Hall concert: For S 0 you can get 
a pretty decent seat at most concerts, but not this one. You know, it didn't 
even matter. While the Concert for the Hall of Fam last aturday, Sept. 2 
was arguably the event of the year for Cleveland, it left most fans, myself 
included, with mixed feelings. On one hand, I saw Aretha Franklin, James 
Brown, Chuck Berry, Melissa Etheridge, John Mellencamp and Bruce 
Springsteen all in one evenmg. On the other hand, the concert was even 
hours long, the finale wa flat·out disappointing and the bass made your 
insides vibrate in the upper deck. 
Sept. 28, 199S: Night Kitchen serves alternative theatre: Those 
frequent the theatre scene know that most plays don't take place m the '80s, 
specifically 1980. That particular year was a transitional year, according to 
David Hansen, director of Bummer, the first play from Dobama's Night 
Kitchen at Dobama Theatre. MTV hadn't evolved, disco was dying and 
polyester was slowly fading out of the stores. 
Oct. 19, 1995: October Project bring eclectic sound to Cleveland: 
Mysterious. Enchanting. Primal. The month of October swirls in and mfuses 
both fright and fascination . Ukewise, the music of October Project presents 
its own enticing paradox. Transcendent yet acces· 
sible, intense yet soothmg, the group's full·bod.Jed 
ound ha led to sold·out dates on then latest tour. 
Nov. 2, 1995: Don Quixote defeats the odds : 
This is no ordinary tale. Th1s tale combines a world 
full of sadness, violence and hatred with a world full 
ofbli ·sfullove where good prevails. And the narrator 
is no ordinary man. He is a prisoner. He is a leader. 
He is the Man of La Mancha. Written by Dale 
Wasserman, the play begins Nov. 3 and continues 
through Nov. I 1 in Kulas Audltortum. Dire ling the 
mu ·ical is James F. Beck, assistant communications 
profe sor and technical director for JCU theatre. "I 
only direct once a year - makmg sure every other 
year the play is a musical," Beck said. 
Nov. 16, 1995: Ethiopian odyssey visits art 
museum: African Zion: The Sacred Art of Ethiopia 
will bring students face·to face with rare treasures 
from one of the world's olde t Christian kingdoms 
Man o(La Mancha on JCU Day at the Cleveland Museum of Art this 
Saturday. "This magnificent exhibit i s an opportuni ty 10 Sl'C manuscripts, 
. . 
0 ' 
Christianity,- said Shirley S. Seaton, assistant director of Multicultural 
Mfairs. 
]an. 25, 1996: Freddy Jones Band takes North Avenue: Although they've 
played with the likes of Hootie and the Blowfi ·h and the Dave Matthews· 
Band, FJB have taken their brand ofbluesjrock and carved a niche across the 
country with more than 250 shows a year. FJB enjoyed stopping at ]CU last 
May to play Carrollpalooza, said bassist Jim Bonaccorsi, antl they look 
forward to passing through Cleveland once again for a show at the Odeon 
this Friday. 
Feb. 1, 1996: Not such a novel idea: A word after a word. A sentence. A 
paragraph. Amazing, really, like a giant jigsaw puzzle. But with this puzzle 
the right combination might translate into a best-selling novel With the pot 
today sweetened even more with premiums paid by Hollywood producers, 
authors following the leaders - Tom Clancy, john Grisham and Michael 
Crichton -ltterally are seeing greener pastures ahead. It's no wonder many 
current literary works seem to be written rtpe for the plucking of hungry 
movie makers. 
Feb. 22, 1996: Grammy Spotlight: In my continUing effort to move 
onward and upward, I will avoid the gender issue pervading the Grammy 
Awards this year. It seems this issue 
is eclipsing many other important 
facts about this year's nominations. 
One of these is the amazing new tal-
ent that has exploded onto the female 
vocal scene. The prime example of 
this is Alanis Morissette followed 
closely by latecomer Joan Osborne. 
lbis group also includes P.J. Harvey, 
liz Phair and Bjcii"k, just to name a 
few. 
March 21, 1996: 'Odd girl' on her 
own: If there's one thing that Anne E. 
DeChant, former lead singer of Odd 
Girl Out, has realized form her expe-
rience as a performer, it's that a mu-
sical background isn't the only thing 
needed to be successful in the music 
industry. It also takes a good deal of 
commitment and patience. ~-.:-:-:----"llll.,....."--~L:...---' 
Good Woman debuts in Kulas: Brov.me Mary 
Three gods come to earth in search of a good human being. Unless one good 
person can be found, the world will cease to exist. Only one person puts an 
end to their boundless search. She lives in poverty and must sell herself to 
make a living. She's The Good Woman o(Seizuan. The play, written by Bertolt 
Brecht, begins tomorrow and continues through March 31 in Kulas Audita· 
rium. Directing the play is Karen Gygli, assistant professor of communica-
tions. 
Apri/18, 1996: Brownie Mary good to Last Drop: Attention john Carroll 
University: Did you feel the electricity last Wednesday night? The vibe you 
felt in the air emanated from the Last Drop, courtesy of Pittsburgh band 
Brownie Mary. If you missed them, you should feel left out. 
v.; · fhe. Carroll. News 
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1995-1996 continued from previous page 
Protection order issued: Donald W. Lechner llL 20, entered a plea of not guilty 
to the charge of menace by stalking at an Oct. 4 hearing at Shaker Heights 
Municipal Court. Lechner was charged by University Heights Police Department 
of the first degree misdemeanor due to several incidents which took place on JCU's 
campus Sept. 21. 
Class registration offered by phone: Students can register by 
touchtone phone for Fall 1996 courses next spring from their homes, 
residence halls or workplaces, said Kathleen Difranco, university regis-
trar. 
Carillon suffers slaff loss: This year's Carillon staff has had a rocky 
start apparently due to problems stemming from last year's yearbook 
ami the lack of participation and interest from upperclassmen. 
Oct. 26, 1995 
Learning Center dedicated: Bishop Edward A. Pevec will dedicate the 
John G. and Mary Jane Breen Learning Center addition to the Grasselli 
Library on Saturday, Oct. 28. The Breen family provided half of the 
funding for the new wing and renovation of the older section of the 
Grasselli Library, said Gorman Duffet, director of the library. 
Nov. 2, 1995 
Murphy resident directs slurs toward guest speaker: A Murphy 
resident was reprimanded last week after directing a slur toward rwo 
speakers who came to the JCU community to discuss issues on homo· 
sexuality. 
Nov. 9, 199.S 
IPT cleared of hazing charges: The University Hearing Board re· 
turned a not-guilty verdict on Monday on the charge of hazing by the Iota 
Phi Theta fraternity. 
Sports hurt by Browns move: John Carroll University students and 
organizations will be directly affected by Monday's announcement that 
the Cleveland Browns will be heading to Baltimore, MD. Two varsity 
ports, along with dozens of JCU students, will be looking for other 
sources of income and ways of supplementing their budgets come the 
end of the 1995 football season. 
Nov. 1 6, 1996 
JCU student assaulted: A female John Carroll University student was 
sexually and physically assaulted in the vicinity of the campus around 
4 a.m. on Monday, Nov. 6. according to a University Heights police report 
filed the same day. 
Library safety ques-
tioned: In light of Grasselli 
Library's new expansion, 
Gorman Duffet, library di· 
rector, said he is concerned 
with the safety of the pre· 
mises. According to Duffer, 
r 1. on one~ m m-
ber available to close the 
library every night at mid-
night . 
Nov. 30, 1995 
Women's conference 
delegates speak atJCU: The 
fourth International 
"I wouldn't try and 
lecture her, but -please 
don't be out by your-
self at 4 a.m." 
-Dean of Students joseph Farrell 
on the November sexual assault 
of a JCU.student. 
Women's Conference was not as bad as local newspapers portrayed lt to 
be, according to two delegates who shared their experiences from the 
conference with the Carroll community last week. Dorothy Lemmey, 
ass1stant professor of nursing at Lakeland Community College, and Uz 
Lavell, therapist at West Side Conununity Mental Health Center spoke of 
their experience In Huairou, China. 
Carroll makes honor roll: john Carroll University was recently 
named to the 1995 John Templeton Foundation Honor Roll for Character 
Building Colleges. 
Dec. 7, 1995 
lsraell ambassador speaks in Kulas: I tamar Rablnovich, ambassador 
of Israel to the United States, spoke in Kulas Auditorium last week about 
the troubles and obstacles that Israel has faced on the road to peace with 
the Arabs. 
january 25, 1996 
Morton illustrates history of Cleveland women: The first history of 
Cleveland women in over I OOyears has been written by Marian]. Morton, 
JCU history profes or. Women in Cleveland: An lllustrated History was 
written to inspire others to write women's history, Morton said. 
Feb. I, 1996 
Salmi presented with SU proposal: A proposal to change the system 
by which student organizations are allocated money has been passed by 
the Student Union and given to Rev. Richard P. Salmi, S.J., vice president 
for student affairs, for review. "The proposal has nothing to do with 
money but rather the system of how the money will be allocated," said 
John Cranley, president of the Student Union. 
Capital campaign raises $54 rnllllon in five years: John Carroll 
University recently completed a five year capital campaign, terminating 
with a record-breaking $54 million. 
Feb. 8, 1996 
Tuition to increase 5.9 percent: Tuition at John Carroll University 
will mcrease 5,9 percent next year, bringing total expenses for a full-
time, on-campus student to $18,672. Effective Fall Semester 1996, flat 
rate undergraduate tuition will be S 13,122, and room and board will be $5,550. 
JCU lands on WWW: John Carroll's Information Services recently created a 
pr hrmnary home page on the World Wide Web that has landed John Carroll on the 
information superhighway. Two-thirds of all colleges and universities already 
have a home page on the World Wide Web. 
feb. 22, 1996 
SU requests explanation of tenure denials: The John Carroll University 
Student Union Senate voted unanimously to approve a resolution requesting that 
the administration explain its recent denial of tenure to three faculty members. 
The three members named on the resolution were Ernest DeZolt, sociology, 
Dwight Hahn, political science and Karen Gygli, communications. 
I Newsbriefs I 
Tavolario wins SU presidency: Doralice Tavolario will become the second 
female president of the Student Union in the history of JCU at the March 19 
inauguration. Tavolario, who ran unopposed, said it is about time a female takes 
the position. The last female president, Tracy Coyne, was in office from 1978-79. 
Feb. 29, 1996 
SU questions campus safety: The Student Union Senate approved a 
recommendation for the enhancement of security measures for the 
Carroll community at Tuesday's Student Union meeting. "We're propos-
ing additional lighting and additional courtesy/security phones to be 
put on the front south lawn," said Maury Petrak, chairman of the Student 
Issues Committee who presented the recommendation. 
"We have gotten 
countless calls and · 
e-mails thanking 
the University for 
implementing this 
.program." 
-Rev. Richard P. Salmi, S.J. on 
the University's new "no smok-
ing" regulation implemented in 
September 
Committee. 
Carroll hosts 'little sibs' for 
weekend: JCU was invaded by 
the siblings of 200 students 
for the Residence Hall Asso-
ciation Uttle Sibs Weekend. 
March 14, 1996 
CN special report: Allies: 
By definition, "allies" are per-
sons unified in at least one 
specific way, whether it be 
ideologically or simply prag· 
matically. So, allies seemed an · 
. appropriate enough name for 
a group of John Carroll Uni-
versity students interested in 
learning more about gay, les-
bian and hi-affectionate issues. 
ln September of 1994, three 
students recognized a need 
on this campus and formed a 
sub-committee within the Stu· 
dent Union Student Issues 
SU proposes to change tenure process: The Student Union unani-
mously passed a bill to recommend to the university a revision of the 
current tenure decision procedure. "This is one of the most serious 
recommendations ever presented by the Student Issues Committee [to 
the floor of the Student Union]," said Maury Petrak, chairperson of the 
Student Issues Committee. 
March 21, 1996 
Alum makes $10 million challenge: JCU recently received an 
unrestricted $10 million challenge gift from 1956 business school 
graduate and board of trustees member, said Paul Kantz, vice president 
for development. John Boler and his wife Mary jo Boler, a Cleveland 
n , of t ft , on of t e 1 r In rr ' h 
March 28, 1996 
Knights pledging suspended: The pledging rights and member 
activities of the Knights of Columbus fraternity have been temporarily 
suspended as the Knights wait to appear before the University Hearing 
Board on the charges that they were involved in a hazing incident 
resulting in the hospitalization of a pledge who suffered from alcohol 
poisoning. 
Debate appears at nationals: For the second year in a row, JCU's 
debate team qualified for the National Debate Tournament. The two-
person team that qualified was sophomore Jeff Becherer and junior 
Manny Teitelbaum. 
April 18, 1996 
Tenure denials overturned after appeals: The decision to deny 
.tenure to three faculty members was reversed by a committee of 
academic deans and the academic vice president. According to Nick 
Baumgartner, dean of the college of Arts & Sciences, during the appeals 
process two of the faculty members added new information to their 
applications which then enabled them to meet the criteria for tenure. In 
the other case, the faculty member was able to better explain the 
information that had been presented 1n the original application. Ernest 
DeZolt, Karen Gygli and Dwight Hahn were notified near the beginning 
of April that their denial of tenure had been reversed. 
"You need women 
in high .positions as 
well as men; it's 
about time." 
- S.U. President Doralice 
Tavolario on being elected the 
second female Union President. 
Arson suspected in dorm 
fires: Four fires set in JCU 
dormitories on the night of 
Saturday, March 30 were ruled 
as aggravated arson by the 
UHPD. "We believe the fires 
are probably connected," said 
Donna Byrnes, director of resi-
dence life. "We'll pursue any 
lead we have as far as we can 
take it. We're talking about 
endangering people's lives, 
and that's not something to 
be taken lightly." 
Senate approves SABB: 
The Student Union Senate 
passed a bill Tuesday to form the Student Activities Budget Board 
(SABB), changing the way university funds will be allocated to chartered 
organizations. SABB will go into effect next year, pending the creation of a House 
of Representatives in the Student Union. 
McMinn to receive Beaudry Award at graduation: Senior Jason McMinn was 
voted the recipient of the 1996 Beaudry Award. to be given during graduation 
ceremonies on May 19. The student who receives it is recognized for outstanding 
service in the four areas of leadership, academic achievement, service to the 
Carroll or civic community and Christian life. 
April 25, 1996 
Fellowship honors Lavelle: The JCU Boler School of Business has established 
the Michael J. Lavelle, S.]. Fellowship Program to encourage juniors and seniors to 
participate in a not-for-profit organization, said Robert Ginn, executive in resi· 
.. 
Sept. 9, 1 !J9.1 . t leveland is no longer the 'Armpit of America': If 
Windows '95 were any closer to the Macintosh operating system circa 
1984, it v.ould be packaged with a complimentary copy of Men at 
Work's first album, a replica of the bright red leather jacket Michael 
jackson wore in uBeat W and a Walter 
Mondale campaign poster. ·James 
Auricchio 
Oct. 5, 1996: Forget winning the race, 
enjoy the journey: Believe me when I tell 
you that I am not an athlete. Somehow, 
when God was handing out talents I missed 
the line that said, "for coordination and 
Opinion 
superb athletic skills- stop here." But, nonetheless I am running the 
race. Not your run of the mill marathon or SK. I am racing time. -Sherry 
Lucchetti 
Oct. 26, 1996: There's more to life than just weekends: People tend 
to drift in and out of your life. It's nobody's fault, it just happens. 
Sometimes, though, it's hard to say good-bye. But, sometimes good-
bye is the only alternative. 
People 
tend to 
drift in and 
out of your 
life. lt,s 
nobod'ls 
fault, it 
just 
happens. 
It's a sad and frightening thing to see 
the light inside someone die. It's hard to 
try and make that person understand 
what is happening to him or her. I wish 
it weren't true, but I've seen that look in 
a lot of people's eyes here at schooL 
Life is too short to be was ted on a beer. 
I only hope that every once in a while we 
all look in the mirror and make sure we 
are still alive and not just living 
for the weekend. ·Chrisfina Hynes 
Nov. 2, 1995: Bring back the 
excitement, they'll provide the 
action: 1 feel it is extremely poor 
that we do not have the audacity 
to support our fellow athletes 
and friends. Only you the stu-
dent body can bring excitement 
back to the athletic programs, 
because I can promise that 
Carroll's athletic programs are 
going to continue to give us some-
thing to get excited about. 
Michael Ziccardi 
jan. 25, 1996: Dismantling the time bomb: As far back as 
I can remember, I have tried to control things out of my controL 
If I couldn't, then it meant that I was somehow failing. Last 
semester, I was "failing" big time. I had so many questions 
about so many things, and I went from one person to another 
for answers. But the answer was inside. Because God is inside. -Karen 
Obrzut 
jan. 25, 1996: Our own worst enemies: Being a feminist means 
doing what you want to do and standing up for the injustices of the 
world. Being a feminist doesn't necessarily mean protesting on Capitol 
Hill and giving speeches to large groups of women, although this too 
has a place in the women's movement. If women are contributing to 
their own stereotypes, how will the rest of sodety improve their views? 
-Gina Girardot 
Feb. 22, 1996: Like father, like son: They say that you become your 
parents. Believe it. My dad is a great guy. I'd love to be like him. My 
brother just doesn'trealize that yet. lwantto do as good a job with my 
kids as my parents-have done with me. Becoming like them is only a 
good thing. -]on Kase 
March 14, 1996: So, what exactly does the church say?: The 
Catholic church teaches in the new Catechism of the Catholic Church 
that homosexual acts are immoral. In that same Catechism, the church 
also teaches that homosexual persons should be accepted with respect, 
-~-
compassion and sen-
sitivity. 
JCU is a Catholic 
andJesuituniversity. 
As a Jesuit university, 
our mission state-
ment includes the 
lgnatian value of 
"cura personalis" -
the care for the indi-
vidual persoJL The 
lgnatian vision af-
firms the goodness, 
worth and digiti ty of every person created in God's image. It recognizes 
that each person is known, loved and called by God to use their unique 
talents to help create a more just and loving society. 
I believe that JCU, committed to the moral teachings of the church 
and guided by our Jesuit and Ignatian values, can continue to create a 
campus where all out students are able to realize their full academic 
and personal potential in a community where people respect and love 
one another. ·Rev. Richard P. Salmi, S.}. 
March 28,1996: Reflections on the future: I was a cocky freshman. 
I knew what I wanted and how I was going to get there. I was going to 
make a million dollars and win a popularity contest. And this small 
jesuit campus on the east side of Cleveland just happened to be on the 
agenda. Maybe JCU was a mistake for me, but 
more likely I'll appreciate my experience over 
time. We spend an awful lot of time fearing 
the future and attempting to recreate the 
past. I wonder what the past has brought us 
that the future can't bring too, with a little 
determination. -Melissa Tilk 
Text, design and layout {or this special sec-
tion by Melissa Tilk and ]ames Auricchio. 
v.; The
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Entertainment 1995-1996 
The year in music, theatre, 
film and art 
Sept. 9, 1995: Oeveland hosts Rock Hall concert: For S30 you can get 
a pretty decent seat at most concerts, but not this one. You know, it didn't 
even matter. While the Concert for the Hall of Fame last Saturday, Sept. 2 
was arguably the event of the year for Cleveland, it left most fans, myself 
included, with mixed feeUngs. On one hand, I saw Aretha Franklin, james 
Brown, Chuck Berry, Melissa Etheridge, John Mellencamp and Bruce 
Springsteen all in one evening. On the other hand, the concert was even 
hours long, the finale was flat-out disappointing and the bass made your 
insides vibrate in the upper deck. 
Sept. 28, 1995: Night Kitchen serves alternative theatre: Those 
frequent the theatre scene know that most plays don't take place in the '80s, 
specifically 1980. That particular year was a transitional year, according to 
David Hansen, director of Bummer, the first play from Dobama's Night 
Kitchen at Dobama Theatre. M1V hadn't evolved, di co wa dying and 
polyester was slowly fading out of the stores. 
Oct. 19, 1995: October Project bring eclectic sound to Oeveland: 
Mysterious. Enchanting. Primal. The month of October swirls in and infuses 
both fright and fa cination. Likewise, the music of October Project presents 
Lts own enticing paradox. Transcendent yet acce -
sible, intense yet soothing, the group's full bodied 
ound has led to sold-out dales on their latest tour. 
Nov. 2, 1995: Don Quixote defeats the odds : 
This is no ordinary tale. Th1s tale combines a world 
full of sadness, violence and hatred with a world full 
ofblissfullove where good pr vails. And the narrator 
is no ordinary man. He is a prisoner. lie is a leader. 
He is the Man of La Mancha. Written by Dale 
Wasserman, the play begins Nov. 3 and contmues 
through Nov. 11 in Kulas Auditorium. Directing the 
musical is James F. Beck, assistant communications 
professor and technical director for JCU theatre. "I 
only direct once a year - makrng sure every other 
year the play is a musical," Beck said. 
Nov. 16, 1995: Ethiopian odyssey visits art 
museum: African Zion: The Sacred Art o( Ethiopia 
will bring students fa e·to·face with rare treasures 
from one of the world's oldest Christian kingdoms 
on JCU Day at the Cleveland Museum of Art this 
Saturday. "This magnificent exhibit is an opportunity to Sl'e manuscripts, . . . 
Christlanity," said Shirley S. Seaton, assistant director or Mult1rultural 
Affairs. 
]an. 25, 1996: Freddy Jones Band t.akes North Avenue: Although they've 
played with the likes of Hootie and the Blowfish and the Dave Matthews 
Band, F JB have taken their brand of blues/rock and carved a niche across the 
country with more than 250 shows a year. FJB e~oyed stopping at JCU last 
May to play Carrollpalooza, said bassist Jim Bonaccorsi, and they look 
forward to passing through Cleveland once again for a show at the Odeon 
this Friday. 
Feb. 1, 1996: Not such a novel idea: A word after a word. A sentence. A 
paragraph. Amazing, really, like a giant jigsaw puzzle. But with this puzzle 
the right combination might translate into a best-selling novel. With the pot 
today sweetened even more with premiums paid by Hollywood producers, 
authors following the leaders - Tom Clancy, john Grisham and Michael 
Crichton- literally are seeing greener pastures ahead. It's no wonder many 
current literary works seem to be written ripe for the plucking of hungry 
movie makers. 
Feb. 22, 1996: Grammy Spotlight: In my continuing effon to move 
onward and upward, J will avoid the gender issue pervading the Grammy 
Awards this year. It seems this issue 
is eclipsing many other important 
facts about this year's nominations. 
One of these is the amazing new tal-
ent that has exploded onto the female 
vocal scene. The prime example of 
this is Alanis Morissette followed 
closely by latecomer Joan Osborne. 
This group also includes P.J. Harvey, 
Liz Phair and Bjcii'k, just to name a 
few. 
March 21, 1996: 'Odd girl' on her 
own: lf there's one thing that Anne E. 
DeChant, former lead singer of Odd 
Girl Out, has realized form her expe-
rience as a performer, it's that a mu-
sical background isn't the only thing 
needed to be successful in the music 
tndustry. It also takes a good deal of 
commitment and patience. '::--.:-:-::---.....::lll--..o<---"""'----' 
Good Woman debuts in Kulas: Brownte Mary 
Three gods come to earth in search of a good human being. Unless one good 
person can be found, the world will cease to exist. Only one person puts an 
end to their boundless search. She lives in poverty and must sell herself to 
make a living. She's The Good Woman o(Setzuan. The play, written by Bertolt 
Brecht, begins tomorrow and continues through March 31 in Kulas Audito· 
rium. Directing the play is Karen Gygli, assistant professor of communica-
tions. 
April IS, 1996: Brownie Mary good to Last Drop: Attention John Carroll 
University: Did you feel the electricity last Wednesday night? The vibe you 
felt in the air emanated from the Last Drop, courtesy or Pittsburgh band 
Brownie Mary. If you missed them, you should feel left out. 
,... 
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1995-1996 [Sports [ 
A look bdck at the 1995-96 school year reveals that john Carroll University's 
athletic teams enjo} ~ d spots among the b st in the Ohio Athletic Conference. Of 
the eleven sports whose seasons are complete, seven ended the season in the top 
half of the OAC. Toppmg that, two teams participated in the national tournament, 
and many athletes garnered individual honors. 
this season. Moran ran the team from the point guard position and led the OAC 
in free throw percentage at 78.696. Meanwhile, Biehle makes the future look bright, 
leading JCU with an 11.8 ppg average and leading the OAC by shooting 58.396 from 
the floor. 
Men's Basketball 
Men's Soccer Closing out the winter sports season was the men 's basketball team. Picked to 
The fall sports season gave us conference champions in the men' s soccer team. 
It finished 8-0-1 in the OAC (12-4-2 
overall) and ran its home-field unde-
feated streak to 36 games. Unfortu-
nately, the streak ended there when 
Carroll fell4-3 in a conference semifinal 
shootout to Heidelberg. However, the 
regular season champions were still re-
warded with postseason honors. Five 
members received first team All-OAC 
honors including junior midfielder 
Brady Broshnahan, who finished third 
in the OAC withal. 72 ppg average, and 
sophomore goalkeeper Grant Mast who 
was the conference's second leading 
keeper with nine shutouts and a 0.67 
goals against average. 
finish fourth in preseason polls, the men closed out their regular season with a 
first-place, 14-4 record. The Streaks, however, 
lost in the first round of the OAC tournament 
Women's Soccer 
The women's soccer team finished in 
The Blue Streaks 
remain among the 
best in OAC 
and the nation. 
a sixth place tie with a 5-4 record (7 -8-1 overall). They were led by senior forward rebound milestones. 
Molly Burke who finished with eight goals in the OAC, good enough for eighth Track 
to Muskingum. They still received a bid to the 
NCAA Division Ill tournament where they ad-
vanced to the second round in a victory over 
Wooster (OH) before losing to Hope (MI) Col-
lege in Michigan. The 19-8 Blue Streaks ad-
vanced behind juniors J.J. Richardson, joey 
Bigler, Dave Pfundstein, and senior Jeff 
Sesplankis. Richardson blossomed into the 
Streaks leading scorer, ranking second in the 
OAC with a 19.5 ppg average as a member of 
the first team All-OAC, while Bigler led all of 
Division III players in three-point percentage 
at 48.696. Pfundstein led the OAC in steals, 
ranked second in assists and third in free 
throw percentage, and Sesplankis closed out 
his career by passing the 1,000 point and 500 
place in the lOnference. Burke also set the career mark for total points with 74. The one sport that spans two seasons is track. The indoor version concluded 
Also, senior Thea Consler became the third Streak to notch 20 goals in her career, as part of the winter season and brought John Carroll four OAC champions. 
joining Burke (who is also the career goals leader with 31) and Danielle Sluga (21 ). Sophomore Lori Hammer, juniors Jill Muldoon and Minette jackson and senior 
The Streaks were hampered by minor injuries all season long. Thea Cansler teamed up to win the 4x400 relay, and Cansler also brought home 
Cross Country an individual title by winning the triple jump. The indoor nationals saw four Blue 
The men's and women's cross country teams combined to bring only two Streaks participate. Sophomore Matt Lemieux finished 13th in the pole vault, 
seniors to compete this year. However, both teams looked to a pair of runners for freshman jenny Miller finished 11th in the high jump and jackson took eighth in 
leadership. The men finished seventh at the OAC championships behind the the 400-meter dash. Consler took 15th in the triple jump and won All-American 
steady running of junior Dave Frattare and freshman james Van Dress who flip- honors by finishing fourth in the long jump. So far-in the outdoor season, Cansler 
flopped spots for the team lead often . The team's best finish came at the Hiram (long jump), Lemieux (pole vault) and senior Mike Olsen (200-meter dash) have 
Invitational, finishing third out of 12 teams. Likewise, the women ran behind a provisionally qualified for the outdoor nationals. 
pair of leaders m senior Tish Kanaga and junior Amy Fenske. Combined, these two Softball 
had 13 top-15 finishes, highlighted by Kanaga's first place finish among Division The spring sports season remains in progress for most sports as this is written. 
[II participants at the Akron University Tom Evans Invitational and by Fenske's The only exception is the softball season. The softball team was short on 
second place fimsh at the OAC Championships. upperclassmen with only four junior representing the two uppermost classes. 
Football This abundance of youth may have 
Looking to repeat their success from the 1994 conference co-championship, contributed to the fielding woes for 
h oot a 1 t am be an the Streaks. JCU ended the season 
Behrman's broken leg, just one quar ter into the 1995 season, may have as the seventh ranked defensive 
indicated the difference between the two season's though. Red-shirt freshman team in the OAC and was only 2-8 in 
Nick Case rio filled in adm1rably for Behrman for the remainder of the season games decided by two runs or less. 
finishing with over 2,000 yards passing and setting three school records in a win The second of these wins came as 
over Heidelberg. He, along with junior running back Chad Rankin, who was fifth an 8-7 extra-Inning defeat of Hiram 
in the OAC in individual scoring, led the]CU offense, while the OAC's 1995 Most in the midst of a four game winning 
Outstanding Linebacker, junior Chris Anderson, anchored the defense, finish- streak as the season wound down. 
ing with 134 tac.:kles and three interceptions. The third place Blue Streaks Carroll ended 4-13 in the OAC (11-
finished 5-2-2 in the OAC (6-2-2 overall) and placed five players on the first team 17 overall), but it won four ofits last 
All-OAC. five behind sophomore Carrie 
Volleyball McVicker who broke the record for 
The fall sports season drew to a close with the end of the volleyball season. Blue Streak base hits in a season, 
The 1995 season looked to be a rebuilding one for Carroll volleyball, especially finished second In the OAC in bat-
after a 4·6 start. But this senior-less team refused to believe that. It went on ting average, and tied for third in 
to win 19 of its next 23 games but still only managed a 7-2 record in the OAC the OAC with teammate junior An-
for a third place finish In the regular season. The Streaks fell to Ohio Northern gela Rochowiak in doubles. 
in the conference finals but received a bid to the NCAA tournament on their Baseball 
strong finish in regular season play. The tournament path produced a five-set, Still battling is the baseball team 
come-from-behind revenge victory over ONU and a berth in the national which stands at 7-9 in the OAC and 
quarterfinals against California Lutheran. The Streaks' season ended therewith 1 5-20 overall. The Blue Streaks are 
a 27-12-record. Second team All-OAC members freshman Leslie Dissel, who led offensively by senior Brian 
broke the Carroll single season assist record and finished third in the confer· Senior Jeff Sesplankis Mocny, the OAC's second ranked 
ence with I 0.21 per game, and junior Katy Perrone, who finished third in the OAC hitter in batting average and in doubles, and defensively by the pitching of 
with 3. 54 kills per game, led the Blue Streaks. freshman john O'Rourke, who stands at 5-0. Also powering the Carroll offense are 
Swlmmln1 and Dlvin1 freshman Chris Dahlmeier and senior Kevin Fischer. Dahlmeier has tied the 
The winter sports season brought three more first place finishes to JCU. The Carroll mark for homeruns in a season with four and ranks first in the OAC in RBI 
women's swimming and diving team continued their dominance in the OAC by and second in triples. Fischer, meanwhile, has set Carroll career records in total 
winning their sixth straight OAC crown. They were led by OAC Swimmer of the hits, singles, putouts, RBI, homeruns in one game, at bats, and is within reach of • 
Year, senior Peggy Dempsey, who also finished 15th in the 500-meter free at the doubles. 
Division Ill Nationals in Atlanta, Georgia. The men's sixth OAC championship Tennis 
llid11't come as easily. They trailed Mount Union heading into the final day of The men's and women's tennis teams stand poised for the OAC meets which 
competition and needed a dramatic come-from-behind effort to gain a tie for first. begin Friday. The men have compiled 7-2 record in the OAC and a 10-3 mark 
Leading the men were OAC Diver of the Year, junior Frank D'Angelo, and OAC overall. They are led by the dominance of junior Andrew Perry at second singles 
Swimml'r of the Year, junior jeff Juergens, who both competed in the Division Ill and freshman Bryan Mohler at fifth singles, both of whom stand at 10-l. The 
Nationals. o· \ngelo brought home an eighth place finish in the three meter and women have battled the spring rains more often than opponents. They started the 
a 14th in the one meter competitions earning him All-Americanhonors. Juergens season 4-1 but faced a seventeen day competitive lay-off to start April and have 
took 17th in the 1,650-meter free. dropped th~ir last five matches to stand at 3-3 in the OAC, 4-6 overall. 
Wrestllna Golf 
The wrest ling team grappled its way among OAC competition to a third place Dating back to last spring, the Carroll golf team has been on top of its game. Last 
finish at the OAC championship. It was led by senior J_J. Huszczo and freshman spring, the team finished third in the nation, and junior Steve Voinovich earned 
Brandon Steinmetz who became conference champions at 118 and 134 pounds, All-American honors by finishing second in the nation individually. The team kept 
respectively. These two Blue Streaks received automatic bids and three others up the high level of play in the f.Wl, winning four of the five tournaments in which 
rode at-large bids to the national competitions. The Canol! contingency it participated. Voinovich maintained momentum from the spring in winning 
cons1sted of seniors Huszczo (0-2), Andy Worst (2-2), Jason Kessen {2-2), sopho- medalist honors at three of those tournaments. Sophomore Jeff Bors received 
more Chris Roman (1-2) and Steinmetz (3-2). medalist honors in the fourth tournament, while senior Brian Unk won the 
Women's Basketball individual title at the fifth tournament, where ]CU placed second behind the 1995 
With only one senior, the Carroll women's basketball team treaded just below team national champions, Methodist. This spring, Carroll and Unk have been on 
the .500 mark. They finished 8-10 in the OAC (11-14 overall) for sixth place. The a hot streak. Both have won three out off our tournaments, including Carroll's own 
season's highlight came against defending national champion, Capital. The tournament in which Voinovich finished second and teammates senior Matt 
Streaks defeated the Crusaders 62-60 in the Shula Sports Center on a buzzer shot Glovna and sophomore Ben Wilkins tied for third. 
by freshman Erin Biehle. Biehle and senior Bridgette Moran led the Blue Streaks The preceding was complied by Jonathan Kase, Sports Editor. _ ...... ~.-
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Another John Carroll University 
Student Success Story ... 
Part-Time Jobs Leading To Full-Time Careers 
Alii& 
MARKETING 
SVSTEMS 
At first I was very hesitant about applying for a Telemarketing position at MBNA. I thought to myself, '1 can't sell, nor does anyone 
want a credit card from me." That statement proved itself false within my first few weeks. I was surprised. I never thought I 
could do it, but I am successful and I really enjoy my present position. I have also had promotionB that give me more 
responsibilities and a sense of accomplishment. 
During the past year at MBNA, I have learned how to effectively sell and enhance my interpersonal communication skills. I can 
also take what I am learning in my advertising, marketing, communications and sales courses and apply my knowledge of 
them at work. The Co-op office at John Carroll has allowed me to earn credit towards my degree while working at MBNA. 
MBNA is a growing company with many opportunities that are available for me after graduation. Telemarketing was a foot-in-the-
door for me because what I have accomplished during my first year will be a great asset to continuing my future. You are 
treated with respect, you work in a professional environment, and you are well paid. I realize how fortunate I am to have such 
great opportunities lying ahead. 
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. 
25900 Science Park Drive 
Beachwood, Ohio 44122 
call: (216- 695- 4316) 
*Minimum of 16 hours per week 
*Day and evening shifts available 
*$7.00 an hour plus monthly incentives 
*($9.70 average rate of pay) 
Lisa Fatica, Senior 
Call Today For An Interview! 
MBNA Marketing Systems 
Congratulates 
-~~ .............. __..._......,....;::J....-:::.._o~hn~C arro 11 U ni v ers i ty Students 
MARKETING 
SYSTEMS 
Have A Great Summer! 
Another John Carroll University 
Student Success Story ... 
Part-Time Jobs Leading To Full-Time Careers 
Outward account representatives contact potential MBNA Cuatomers 
AI IN" 
MARKETING 
SYSlEMS 
Call today for more information to offer custom-designed credit cards. "I'll admit ... [ had some questions 
about telemarketing at first, ... I began to see just what MBNA had to offer 
me upon graduation;" MBN.A- offers stable part-time positions that fit your 
or visit our office to complete an application 
Joe Salem, Senior 
class schedules. MBNA provides outstanding 
opportunities for personal and professional growth. 
"Since working at MBNA I have gained invaluable 
work experience and advanced several times" 
MBNA has hired more than 35 JCU graduates and 
part-time representatives into full-tim~ career positions. 
"I am in a great position to grow with them because I took 
advantage of the opportunities available through the part-time 
telemarketing position. Upon graduation in May, I plan to 
go full-time and work my way into a management position." 
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. 
25900 Science Park Drive 
Beachwood, Ohio 44122 
call: (216) 595 - 4815 
* Minimum of 16 hours a week 
* Day and evening shifts available 
* $7.00 an hour plus monthly incentives 
($9. 70 average rate of pay) 
The. Carroll News 
Year •n review 
1995-1996 [Sports ! 
-\look back at the 1995-96 school year reveals that John Carroll University's 
athletic teams enjo} t!d spots among the best in the Ohio Athletic Conference. Of 
the elt!ven sports whose seasons are complete, seven ended the season in the top 
half of the OAC. Topping that, two teams participated in the national tournament, 
and many athletes garnered individual honors. 
Hen's Soccer 
The fall sports sea on gave us conference champwns in the men's soccer team. 
It finished 8-0-1 in the OAC ( 12-4-2 
overall) and ran its home-field unde-
this season. Moran ran the team from the point guard position and led the OAC 
in free throw percentage at 78.6%. Meanwhile, Biehle makes the future look bright, 
leading JCU with an 11.8 ppg average and leading the OAC by shooting 58.3% from 
the floor. 
Hen's Basketball 
Closing out the winter sports season was the men's basketball team. Picked to 
finish fourth in preseason polls, the men closed out their regular season with a 
first-place, 14-4 record. The Streaks, however, 
feated streak to 36 games. Unfortu-
nately, the streak ended there when 
Carroll fell4- 3 in a conference semifinal 
shootout to Heidelberg. However, the 
regular season champions were still re-
warded with postseason honors. Five 
members received first team Ali-OAC 
honors including junior midflelder 
Brady Broshnahan, who finished third 
in the OAC with a 1. 72 ppg average, and 
sophomore goalkeeper Grant Mast who 
was the conference's second leading 
keeper with nine shutouts and a 0.67 
goals against average. 
The Blue Streaks 
lost in the first round of the OAC tournament 
to Muskingum. They still received a bid to the 
NCAA Division lll tournament where they ad-
vanced to the second round in a victory over 
Wooster (OH) before losing to Hope (MI) Col-
lege in Michigan. The 19-8 Blue Streaks ad-
vanced behind juniors j .]. Richardson, Joey 
Bigler, Dave Pfundstein, and senior Jeff 
Sesplankis. Richardson blossomed into the 
Streaks leading scorer, ranking second in the 
OAC with a 19.5 ppg average as a member of 
the first team All-OAC, while Bigler led all of 
Division III players in three-point percentage 
at 48.6'16. Pfundstein led the OAC in steals, 
Women's Soccer 
The women's soccer team finished in 
remain among the 
best in OAC 
and the nation. 
a sixth place tie with a S-4 record (7 -8-1 overall). They were led by senior forward 
Molly Burke who finished with eight goals in the OAC, good enough for eighth 
rebound milestones. 
Track 
ranked second in assists and third in free 
throw percentage, and Sesplankis closed out 
his career by passing the 1,000 point and 500 
place in the ~:onference. Burke also set the career mark for total points with 74. The one sport that spans two seasons is track. The indoor version concluded 
Also, senior Thea Cansler became the third Streak to notch 20 goals in her career, as part of the winter season and brought John Carroll four OAC champions. 
joining Burke (who is also the career goals leader with 31) and Danielle Sluga (21). Sophomore Lori Hammer, juniors Jill Muldoon and Minette Jackson and senior 
The Streaks were hampered by minor injuries all season long. Thea Cansler teamed up to win the 4x400 relay, and Cansler also brought home 
Cross Country an individual title by winning the triple jump. The indoor nationals saw four Blue 
The men's and women's cross country teams combined to bring only two Streaks participate. Sophomore Matt Lemieux finished 13th in the pole vault, 
seniors to compete this year. However, both teams looked to a pair of runners for freshman Jenny Miller finished 11th in the high jump and Jackson took eighth in 
leadership. The men finished seventh at the OAC championships behind the the 400-meter dash. Cansler took 15th in the triple jump and won All-American 
steady running of junior Dave Frattare and freshman james Van Dress who flip- honors by finishing fourth in the long jump. So far-~n the outdoor season, Cansler 
flopped spots for the team lead often. The team's best finish came at the Hiram (long jump), Lemieux (pole vault) and senior Mike Olsen (200-meter dash) have 
Invitational, finishing third out of 12 teams. Likewise, the women ran behind a provisionally qualified for the outdoor nationals. 
pair of leaders in seniorTish Kanaga and junior Amy Fenske. Combined, these two Softball 
had 13 top-15 finishes, highlighted by Kanaga's first place finish among Division The spring sports season remains in progress for most sports as this is written. 
fl! participants at the Akron University Tom Evans Invitational and by Fenske's The only exception is the softball season. The softball team was short on 
second place finish at the OAC Championships. upperclassmen with only four junior representing the two uppermost classes. 
Football This abundance of youth may have 
Looking to repeat their succes from the 1994 conference co-championshi , contributed to the fielding woes for 
h oo am be an f h treak . JCU ended the season 
Behrman's broken leg, just one quarter into the 1995 season, may have as the seventh ranked defensive 
indicated the differ nee between the two season's though. Red-shirt freshman team in the OAC and was only 2-8 in 
Nick Case rio fi lled in admirably for Behrman for the remainder of the season games decided by two runs or less. 
finishing with over 2,000 yards passing and setting three school records in a win The second of these wins came as 
over Heidelberg. He, along with junior running back Chad Rankin, who was fifth an 8-7 extra-inning defeat of Hiram 
In the OAC in individual scoring, led the JCU offense, while the OAC's 1995 Most in the midst of a four game winning 
Outstanding Unebacker, junior Chris Anderson, anchored the defense, finish- streak as the season wound down. 
ing with 134 tackles and three Interceptions. The third place Blue Streaks Carroll ended 4-13 in the OAC (11-
finished 5-2-2 in the OAC (6-2-2 overall) and placed five players on the first team 17 overall), but it won four of its last 
All-OAC. five behind sophomore Carrie 
Volleyball McVicker who broke the record for 
The fall sports season drew to a close with the end of the volleyball season. Blue Streak base hits in a season, 
The 1995 season looked to be a rebuilding one for Carroll volleyball, especially finished second in the OAC in bat-
after a 4-6 start. But this senior-less team refused to believe that. It went on ting average, and tied for third in 
to win 19 of its next 23 games but still only managed a 7-2 record in the OAC the OAC with teammate junior An-
for a third place finish in the regular season. The Streaks fell to Ohio Northern gela Rochowiak in doubles. 
in the conference finals but received a bid to the NCAA tournament on their Baseball 
strong finish in regular season play. The tournament path produced a five-set, Still battling is the baseball team 
come-from-behind revenge victory over ONU and a berth in the national which stands at 7-9 in the OAC and 
quarterfinals against California Lutheran. The Streaks' season ended there with 15-20 overall. The Blue Streaks are 
a 27-12'record. Second team All-QAC members freshman Leslie Dissel, who led offensively by senior Brian 
broke the Carroll single season assist record and finished third in the confer- Sentor Jeff Sesplankis Mocny, the OAC's second ranked 
ence with 10.21 per game, and junior Katy Perrone, who finished third in the OAC hitter in batting average and in doubles, and defensively by the pitching of 
with 3. 54 kills per game, led the Blue Streaks. freshman John O'Rourke, who stands at 5-0. Also powering the Carroll offense are 
Swlmmln1 and Dlvlnl freshman Chris Dahlmeier and senior Kevin Fischer. Dahlmeier has tied the 
The winter sports season brought three more first place finishes to JCU. The Carroll mark for homeruns in a season with four and ranks first in the OAC in RBI 
women's swimming and diving team continued their dominance in the OAC by and second in triples. Fischer, meanwhile, has set Carroll career records in total 
winning their sixth straight OAC crown. They were led by OAC Swimmer of the hits, singles, putouts, RBI, homeruns in one game, at bats, and is within reach of • 
Year, senior Peggy Demp ey, who also finished I 5th in the 500-meter free at the doubles. 
Division Ill Nationals in Atlanta, Georgia. The men's sixth OAC championship Tennis 
did11't come as easily. They trailed Mount Union heading into the final day of The men's and women's tennis teams stand poised for the OAC meets which 
competition and needed a dramatic come-from-behind effort to gain a tie for first. begin Friday. The men have compiled 7-2 record in the OAC and a 10-3 mark 
Leading the men were OAC Diver of the Year, junior Frank D'Angelo, and OAC overall. They are led by the dominance of junior Andrew Perry at second singles 
Swimmer oft he Year, junior Jeff Juergens, who both competed in the Division lll and freshman Bryan Mohler at fifth singles, both of whom stand at 10-1. The 
Nationals. D' \ngelo brought home an eighth place finish in the three meter and women have battled the spring rains more often than opponents. They started the 
a 14th in the one meter competitions earning him All-American honors. Juergens season 4-l but faced a seventeen day competitive lay-off to start April and have 
took l 7th m the 1 ,650-meter free. dropped th~ir last five matches to stand at 3-3 in the OAC, 4-6 overall. 
Wrestlln1 Golf 
The wrestling team grappled its way among OAC competition to a third place Dating back to last spring, the Carroll golfteamhas been on top of its game. Last 
finish at the OAC championship. It was Jed by senior JJ Huszczo and freshman spring, the team finished third in the nation, and junior Steve Voinovich earned 
Brandon Steinmetz who became conference champions at 118 and 134 pounds, All-American honors by finishing second in the nation individually. The team kept 
respectively. These two Blue Streaks received automatic bids and three others up the high level of play in the fVJ, winning four of the five tournaments in which 
rode at-large bids to the national competitions. The Carroll contingency it participated. Voinovich maintained momentum from the spring in winning 
consisted of seniors Huszczo (0-2). Andy Worst (2-2), Jason Kessen (2-2 ), sopho- medalist honors at three of those tournaments. Sophomore Jeff Bors received 
more Chris Roman (1-2) and Steinmetz (3-2). medalist honors in the fourth tournament, while senior Brian Unk won the 
Women's Basketball individual title at the fifth tournament, where JCU placed second behind the 1995 
With only one senior, the Carroll women's basketball team treaded just below team national champions, Methodist. This spring, Carroll and Unk have been on 
the .500 mark. They finished 8-10 m the OAC (11-14 overall) for sixth place. The a hot streak. Both have won three out of four tournaments, including Carroll's own 
season's highlight came against defending national champion, Capital. The tournament in which Voinovich finished second and teammates senior Matt 
Streaks defeated the Crusaders 62-60 in the Shula Sports Center on a buzzer shot Glovna and sophomore Ben Wilkins tied for third. 
by freshman Erin Biehle. Biehle and senior Bridgette Moran led the Blue Streaks The preceding was compiled by jonathan Kase, Spons Editor . ....... ...,~.-
• 
Another John Carroll University 
Student Success Story ... 
Part-Time Jobs Leading To Full-Time Careers 
M"-RKETING 
SYSTEMS 
At first I was very hesitant about applying for a Telemarketing position at MBNA. I thought to myself, '1 can't sell, nor does anyone 
want a credit card from me." That statement proved itself false within my first few weeks. I was surprised. I never thought I 
could do it, but I am successful and I really enjoy my present position. I have also had promotions that give me more 
responsibilities and a sense of accomplishment. 
During the past year at MBNA, I have learned how to effectively sell and enhance my interpersonal communication skills. I can 
also take what I am learning in my advertising, marketing, communications and sales courses and apply my knowledge of 
them at work. The Co-op office at John Carroll has allowed me to earn credit towards my degree while working at .MBNA. 
MBNA is a growing company with many opportunities that are available for me after graduation. Telemarketing was a foot-in-the-
door for me because what I have accomplished during my first year will be a great asset to continuing my future. You are 
treated with respect, you work in a professional environment, and you are well paid. I realize how fortunate I am to have such 
great opportunities lying ahead. 
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. 
26900 Science Park Drive 
Beachwood, Ohio 44122 
call : (216- 595- 4315) 
*Minimum of 16 hours per week 
*Day and evening shifts available 
*$7.00 an hour plus monthly incentives 
"($9.70 average rate of pay) 
Lisa Fatica, Senior 
Call Today For An Interview! 
MBNA Marketing Systems 
Congratulates 
John Carroll University Students 
MARKETING 
SYSTEMS 
Have A Great Summer! 
Another John Carroll University 
Student Success Story ... 
Part-Time Jobs Leading To Full-Time Careers 
Outward account representatives contact potential MBNA Customers 
At IN ft.. 
M"RKETING 
SYSTEMS 
Call today for more information to offer custom-designed credit cards. "I'll admit .. .I had some questions 
about telemarketing at first, ... I began to see just what MBNA had to offer 
me upon graduation1" MBNA: offers stable part-time positions that fit your 
or visit our office to complete an application 
Joe Salem, Senior 
class schedules . MBNA provides outstanding 
opportunities for personal and professional growth. 
"Since working at MBNA I have gained invaluable 
work experience and advanced several times" 
MBNA has hired more than 35 JCU graduates and 
part-time representatives into full-time career positions. 
'1 am in a great position to grow with them because I took 
advantage of the opportunities available through the part-time 
telemarketing position. Upon graduation in May, I plan to 
go full-time and work my way inw a management position." 
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. 
25900 Science Park Drive 
Beachwood, Ohio 44122 
call : (216) 695 - 4316 
* Minimum of 16 hours a week 
* Day and evening shifts available 
* $7.00 an hour plus monthly incentives 
($9. 70 average rate of pay) 
12 SPORTS The Carroll News, May 2, 1996 
Losses put baseball's playoff hopes in jeopardy 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
The joh 1 Carroll UniverSily baseball 
team went 1 nto its Ohio Athletic Confer-
ence league galliC> last week controlling us 
own destiny. If the Streaks swept Baldwin-
Wallace and plit with nationally ranked 
Manetta, they could have locked up a spot 
in the playol h next week. 
They lost a 11 four games. 
B-W came to Schweickert Field last week 
holdmg on to th1rd place in the OAC be-
hind Ot terbein and Marietta. Meanwh1le, 
Carroll was ba1 rling for founh place with 
Ohio Northern and H1ram but looked to 
pick up some ground against their cross-
town rival. 
Freshman j ohn O'Rourke staned the 
first game for the Blue Streaks. O'Rourke 
has been the ace of the staff all year, and he 
is tied forfourth in theOACwith five league 
• . 1" 
vtctones. 
The Streaks jumped on the board early, 
posting a 4-0 lead, but B-W crept back. 
O'Rourke gave up four runs in s1x innings 
before leaving the gamewith the team eli ng-
mgtoa 5-4 lead. Freshman Mike Lafontaine 
came on 1n relief, but the Streaks could not 
hold on and dropped the first game of the 
doubleheader 8-5. Sophomore Marc 
Thibeault said that losing leads late m the 
game has been a recurnng problem for most 
of the season. 
"It was frustrating because there were a 
few games before B-W that we lost leads," 
Thibeault said. "We win those games, and 
[qualif yingfor!theOAC tournament would 
be a lock." 
The second game was tight all the way, 
and coach Brian Brewer credits h1s team for 
Sophomore shortstop Jenny Wolke, who ranks among the softbal l team's top five 
in batting averge (.318), hits (28), and runs (17), watches a pitch sail high in a 
game last Saturday against Hiram. 
O'Rielly's 
l O(.A I LD IN C I DAR CLNTER. 
G J NESS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE 
DlAMONO, WOODPECKER CIDER, AND 
WATNEY'S BY THE PINT AND 112 PINT 
ROLLING ROCK 
DRAFT SPECIALS! 
II AM. -2AM. 
playing tough desptte the all the injuries 
over the course of the season. 
"I was amazed that we hung in as long as 
we did ," Brewer said. "Thesegu ys keep com-
peting. We've been though a heck of a year." 
After dropping the second game 9-8, the 
Streaks traveled to Marietta for the Marietta 
Shrme Tournament where Marietta and 
ferrum, ranked #3 and #9 in the nation 
respectively, looked to pad their records in 
preparation for tournament play. 
The Streaks did not go down easily, al-
though they finished with a l-5 record 
bringing their season record to date at l5-
20(7-90AC) 
Marietta swept them Friday, but jCU 
came back Saturday and beat Oliver Col-
lege 7-8. LaFontaine picked up his second 
win of the season as they scored two runs in 
the bottom of the ninth. 
The Streaks dropped the1r next three 
games to Olivet and Ferrum, but lost by a 
combined five runs. 
"We played our best baseball of the sea-
son, hands down ," Brewer said. 
But for now, all theStreakscan do is wait. 
They must take two from Mount Union this 
week,and Ohio Northern has to lose all four 
games it plays this week. According to the 
OAC postseason rules, there are eight teams 
m contention for the playoffs, five for the 
fourth and final spot. 
Although they will probably not have a 
chance to compete in the OAC playoffs, se-
nior Tony Pizzuti said he will not look back 
at this year and wonder what happened. 
"We grew up off the field ," Pizzuti said. 
"It was a great experience because we defi-
nitely got more out of baseball than just 
wins and losses." 
Softball wins four of last five 
Season concludes with an 11-17 overall record 
Jonathan Kase 
Sports Editor 
Finishing an athletic season strong al-
ways brightens the outlook for the follow-
ing season. john Carroll Un iversity's soft -
ball team provided the luster in its last five 
games 
The Blue Streaks finished strong, win-
ning four of their last five games and finis h-
ing the year with a record of 11-17 overall 
and 4-13 in the Ohio Athletic Conference. 
During this upswing at the end of the 
season, Carroll swept Hiram behind the 
pitching of sophomore Kristin Brigee and 
junior Angel Koss. The opener was a tight 
ballgame in which the Blue Streaks 
squeezed by in an 8-7 extra inn ing affa ir. 
The win uppedjCU's record in two run (or 
less) games w2-8. "I think we went into that 
game a lmle more confident," said Koss. 
e 'knew we could win. c were s1ck or 
losing and were nor going to take it any-
more." 
The winning streak ran to four with a 7-
4 win in the first half of a doubleheader 
with Wittenberg on Saturday. Brigee col-
lected her sixth w in of the season and 
McVicker notched two doubles. 
Koss and sophomore Carrie McVicker 
agreed on the key to the Blue Streak run at 
season's end. 
"I think we just relaxed," said McVicker. 
"(Earlier in the season,] we lost some close 
games and were a lin le shaky, but we just 
relaxed. Against Hiram and Wittenberg we 
were consistent in scoring runners who 
were on." 
"Our batscamealive,a nd we picked it up 
offensively," sa id Koss. 
McVicker led the Streaks offensively m 
runs, set a new record for base hits in a 
season, tied for the lead in doubles and also 
led in batting average, hitting .443. She 
went five for five against Wittenberg and 
won honors as OAC Hitter of the Week 
junior Angela Rochowiak tied her for the 
team doubles crown (9)and drove in a team 
leadi ng 19 runs. 
Koss and McVicker predicted a better 
season next spring based on the experience 
gained this year. 
"Next year we'll be really good because 
the freshmen and underclassmen had lots 
of p1ayi ng time,' said Me Vicker. "Weshould 
have a really good ream, be competitive in 
the OAC, and go to the tournament. We 
have all our letter winners coming back. 
Next year's strategy is to not get into a los-
ing streak." 
"Maybe its a matter of getting leader-
ship and not being afra id to lose," said Koss. 
"We migh t be afraid to lose in the late in-
nings rather than be confident in winning. 
l'm pretty confident about next year be-
cause a year like this gives me and the team 
a lot to prove." 
LUNCH AJ\ID DINNER 5PECIALS Carrie McVicker 
Sophomore 
Beth Wise 
Sophomore 
KITCHEN CLOSES AT 11 P.M. 
20% OF FOOD TO ALL CARROLL STUDEN1S, 
FACUL'IY, AND STAFF (PRESENT LD.) 
15 CENT WINGS ON SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS 
FROM 8 P.M . TO II PM 
321-9356 
LOCATED IN CEDAR CENTER 13962 CEDAR ROAD 
FREE PARKING IN REAR OF BUILDING 
McVicker ended the season with 
a 5-5 performance as she broke 
the school record for most base 
hits in a season with 39. She 
finished the year with a team-
leading batting average (.443), 
runs (25), hits (39), slugging 
percentage (.580) and on-base 
percentage (.495) 
Wise captured first place in the 
discus event by breaking a school 
record with a distance of 115-5. 
Wise's efforts helped the Blue 
Streaks conquer first place with a 
score of 63 and edging the second 
place finisher, Wooster by one 
point at the John C~rroll Univer-
sity Invitational. 
The Carroll News, May 2, 1996 
Tennis heads to OACs 
Shannon Sullivan of Patrick Atle and Ryan Bode, 
Staff Reporter who are 8-l at the th ird doubles 
The past twoseasons,john Car- spot, are setting the pace for the 
roll Univers1ty'smen'sand women's doubles teams. Perry and Mohler, 
rennisteams havebeen nearlymir- 7-2, are close b~hind at first 
ror images of eac h other. Both doubles, and behind them is the 
teams hope to reproduce those im- second doubles ream of sopho-
ages th is weekend at the OAC moresEd SchmittandMarkGen-
C h amp ionships at Baldwin- tile with a record of 5-4. 
Wallace for the men and at Capital "If we play are best we will win 
for the women. [the championships!," said A tie. 
Both the men 's team and the "That 's the bottom line." 
women's team last wontheOACin The women's team has a 
I994, and last year. both teams fin - chance to redirect its momentum 
is hed fourth and had one indi- and ga in some confidence before 
vidual champion. the OAC championships. They 
Down the stretch, the men had have matches scheduled against 
two matches with championship Heidlebergand Hiram , who have 
implications. They fell8-1 to first a combined 2-12 conference 
placeOh io Northern two weeks ago record,on Wednesday and Thurs-
for their fir~t ~onference loss, and day. Wi th two wins in these 
last week rook one on thechin from matches, the Blue Streaks would 
Baldwin Wall.~ee. losing 5-4 and raisetheirrecord ro5-3 inrhe0AC 
dropping rhe11 OAC record to 7-2. and 6-6 overall. 
j ohn Carrol !'s leaders took their 'The weather has really hun 
Q-'1 I y ,, . I . ,l,o;;,;l.l.l.~ ...... -o,w ..... ~~,j,,Ooi~.-.~o~.•~ i 
B-W junior Andrew Perry, who p rac t ice that we need," said 
.,defeated Ohio Northern's Brent Gay sophomore Katie King. "We have 
in 1 hree sets, ell to Chad Lee of B- only played five matches [in the 
W at second singles. On the flip past three weeks! while our op-
side, freshm an Bryan Mohlertook ponents have played lOor 12. The 
his only defeat at the hands of joe good thing is that we will befresh 
Richards of Ohio Nort hern bu t forOACs." 
contribu ted a win to the Blue Streak Pending the resultsofV~.Zednes-
ca use against Baldwin-Wallace. day and Thursday's matches, the 
"Losing to Baldw in-Wallace women look to compete behind 
was a wake up call for us,' said thestrengthof seniorMissyOwen 
Perry. "W hat's commg up [OAC at fi rst singles and sophomore 
championships! is what is most SalwaAltahawiatfourthsingles, 
important for us. The matches be- both 4-2 in the OAC, sophomore 
fo re now have se rved as a prepara- j ennifer Schwartz, 3-2 at third 
tion." singles, and first doubles team of 
john Carroll brings totheOAC's Owen and junior SuSan Ok uley, 
three doubles teams and six s ingles who are 4-2. 
players all ri Rvi ng with records at Owen and Okuley return to 
orover.SOO. •'drya ndMohler,both the OAC championships to de-
of whom h ... 'l-1 records lead the fend their 1995 title at first 
si ngles participants, while the duo doubles. 
Sports Flashes 
For the third time in as many years the john Carroll Univer-
sity golf team was crowned kings of thejohn Carroll University 
Spri ng In vitat ional, carding a two--day total of 608 to outlast 
Onerbein (617), Allegeny (625), and DePauw (629). 
For the third consecutiveweek ,seniorBrian Unk rook medal-
ist honors. His two-day total of 150 was two shots better than 
runner-up and fellow Blue Streak Steve Voinov ich. Tied for third 
for Carroll with a score of 153 were senior Matt Glova and sopho-
more Ben Wilkins. 
j oh n Carroll University's track teams held their first home 
1 rack meet of the season, and they both brought home victories 
over the three visiting teams, Oberlin, Wooster and Allegheny. 
The women edged Wooster for first place by a single point 
behind first place finishes bysophomorejenjustice in the javelin, 
sophomore &th Wise m the discus, and senior Thea Cansler in 
1 he long jump and 100-rneter dash . 
Th e men ended the day 10 points up on second place Allegh-
eny. Sophomore Don Spent hoff won the 100-meter dash, senior 
Mike Olsen captured the 200-merer dash and freshman Eric 
Balish won the 400-meterdash. All three teamed with senior Ian 
L
johnslone ro win the 4x400 relay. Sophomore Matt Lemieux 
( l,mg jump and pole vault) and junior jeff Adick (shot put) 
c-onrnbuted in thefield events. 
SPORTS 13 
Before you cram your brain for exams, cram your mouth. It hasn't been 
proven, but it could be t rue: Papa John's is real Brain food! So get on the 
phone, tell us you want your favorite pizza de\ivered hot and fresh, with 
~ti-al - pe~ ~-~· ~· i~·no.xlw•~~~~~~·~~--·· 
Smart too. Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday. 
Servicing John Carroll 
.. 
14404 Cedar Rd. 
University Hts. 
~--------~~ --------~ ~--------, 
I One II One Small I One Extra Large 
I La ge D bl II I Pizza 1 r ou e 11 Two Topping Pizza 1 . 
I Pepperoni Pizza II and Breadsitcks I Rlree Toppmgs 
i $8.95 !! $6.95 i $9.95 
I II I ~ I frefPI'ppellltldn!S ~ I Free~~ l frl'f~oodms and Spedal Garlic Sau<t ~ I andSpedaiColriiCSaUCI! [PJPAJUIID) an<!Spedo!ColrlkSi~~<t 
I OJ-.,TI.!J<MII-.I II ~n.!J<M!b! • I 
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,.. ·~~ wl1h any otl1e! o11l'! vo~ only" paltldpa!ll'!l ,.. wl~ wl1h any Olt1l'! llfle!. Valldny at p;o:tldpaUng Nol valid wl1h any-llf111 'hlld only oJ\ ponldpatlng I"""UOns CO<ISUI!ll!f pays sales '""· l l loallon< Consu""' pays- tax. I locJ!Ions Consume- pays sales lax 
Ll~!opp~- ---- _j L::"IOW11!S<xtla- ---- _j L~toppngs~---- _j ,--------,,--------,, --------, 
Perte<t Bnm<h or ~ Nlg!II Mun<h • 
One large Pizza I I one order of II Two large PIZZas I 
One Toppt"ng II Cheesesttcks II One Topping I 
II One order of Breadstlcks II I 
$5 95 I I Two20oz.cokes II Only I I I only II $ 0 00 I • :: $6.95 :: 1 . ~ 
:=::~SiUCP ~ ~~~~ :!::C:'s-~ ~~~~ ==SMn ~ 
OJ-.,TI.IJIJ,<II-.1 ~n.~llu.l tu-,fi.!Jdt!!l-l 
Eiq>lres513oo6 II ::::.V-cf! ... Val"'""' II i:!ld~~-· l'alldm!y 
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looll'- eoo.u...-pays-!ax looi!Jons.C<~~~S~~Jnerpays!illesLlll 
.w- toppl1gs extra. II =c= :!"les lax II Alloi!iorwjlopplf\&5 ..... I 
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Losses put baseball·s playoff hopes in jeopardy 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Repon~r 
The John Carroll University baseball 
team went tnto its Ohio Athletic Confer-
ence league gam(, last week controlltng its 
own des11ny If the Streaks swept Baldwin -
Wallace and split wnh nationally ranked 
Marietta, they could have locked up a spot 
in the playol h next week. 
They lost all four games. 
B-W came wSchweicken Field last week 
holdtng on to tlmd place tn the OAC be-
hind Otterbein and Marietta. Meanwhile, 
Carroll was ba1tling for fourth place with 
Ohto Northern and Hiram but looked to 
pick up some ground against their cross-
town rival. 
Freshman john O'Rourke started the 
first game for the Blue Streaks. O'Rourke 
has been the ace o£ the staff all year, and he 
is tied for fourth in theOA~with five league 
victories. 
The Streaks jumped on the board early, 
posting a 4-0 lead, but B-W crept back. 
O'Rourke gave up four runs in six innings 
before leavingthegamewith the team cling-
ing toa5-4lead. Freshman Mike Lafontaine 
came on in rei ief , but the Streaks could not 
hold on and dropped the ftrst game of the 
doubleheader 8 -5. Sophomore Marc 
Thibeault said that losing leads late in the 
game has been a recurnng problem for most 
of the season. 
"It was frustrating because there were a 
few games before B-W that we lost leads," 
Thibeault said. "We win those games, and 
lqualifyingforl theOAC tournament would 
be a lock ." 
The second game was tight all the way, 
and coach Brian Brewercreditshisteam for 
Sophomore shortstop Jemy Wolke, who ranks among the softball team's top five 
in batting averge (.318), hits (28), and runs (17), watches a pitch sail high in a 
game last Saturday against Hiram 
O'Rielly's 
LOCATLD I Cl DAR CLNTI:R. 
C 'NF.SS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE 
l)lAMOND, WOODPECKER CIDER, AND 
WATNEY'S BY TilE PINT AND 112 PINT 
ROLLING ROCK 
DRAFT SPECIALS! 
II AM. -2AM. 
playing tough despite the all the injuries 
over the course of the season. 
"[was amazed that we hung in as long as 
we did," Brewer said. "Theseguyskeepcom-
peting. We've been though a heck of a year." 
After dropping the second game 9-8, the 
Streaks traveled to Marietta for the Marietta 
Shrine Tournament where Marietta and 
Ferrum , ranked #3 and #9 in the nation 
respectively, looked to pad their records m 
preparation for tournament play 
The Streaks did not go down easily, al-
though they finished with a 1-5 record 
bringing their season record to da te at 15-
20 (7 -9 OAC). 
Marietta swept them Friday, but jCU 
came back Saturday and beat Olivet Col-
lege 7-8. LaFontaine picked up his second 
win of the season as they scored two runs in 
the bottom of the ninth. 
The Streaks dropped their next three 
games to Olivet and Ferrum, but lost by a 
combined five runs. 
"We played our best baseball of the sea-
son, hands down," Brewer said. 
But for now, all theStreakscan do is watt. 
They must take two from Mount Union this 
week, and Oh ioNorthern has to lose all [our 
games it plays this week. According to the 
OAC postseason rules, there areeight teams 
in contention for the playoffs, five for the 
fourth and final spor. 
Although they will probably not have a 
chance to compete in the OAC playoffs, se-
nior Tony Pizzuti said he will not look back 
at this year and wonder what happened. 
"We grew up off the field," Pizzuti said. 
"It was a great experience because we defi -
nitely got more out of baseball than just 
wins and losses. " 
Softball wins four of last five 
Season concludes with an 11-17 overall record 
Jonathan Kase 
Sports Editor 
Finishing an athletic season strong al-
ways brightens the outlook for the follow-
ing season. john Carroll University's soft-
ball team provided the luster in its last five 
games. 
The Blue Streaks finished strong, win-
ningfourof their last fi vegames and finish -
ing the year with a record of ll-17 overall 
and 4-13 in the Ohio Athletic Conference. 
Duri ng this upswing at the end of the 
season, Carroll swept Hiram behind the 
pitching of sophomore Kristin Bngee and 
junior Angel Koss. The opener was a tight 
ballgame in which the Blue Streaks 
squeezed by in an 8-7 extra inning affair. 
The win uppedJCU's record in two run (or 
less) games to 2-8. "l think we went into that 
game a little more confident," satd Koss. 
' e knew we could win. We were sick of 
losing and were not going to tal<e it any-
more." 
The winning streak ran to four with a 7-
4 win in the first half of a doubleheader 
with Wittenberg on Saturday. Brigee col-
lected her sixth win of the season and 
McVicker notched two doubles. 
Koss and sophomore Carrie McVicker 
agreed on the key to the Blue Streak run at 
season's end. 
"[think we just relaxed," said McVicker. 
"!Earlier in the season,! we lost some close 
games and were a little shaky, but we just 
relaxed. Against Hiram and Wittenberg we 
were consistent in scoring runners who 
were on." 
"Our batscameahve,and weptcked it up 
offensively," said Koss. 
McVicker led the Streaks offensively in 
runs, set a new record for base hits in a 
season, tied for the lead in doubles and also 
led in batt ing average, hitting .443. She 
went five for five against Wittenberg and 
won honors as OAC Hitter of the Week. 
junior Angela Ro<;howiak tied her for the 
team doubles crown (9) and drove in a team 
leading 19 runs. 
Koss and McVicker predicted a better 
season next spring based on the experience 
gained this year. 
"Next year we'll be really good because 
the freshmen and underclassmen had lots 
of playing time," said McVicker. "We should 
have a really good team, be competitive in 
the OAC, and go to the tournament. We 
have all our letter winners coming back. 
Next year's strategy is to not get into a los-
ing streak." 
"Maybe its a matter of getting leader-
ship and not being afraid to lose," said Koss. 
"We might be afraid to lose in the late in-
nings rather than be confident in winning. 
I'm pretty confident about next year be-
cause a year like this gives me and the team 
a lor to prove." 
LLINC~ 1 AND DINNER 5PECIALS Carrie Me Vicker 
Sophomore 
Beth Wise 
Sophomore 
KITCHEN CLOSES AT ll P.M. 
20% OF FOOD TO ALL CARROLL STUDENTS, 
F'ACUL1Y. AND STAFF(PRESENT J.D.) 
15 CENT WINGS ON SUNDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS 
F'ROM 8 P.M. TO 11 P.M. 
321-9356 
LOCATED IN CEDAR CENTER 13962 CEDAR ROAD 
FREE PARKING IN REAR Of BUILDING 
. 
McVicker ended the season with 
a 5-5 performance as she broke 
the school record for most base 
hits in a season with 39. She 
finished the year with a team-
leading batting average (.443), 
runs (25), hits (39), slugging 
percentage (.580) and on-base 
percentage (.495) 
Wise captured first place in the 
discus event by breaking a school 
record with a distance of 115-5. 
Wise 's efforts helped the Blue 
Streaks conquer first place with a 
score of 63 and edging the second 
place finisher, Wooster by one 
point at the John Carroll Univer-
sity Invitational. 
The Carroll News, May 2, 1996 
Tennis heads to OACs 
Shannon Sullivan of Patrick Alle and Ryan Bode, 
Staff Reporter who are 8-l at the third doubles 
The pastt woseasons,john Car- spot, are setting the pace for the 
roll Un iversiry's men'sand 'Women 's doubles teams. PerryandMohler, 
tennisteamshavebeennearlymir- 7-2, are close bP.hind at first 
ror images of each other Both doubles, and behind them is the 
teams hope to reproduce those im - second doubles team of sopho-
ages this weekend at the OAC mores Ed Schmiu and MarkGen-
ChamplOnships at Baldwin- tile with a record of 5-4. 
Wa llace for the men and at Capital "I f we playarebestwewill win 
for the women. I the championships]," said Aile. 
Both the men's team and the "That's the bouom line." 
women's team last won theOAC in The women 's team has a 
1994,and last year, both teams fin- chance to redirect its momentum 
ished fourth and had one indi- and gain some confidence before 
vidual champion. the OAC championships. They 
Down rhe stretch, the men had have matches scheduled against 
two rna rches with championship Heidleberga nd Hi ram, who have 
implicat ions. They fell8-l to first a combined 2-12 conference 
placeOh ioNorthern two weeks ago record,on Wednesday and Thurs-
for their fir~L ,_unference loss, and day. With two wins in these 
las t week took one on the chin from matches, the Blue Streaks would 
Baldwin Wall.tce, losiug 5-4 and raisetheirrecordto5-3intheOAC 
dropping the it OAC record to 7-2. and 6-6 overall. 
johnCarrol l's leaderstooktheir "The weather has really hurt 
Ql11y hi · e ' · ~l.lo.O..oio' ~_ ...... ,......._J~"'"""~""'"'~~ 
B-W. Junior Andrew Pe rr y, who practice that we need ," said 
..Q.efeated Ohio Northern's Brent Gay sophomore Katie King. "We have 
in three sets, ell to Chad Lee of B- on ly played five matches (in the 
W at second singles. On the flip past three weeksl while our op-
side, freshman Bryan Moh ler took ponentshaveplayed!Oor 12. The 
his only defeat at the hands of Joe good thing is that we will be fresh 
Richards of Ohio Northern but for OACs" 
contnbuted a win to the Blue Streak Pendingtheresultsof\1\Zednes-
cause against Baldwin-Wallace . day and Thursday's matches, the 
"Losing to Baldw in-Wallace women look to compete behind 
was a wake up call for us," said thestrengthof seniorMtssyOwen 
Perry. "W hat's coming up [OAC at first singles and sophomore 
championships! is what is most SalwaAita hawiatfourthsingles, 
important for us The matches be- both 4-2 in the OAC, sophomore 
fore nnw have served as a pre para- jennifer Schwartz, 3-2 at third 
tion." singles, and fi rs t doubles team of 
john Carroll bringstot heOAC's Owen and junior Susan Okuley, 
threedoubles teamsand six singles who are 4-2. 
players all pl~ving with records ar Owen and Okuley return to 
orover.SOO. <'.:rryandMohler.both the OAC championships to de-
of whom he .. i-1 records lead the fend their 1995 title at first 
singles participant s, while the duo doubles. 
Sports Flashes 
For the third time in as many years the john Carroll Univer-
sity golf team was crowned kings of the john Carroll University 
Spring Invitational, carding a two-day total of 608 to outlast 
Otterbein (617), Allegeny (625), and DePauw (629). 
For the thi rd consecutive week, senior Brian Unktook medal-
ist honors. His two-day total of 150 was two shots better than 
runner-up and fellow Blue Streak Steve Voinovich. Tied forthird 
for Carroll with a score of 153 were senior Matt Glova and sopho-
more Ben Wilkins. 
john Carroll University's track teams held their first home 
track meet of the season, and they both brought home victories 
over the three visiting teams, Oberlin, Wooster and Allegheny. 
The women edged Wooster for first place by a single point 
be h md first place finishes bysophomoreJenJ ustice in the javelin, 
sophomore Beth Wise in the discus, and senior Thea Consler in 
the longjump and 100-meter dash. 
The men ended the day 10 points up on second place Allegh-
eny. Sophomore Don Spenthoff won the !00-meter dash, senior 
Mike Olsen captured the 200-meter dash and freshman Eric 
Salish won the 400-meterdash. All three teamed with senior Jan 
)<1hns1one to win the 4x400 relay. Sophomore Matt Lemieux 
(J,mg JUmp and pole vault) and junior jeff Adick (shot put) 
contrtbuted in the field events. 
SPORTS 13 
Before you cram your brain for exams. cram your mouth. It hasn't been 
proven, but it could be true: Papa John's is real Brain food! So get on the 
phone, tell us you want your favorite pizza delivered hot and fresh, with 
. . . ~H~~~· ~~aM~~~~-·-
Smart too. Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday. 
Servicing John Carroll 
.. 
14404 Cedar Rd. 
University Hts. 
~ --------~~--------~ ~--------, 
I One I One Small I One Extra Large I 
1 Large Double 1 1 Pizza 1 I I Two Topping Pizza I . I 
I Pepperoni Pizza I and Breadsitcks I Three Toppmgs I 
! $8.95 ! $6.95 ! $9.95 ! 
II F"""'Wfton:J~s ~ 11 ftt'tl'oppe!ondll~ ~ I ~I andSpe<laiGaiYcSdU<t andSpe<laiGartlc5aU<t I ~~=S.IKl! 
I --.,n.twl!w.J I ~ I --.,n.tw"-' I 
I rxpres 5130196 1 bcplles 5110196 1 llplres SIJ0/96 1 Nolv~~ wi1h any othel Oller v~~ only" pallldpatlng NOI val~ will any<AAer otfl'!. Val~ only at partldpaillll! ,.._ '~'d wth ..,,_ 0118. v.t11 mly ~ porlldpallng 
11oc:a11oos Consumer pays Siies tax. 1 loaUoos. Consumer pjys sales tax I kxatlons. Consumet pays sales ~ I 
L~~~~w~ - ---~L~~~~~----~~~~~~~----~ 
,--------~ ~ --------,,--------, 
Pef<ct 8rUn<ll or~ Night Mun<h • 
One large Pizza I one order of II Two Large Pazzas I 
One Toppl·ng I cheesesticks II One Topping I 
I One order of Breadstfcks II I 
$5 95 : l\vo2:.,~ cokes :: $lOonlyOO : 
• : $6.95 :: • ~ 
f:':::';;Saua tPiitiibl I :::=s. ... ~ llll :=::s-~ 
--..TL~"-1 --.,n.~A.I --.,n.(W"-1 ' 
bcp~res 5/l0/96 I Expires 5/JM6 II ::.::=. _. oltor l'olld....., I 
Nol valtd wi1h any- off" Valid my at p.w1Jdpa~ 
localloos Coosumet pays lilies Ia> 
Navalklwlllany011ler0118. Valid only -·· ~·• 
I .. partldpatlng II ::':"'o!.,.,.pays....,lall I 
I :::::_~a~esw. II ~.-~....,.. I MdillonaltopplngSOJCII1. 
L--------~ L--------~L--------~ 
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•Views/ Editorial 
HITS & misses 
Yea1-end Round-up 
HIT: Lombardo Center spring cleaning. m I s s: 
The roped-off stairwells and general chaos while 
it was cleaned. We're leaving in a week anyway-
-it couldn't have waited? HIT: Grasselli Library's 
new addition, the Breen Learning Center. Al-
most makes study enjoyable. HIT: The Bolers' 
generous donation to the School of Business. 
m I s s: Fire drills, especially those at 3 a.m. in 
the middle of Janurary. HIT lm Iss: No smoking 
permitted in campus buildings. HIT: The Indians 
get another try this year. Keep your fingers 
crossed. will be m I s s ed: The class of 1996. 
Best wishes in all that you do. HIT: Fr. Shea. m 
I s s: The weather. What happened to roller-
blading and frisbee-chasing on the Quad? What 
happened to the sunshine? We're all as pale as 
ghosts! HIT: We set a new record--for the worst 
winter ever. Congratulations. HIT: Graduating 
by the skin of your teeth. HIT: Those days when 
you find the strength to actually attend all your 
classes. m I s s (ed): Most classes. HIT: 
Thursday night "Must See TV." m i s s: A 
''Friends" rerun every other week. m i s s: The 
temperature control in O'Malley still stinks. 
Sweatsuits in one room, shorts in the next. No 
wonder we're always sick. HIT: Unexpected 
phone calls. m i 5 s: Unexpected collect phone 
calls from old friends. m i s s: When Munch 
Money runs out in the middle of a transaction. 
HIT: All of the plays put on by talented JCU 
n hr he r. l: The ohn 
Carroll Review. m I s s: The many, many typos 
in the Juhn Carroll Review. HIT: Optional finals. 
HIT: As the weather gets warmer, there's al-
ways a chance for an outdoor class. m I s s: 
Between the weather and most professors, it's 
usually avery slim chance. HIT: ChuckBeilstein's 
innovations inJCU's music program. HIT: Watch-
ing soap operas with your friends. HIT: Real 
M&Ms in the cafeteria. m I 5 5: Breaking your 
teeth on the rock-hard "soft" pretzels in the 
cafeteria. HIT I m I 5 s: MAC cards. It's just so 
easy. m I s 5: The knocked-over trees that lay 
on campus for weeks after the storms. m I 5 5: 
The forthcoming Jesuit mansion. How 'bout up-
dating our computer labs instead? HIT: SUM-
MERTIME! m I 5 s: Summer jobs. m I s s: 
Congested cafeteria lines. The choices we now 
have are great, but there needs to be some sort 
of organization. HIT I m I 5 5: Cable in the 
dorms. Thirty some channels. Thirty or so more 
excuses not to study. HIT: The student concern 
shown over the tenure process. m I s s: The 
periodically function a I copy machines in Grasse IIi 
Library. m i s s: No headlining band at 
Carrollpalooza. HIT: Denny's is always open. 
Bless them. HIT: Slumber parties. m I s 5: The 
wind tunnels of East and Campion Halls. Try 
sleeping through the shrieking winds and shak-
ing doors of a gusty night. HIT: Crossing things 
off the ''to-do" list. HIT: 7000--so you don't 
actually have to talk to your professor. HIT: 
Sunny D. HIT: Random road trips. m I s s: Pop 
quizzes. How is it they can always tell when we 
haven't read? m I s 5: Art Modell. HIT: Flowers 
taped to your door. HIT: Assumed extentions. 
HIT: Caffeine--in any and all possible forms. m i 
s s: Forgetting to check for voice-mail mes-
sages, because there's no blinking light to re-
mind you. m I s s: Coming up with Hits and 
Misses. HIT: Coming to the last one. 
OPINION The Carroll News, May 2, 1996 
~oWLEDGE tsPOWII 
Last minute closure 
There are a lot of cheesy things l feel obligated the Pontiff iscomingr and see if anyone wakes up or 
to say here_ Things that would normally make me even rolls over, make the CN staff read their paper, 
nauseous. Things like, I'm not sure who will be make the WUJC staff listen to the music they play, 
prouder, my parents of me or me of my parents on and makeJohnCranley listen to every speech he has 
May 19, 1996. Things like I owe my friends at ever given backwards to prove that Randy Loeser 
Melrose a mention in the newspaper, and not just was right... about everything ... 
There are other things I've always wanted to do, 
because they put up with me all year but l would probably get in a lot of trouble. The only 
There are some (:heezy year book quotes I way l wouldn't get in trouble is if I were the president 
would hate to write, but hate of the University. That's it! 
not tO say. Things like'The l could be president of the 
timeisgonethesongisover, James University , and there 
thought I've something more to Auricchio would be beer, really good 
say ... ' God I can't believe just Senior Editor beer like Keystone or Key-
wrote that. Things like, !loved stone Light! (Bottled beer 
my four years here, but I'm taste in a can because of 
ready to move on ... There aren't Keysotne's specia 11 y I ined 
can) If I were president of 
many ways not to get cheezy the University 1 would: 
here_ Corrmentarv · Revamp the informa-
Therearethoughtsthatjump --------======= tion services department, 
through my head my last week requiring every student have access to a computer at 
here at Carroll. Some of them impulses that fade . any time. Every computer on campus should have 
These are mostly regrets of a kid that could never internet and web access, Windows and should be 
£\n he ut approach his dream irl, and now networ ed to a laser, no dot-matri)( printer. If thi 
when lsee her I want to run up to her and say,"Listen means including the cost of a new computer in the 
I know this is all pointless now, but it might make cost of tuition , so be it. Graduates of an $80,000 
me feel better if I told you that I've had a huge crush education should not be com purer illiterate. 
on you these last four years and well, I just thought it . Tighten the link between Senior Career servces 
would make me feel better...· and the alumni office, so that the alumni network 
There are other impulses I've supressed. Such becomes more involved in the university, not just in 
thoughts have wandered through my cranium that donating money but helping new graduates. 
make Son of Sam sound sane_ The voices in my head . Change Speech communications into: Commu-
tell me to: nications for the 21st century: dividing the curricu-
Spit on people from the bell tower, park in fac- lum into three sections: digital , speech and written 
ultyand staff,tell the bouncersatClubQtoinvest in communicaitons. 
contacts, spray paint the words "Money Pit" on the . Raise admission standards. 
fifty yard line of Wasmerfield, call security every . Open Board of Trustee meetings to the students 
hour on the hour to report smokers in the Inn-Be- . Open the university books to the student body. 
tween,gete-mail,geta video at the video-store,jump . Allow department heads the liberty to accumu-
from the Gym Anne)( to the high jump pads, take a late a capital improvement fund from a percentage 
namelessadministratorhostageandmakehimwrite of both their possible revenues and their budget 
"I will not censor, censoring is not what the jesuits surplus. Thus providing an incentive for cost cut-
are all about..." on the sidewalks of campus 3,500 ting in this bottomless bureaucracy. Cost cutting is 
times, make the church choir watch 87 hours of theanswer,facefactsthatourendowmentwillnever 
videos of themselves,openoneof theskylightsabove be big enough and concentrate on preserving the 
Johnson Natatorium and jump, run through Rod- highest standards of excellence whileachievingthe 
man at three a.m. screaming the 'Ponitiff is coming, highest level of efficiency. 
Sweet Home Chicago ..... 
Throughout my four years at john Carroll, 
students from Chicagoland have been accused of 
believing that the world revolves around them-
selves and their city. Here are a few reasons which 
mayexlplain this behavior: 
East, Sarkis, Sox, Bulls, Hawks, Bears, Cubs, 
Comiskey, United Center, Soldiers Field, Wrigley , 
Chicago style softbalL.no mitts, Chicago Catholic 
League, Old Style, Mad Do15- 20/20, Liquor / kegs 
anywhere anytime, four oclock bars- Rush , 
Division, Halsted, and Western, The Original 
Paul Harvey, Oprah, 
Jerry Springer, Jenny -----------• Jones The Onabomber, Bri-
Playboy Mansion .. Jenny 
McCarthy, Second City, Art 
Institute, Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra, Ravinia , 'LSD, North 
Ave. Beach and the Gold Coast, 
The Magnificent Mile, Lincoln 
Park Zoo, Navy Pier, World's 
Largest Ferris Wheel , the 
skyline .. .Sears, Standard and 
Hancock, Picasso statue, St. 
Patty's Day, South Side St. 
Patnck's Day Parade, dying the 
green river, 
Siske! & Ebert, The -· 
Ma fia, El Rukenz, Frank Robinson 
Lloyd Wright, Ernest 
Hemingway, David 
Haselhoff, Bill Murray , 
Norm, Harry Carey, #23, 
Walter Payton, Mike 
Ditka1Jim and john 
Belusni, Chris 
O'Donnell, Chris 
senior 
Cormtent ary 
Farley Jeff Hornacek , 
Smashmg Pumpkins, 
Freddy{ones, Urge Overkill , Liz Phair, Styx, 
Marena Issue. WXRT-93 FM, The Blues, The 
Reader, The Chicago T ri bu r1e ... Mike Royko, "The 
Sportswriters on T.V.", "ER" "Chicago Hope', 
lfachd raft. Brea hjast Club, Blues Brothers, Ferris 
Bueler, Adventures itt Babysitting, Running Sea red, 
The Fugitive About Last Night, Roor. Dreams. 
Sixteen Candles, Home Alone , and all other John 
Hughes movies, the last Dead show, Ed Debe: vic's, 
Planet Hollywooa, Jordan's Rock-N-Roll 
McDonald's, Hard Rock Cafe, Pizzeria Uno's, Gino's 
Di versi ty . ..Chi natown, 
Greektown, Little Italy and 
Pilsen, Festivals ... Gospel, Blues, Venetian Night, 
Jazz Taste of Chicago, Chicago style hot dogs, deep 
dish pizza, Italian beets, burntosas bigasJour 
face most j)icturesque bridges, The El an last but 
not feast , all the great peoj)fe atJ_CU. (rom Chicago 
who helped me with th1s ... Bans, Boomer, Bridgett, 
Jim Carr, Chris, Chunk,Coley,Conboy, Cons, Cox, 
Crijon Dan, Fowler, Gamer, Gtts, Glunz, Htltey, 
Homer, Houder, Kevin, Dobs (honorary mem&r), 
Mick, Mo, Murph, Tay:Jor, TOT 22, TG., and fmally, 
the kid whoca1led off school, RJ Vanecko. 
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Dole's battleground 
may be his anloing 
Ross K. Baker 
CThe Los Angeles Times 
If Bob Dole were not universally re-
garded as a legislative genius and parlia-
mentary magician, we might better un-
derstand how easily he got ensnared in a 
nap that could have been detected by an 
astute 20-year-old political science major. 
Dole's decision to fight for the presidency 
from the office of Senate majority leader 
may well prove to be 1 he biggest tactical 
mistake of his political career, for now he is 
compelled to do battle on terrain in which 
the ground rules work against him. 
To comprehend the enormity of Dole's 
error, it is first necessary to understand 
what Congress does best and what it does 
least wei I. The framers of the Constitution 
feared ,above all else, a runaway legislature 
that would pass oppressive laws, so they 
di v.ided legislative power between two 
chambers and made the enactments of 
Congress sub1c::ct to a presidential veto. 
What they fashioned was an institution 
designed ro n1ake things not happen. Effi-
ciency and the leadership's ability to de-
liver legislation on demand was the far-
thest thing from their minds. 
Sow hen Dole vows to get a vote on some 
bill or even bring it up for debate, it is more 
a hope than a promise. Hisabilitytodeliver 
is contingent not only on the cooperation 
of hi sown party in both the House and the 
Senate bur also, in large measure, on the 
acquiescence of Democrats in his own 
chamber who possess some potent tools to 
gut Dole's promises. When the president 
threatens a veto, however, he has the power 
to make good on it. He need consult no one; 
he need build no majorities. 
Even if GOP control over both houses 
were materially stronger and party disci-
pline tighter than it is now, Dole would still 
be at a serious disadvantage. Republicans 
have proved themselves less cohesive as the 
104thCongress has progressed,and thed if-
ferences between House and Senate Repub-
licans have never been more pronounced. 
Senate Republicans do not feel morally 
obliged to follow the game plan of House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich and his "Contract 
With America." Institutional conceit runs 
strong in the Senate, and not even the most 
sympathetic Senate conservative wants his 
chamber to bob along like a cockboat be-
hind Gingrich's man o' war_ This split has 
bedeviled the GOP from the very first days 
of this Congress. 
GOP senators up for election this year 
are not comfortable being associated in the 
public's mind with Gingrich, whose un-
popularity has plumbed new depths. And 
even though the speaker has graciously 
deferred to the senator, and, indeed, has 
been uncharacteristically restrained in re-
cent weeks, he is a man always poised on 
the brink of blurting out something that 
astonishes. A !though Dole may try to avoid 
the fallout from Gingrich's pronounce-
ments, as party standard-bearer, he be-
comes answerable for Gingrich's shockers. 
But even if Gingrich manages to hide his 
From around the nation ... 
light under a bushel for potential am bush 
ahead on the road from the Hill to the White 
House. The Senate Democrats, although re-
duced in numbers since 1994, are still able 
wparryalmost any Dole initiative with the 
upper chamber's most feared weapon: the 
filibuster. 
The Senate minority can deploy the fili-
buster to do the president's d1rty work. It 
had been part of Dole's tactical plan to 
present Clinton with bills that are popular 
with the general public but contain provi-
sions opposed by important Democratic 
constituencies or disliked by the president 
himself. Clinton would then be presented 
with a succession of no-win situations in 
which he must accede to flawed legislation 
or veto bills that are favored by a majority of 
voters. But a bill success£ ully filibustered in 
the Senate will not reach the pre idem's 
desk unless an almost unattainable major-
/ 
ity of 60 senators votes to close off debate. 
Dole's decision to remain in the majority 
leader's post while he campaigns for the 
presidency is u ually defended on the 
ground that he alone could engineer the 
legisla ttve reversals that would show up 
Bill Clinton as ineffectual , but it i Bob Dole 
whose deftctencies have been revealed Last 
week. Dole was unable even to prevail upon 
his usua ll ydeferential junior colleague from 
Kansas, Nancy L Kassebaum, to accept his 
medical savings account amendment on 
the hlalth insurance bill she co-authored 
with Ted Kennedy. 
A candidate for the presidency needs ro 
be seen as someone who IS masrer m his 
own house. Not only ha Dole been unable 
to demonstrate rht mastery. but he increas· 
mgly appears to be at the mercy of the 
members while Clinton sits at the head of 
the table and leads the family in grace. 
. Gays seek equal treatment, not special status 
lisa Keen 
© The Washington Post 
Discrimination against gay people is 
\\ rong, we were told tliree years ago, but 
gay people can't be in the military because 
that 's a special environment. Having 
openly gay people in those small barracks 
and showers\\ ould make heterosexual sol-
diers and sailors uncomfortable, and such 
discomfort would hurt the unit's morale 
and cohesion. 
Well, now we're talking marriage, just 
two gay people living together alone, and 
some heterosexualsareapparentlystill un-
comfortable. They're so uncomfortable, in 
fact, that theywanttodeny gay couples the 
same right to buy a marriage license that 
heterose)(ua I couples have. The contortion 
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of reason in offered for bannin a o le 
t istimede lescomprehension, utlt~wln­
ning attention in 32 state legislatures, and 
votes in many. 
Laws banning legal recognition of mar-
riages for gay couples recently have been 
enacted in Utah, South Dakota, Kansas, 
Idaho and Georgia. Bills in Alaska, Arizona 
and Jllinois passed the legislatures and are 
awai tinggovernors' signatures. Bills in three 
state legislatures have passed one chamber 
and are awaiting action in the other: 
All this isinreactiontoa possibility that 
a Hawaii court case might force that state to 
issue marriage licensestosame-sex couples 
before the end of the century. 
The ironies in this outbreak of concern 
over gay marriages are overwhelmingly 
silly. First, those "uncomfortables" who are 
introducing this legislation inevitably ex-
plain they a~oingso to "protect the fam-
ily." People nave been foreshadowing the 
demise of the American family since in-
dustrialization and urbanization near the 
turn of the century; the family is not dead 
yet, and let's face it, cities are bigger than 
ever. It is also hard to understand how pro-
moting the formation of families by an-
other group of people endangers the well-
being of the family It is an argument as 
irrational and hateful as separate water 
fountains for blacks and whites. Separate 
water fountains had no purpose other than 
to give legal sanctity to racial bigotry. 
Reserving marriage licenses for hetero-
sexual couples only does the same thing. 
only this time it's bigotry against gay men 
and lesbians_ 
Yet another irony, for gay people espe-
cially, is that the marriage fight, like the 
fight over the military, is one many of us 
don't really haveourheartsin.ln fact, many 
of us feel like we're luckier than hetero-
sexuals in this one specific arena: We still 
have the freed om to form our intimate per-
sonal relationships 
Naturally. We don't have the same level 
of family and societal pressure to get mar-
ried by a certain age, "settle down" and have 
kids. Our relationships tend to grow, and 
sometimes dissolve, based on genuine af-
fectionandcompanionship.And we've been 
doing all of this quite successfully for cen-
J.l..l!f:.l!' ~ill!!.9.1.1~'~~>11:J;oJ,J;i~~~~~-u~ '-l,l~r (.!;ll!l:!l.;:.~.!:l.o{l..:'-'~ ~·f in " c nu c '"-" ll i 
some gay couples want marriage licenses. zenshipsrarusforgaypeople. That is a pain-
Some because they want some of the ceo- fulslapforusashumansandanuglypoxon 
nomic security it provides, some because the whole ideal of American equali1y. 
they need to protect their children. There Our American culture may choose at 
• thls point in history 10 
The attempt to ban gay couples 
sully its reputation 
again with such ugly 
expressions of bigotry. 
But that won'tstopgay 
couples from forming 
relationships or fami-
lies. It will simply set 
aside yet another spe-
cial privilege for the 
from getting marriage licenses Is 
an overt expression of bigotry 
against all lesbians and gay men. 
are a variety of advantages and needs. 
But the marriage fight is important to all 
of us for at least one reason: The attempt to 
ban gay couples from getting marriage li-
censes is an overt expression of bigotry 
against all lesbians and gay men_lt contin-
heterosexual majority. 
And therein lies the sharpest irony of all: 
Those who oppose equal rights for gay citi-
zens on every front are always crying out 
that gay people are trying to get "special 
rights."Thetruth is gay people just want the 
same rights, they are "special• 
•Views/ Letters to the editor 
Thanks for ''keeping H.O.P.E. 
alive." 
After many months of preparation, 
Project KO.P.E, (Helping Others Through 
Physical Education), was a huge success 
last Friday. This day would not have been 
possible without the dedication and enthu-
siasm of out committee heads-GrantJohn, 
Sue, Anna Marie,Jason, Lynn, Maury,Stessy, 
Joe, Melissa and Lisa- thank you for ALL 
you've done! We would also like to thank all 
students, faculty and staff, as well all do-
nors, whose generosity and support were 
evident throughout this endeavor. 
We are fortunate to have such a mean-
ingful. student- run project like this here at 
Carroll. Thank you for helping to "Keep 
H.O.P.E. alive.' 
Carrie Henning 
Paul Palumbo 
Matt Canning 
Project H.O P.E. Co- Chairs 
Support Is appreciated 
To the john Carroll Community and the 
community ol friends o[ our family. 
I thank all for their kindness, their love, 
their sympathy. their leuers, their gifts. 
Thanks from Joan and I and all the fam-
ily. 
Jim Magner 
Professor 
The Carroll News welcomes 
letters to the cd1tor . itS it is 
our W;J~ of knowing whitt you 
like or disl ike <Jbout the CN. 
the campus or life in general. 
We require that letters be 
submitted bv noon Monday. in 
the CNoffice to be el1gible for 
public<1t ion. Letters can also 
be sltbmitted via e-mitil to 
CNLETTERS jcv<1xa.jcu.edu. 
Letters will be accepted <1fter 
noon on Monday only if there is 
additional space available . We 
reserve the right to edit letters 
for clarity or space 
considerations. Letters must 
be signed and accompanied by 
your phone number. 
"'·. 
-
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•Views/ Editorial 
HITS & misses 
Year-end Round-up 
HIT: Lombardo Center spring cleaning. m I s s: 
The roped-off stairwells and general chaos while 
it was cleaned. We're leaving in a week anyway-
-it couldn't have waited? HIT: Grasselli Library's 
new addition, the Breen Learning Center. Al-
most makes study enjoyable. HIT: The Balers' 
generous donation to the School of Business. 
m I s s: Fire drills, especially those at 3 a. m. in 
the middle of Janurary. HIT lm I 55: No smoking 
permitted in campus buildings. HIT: The Indians 
get another try this year. Keep your fingers 
crossed. will be m I 5 s ed: The class of 1996. 
Best wishes in all that you do. HIT: Fr. Shea. m 
I 5 5: The weather. What happened to roller-
blading and frisbee-chasing on the Quad? What 
happened to the sunshine? We're all as pale as 
ghosts! HIT: We set a new record--for the worst 
winter ever. Congratulations. HIT: Graduating 
by the skin of your teeth. HIT: Those days when 
you find the strength to actually attend all your 
classes. m I s s (ed): Most classes. HIT: 
Thursday night 'Must See TV." m i 5 5: A 
"Friends" rerun every other week. m i s 5: The 
temperature control in O'Malley still stinks. 
Sweat suits in one room, shorts in the next. No 
wonder we're always sick. HIT: Unexpected 
phone calls. m i 5 5: Unexpected collect phone 
calls from old friends. m i 5 s: When Munch 
Money runs out in the middle of a transaction. 
HIT: All of the plays put on by talented JCU 
n hro he y ar. HIT: The 9Rn 
Carroll Review. m i s 5: The many, many typos 
in the Juhn Carroll Review. HIT: Optional finals. 
HIT: As the weather gets warmer, there's al-
ways a chance for an outdoor class. m I s s: 
Between the weather and most professors, it's 
usually a very slim chance. HIT: Chuck Beilstein's 
innovations inJCU's music program. HIT: Watch-
ing soap operas with your friends. HIT: Real 
M&Ms in the cafeteria. m I s s: Breaking your 
teeth on the rock-hard "soft" pretzels in the 
cafeteria. HIT I m I 5 s: MAC cards. It's just so 
easy_ m I s s: The knocked-over trees that lay 
on campus for weeks after the storms. m I s s: 
The forthcoming Jesuit mansion. How 'bout up-
dating our computer labs instead? HIT: SUM-
MERTIME! m I s s: Summer jobs. m I s s: 
Congested cafeteria lines. The choices we now 
have are great, but there needs to be some sort 
of orgcmization. HIT I m i s 5: Cable in the 
dorms_ Thirty some channels. Thirty or so more 
excuses not to study. HIT: The student concern 
shown over the tenure process. m I s s: The 
periodically functional copy machines inGrasselli 
Library. m i s 5: No headlining band at 
Carrollpalooza. HIT: Denny's is always open. 
Bless them. HIT: Slumber parties. m I 55: The 
wind tunnels of East and Campion Halls. Try 
sleeping through the shrieking winds and shak-
ing doors of a gusty night. HIT: Crossing things 
off the "to-do" list. HIT: 7000--so you don't 
actually have to talk to your professor. HIT: 
Sunny D. HIT: Random road trips. m I s 5: Pop 
quizzes. How is it they can always tell when we 
haven't read? m I s 5: Art Modell. HIT: Flowers 
taped to your door. HIT: Assumed extentions. 
HIT: Caffeine-- in any and all possible forms. m i 
s 5: Forgetting to check for voice-mail mes-
sages, because there's no blinking light to re-
mind you. m I s s: Coming up with Hits and 
Misses. HIT: Coming to the last one. 
OPINION The Carroll News, May 2, 1996 
Last minute closure 
There are a lot of cheesy things If eel obligated the Pontiff iscomingr and see if anyone wakes up or 
to say here. Things that would normally make me even rolls over, make the CN staff read their paper, 
nauseous. Things like, I'm not sure who will be make the WUJC staff listen to the music they play, 
prouder, my parents of me or me of my parents on and make John Cranley listen to every speech he has 
May 19, \996. Things like 1 owe my friends at ever given backwards to prove that Randy Loeser 
Melrose a mention in the newspaper, and not just was right... about everythmg ... 
There are other things I've always wanted to do, 
because they put up with me all year but I would probably get in a lot of trouble. The only 
There are some c;:heezy year book quotes I way 1 wouldn'rget in rroubleisif I were the president 
would hate to write, but hate of the University. That's it! 
not to say. Things like "The I could be president of the 
time 1s gone the song is over, James University, and there 
thought I've something more to Auricchio would be beer, rea lly good 
say ... ' God l can't believe just Senior Editor beer like Keystone or Key-
wrote that. Things like, I loved stone Light! (Bottled beer 
my four years here, bur I'm taste in a can because of 
ready to move on ... There aren't Keysotne's specially lined 
can) If l were president of 
many ways not to get cheezy the University 1 would: 
here. Commentary ·Revamp the informa-
Therearethoughtsthatjump --------======= tion services department, 
through my head my last week requiring every student have access to a computer at 
here at Carroll. Some of them impulses that fade. any time. Every computer on campus should have 
These are mostly regrets of a kid that could never internet and web access, Windows and should be 
flnd h to approach h. dream irl, and now networ ed to a laser, not dot-matrix printer. If thi 
when [see her l want to run up to her and say, "listen means including the cost of a new computer in the 
I know this is all pointless now, but it might make cost of tuition, 50 be it Graduates of an $80,000 
me feel better if I told you that I've had a huge crush education should not be computer illiterate. 
on you these last four years and well, I just thought it -Tighten the link between Senior Career servces 
would make me feel better ... ' and the alumni office, so that the alumni network 
There are other impulses I've supressed. Such becomes more involved in the university, not just in 
thoughts have wandered through my cranium that donating money but helping new graduates. 
makeSonofSamsound sane. The voices in my head -Change Speech communications into: Commu-
tell me to: nications for the 21st century: dividing the curricu-
Spit on people from the bell tower, park in fac- Ium into three sections: digital , speech and written 
ultyand staff, tell the bouncers at ClubQtoinvest in communicaitons. 
contacts, spray paint the words "Money Pit" on the -Raise admission standards. 
fifty yard line of Wasmer field , call security every -Open Board of Trustee meetings to the students 
hour on the hour to report smokers in the Inn-Be- -Open the university books to the student body. 
tween, get e-mail, get a video at the video-store ,jump . Allow department heads the liberty to accumu-
from the Gym Annex to the high jump pads, take a !are a capita l improvement fund from a percentage 
namelessadministratorhostageand make him write of both their possible revenues and their budget 
"I will not censor, censoring is not what the jesuits surplus. Thus providing an incentive for cost cut-
are all about..." on the sidewalks of campus 3,500 ting in this bottomless bureaucracy. Cost cutting is 
times, make the church choir watch 87 hours of theanswer,facefactsthatourendowmentwillnever 
v1deosof themselves,openoneof theskylightsabove be big enough and concentrate on preserving the 
Johnson Nata tori urn and jump, run through Rod- h1ghest standards of excellence while achieving the 
man at three a.m. screaming the "Ponitiff is coming, highest level of efficiency. 
Sweet Home Chicago ..... 
Throughout my four years at john Carroll, 
students from Chicago land have been accused of 
believing that the world revolves around them-
selves and their city. Here are a few reasons which 
may exlplain this behavior: 
East, Sarkis, Sox, Bulls, Hawks, Bears, Cubs, 
Comiskey, United Center, Soldiers Field, Wrigley , 
Chicago style softbalL.no mitts, Chicago Catholic 
League, Old Style, Mad DoJ1. 20/20, Liquor / kegs 
anywhere anytime, four oclock bars- Rush, 
Divis ton, Halsted, and Western, The Ongmal 
Paul Harvey, Oprah, 
Jerry Springer, Jenny -----------• Jones The Una bomber, B · 
Plaxboy Mansion .. Jenny 
McCarthy, Second City, Art 
Institute, Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra, Ravinia,l.SD, North 
Ave. Beach and the Gold Coast, 
The Magnificent Mile, Lincoln 
Park Zoo, Navy Pier, World's 
Largest Fe rris Wheel , the 
skyline .. . Sears, Standard and 
Hancock, Picasso statue, St. 
Patty's Day, South Side St. 
Patnck's Day Parade, dying the 
green river , 
Siskel &: Ebert, The nan 
Mafia, El Rukenz, Frank Robinson 
Lloyd Wright, Ernest 
Hemingway, David 
Hase !hoff, Bill Murray, 
Norm , Harry Carey, #23, 
Walter Payton, Mike 
Ditka1Jim and John 
Belusni, Chris 
O'Donnell, Chris 
Senior 
Commentary 
Farley jeff Hornacek, 
Smashing Pumpkins, 
Freddy Jones, Urge Overkill, Liz Phair, Styx, 
Matenallssue, WXRT-93 FM, The Blues, The 
Reader, The Ch1cago Tribune ... Mike Royko, "The 
Sportswriters on TV.", "ER • "Chicago Rope", 
Backdra(t, Brealifast Club, Blurs Brothers, Ferris 
Bueler, Adventures in Babysitting, Running Scared, 
The Fugitive About Last Night, RoopDrcams. 
Sixteen Candles, Home Alone, and all other john 
Hughes movies, the last Dead show, Ed Debevic's, 
Planet Hollywoo<I,Jordan's Rock-N-Roll 
McDona !d's, Hard Rock Cafe, Pizzeria Uno's, Gino's 
Diversity . ..Chinatown, 
Greektown, Little Italy and 
Pilsen, festivals ... Gospel , Blues, Venetian Night, 
Jazz, Taste of Chicago, Chicago style ~ot dogs, deep 
dish pizza, Italian beefs, burntos as b1g as your 
face, most picturesque bridges, The El~ and last but 
not least, all the great peopfe atJCU. 1 rom Ch1cago 
who helped me with this ... Bans, Boomer, Bridgett, 
Jim Carr, Chris, Chunk,Coley,Conboy, Cons, Cox, 
Crijon, Dan, Fowler, Gamer, Gtts, Glunz, Htltey, 
Homer, Houder, Kevin, Dobs (honorary member), 
Mick, Mo, Murph, Taylor1 TOT 22, T.G., and finally, 
the kid whoca1led off scnool, RJ. Vanecko. 
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Dole's battleground 
may be his anloing 
Ross K. Baker 
C1The Los Angeles Times 
If Bob Dole were not universally re-
garded as a legislative genius and parlia-
mentary magician, we might better un-
derstand how easily he got ensnared in a 
trap that could have been detected by an 
astute 20-year-old political science major. 
Dole's decision LO fight for the presidency 
from the office of Senate majority leader 
may well prove to be 1 he biggest tactical 
mistake of his political career, for now he is 
compelled to do battle on terrain in which 
the ground rules work against him. 
To comprehend the enormity of Dole's 
error, it is first necessary to understand 
what Congress does best and what it does 
least well. The framers of the Constitution 
feared, above all else, a runaway legislature 
that would pass oppressive laws, so they 
d i\'jded legislative power between two 
cham hers and made the enactments of 
Congress subj<Ct w a presidential veto. 
What they fashioned was an institution 
designed w make things not happen. Effi-
ciency and the leadership's ability to de-
liver legislation on demand was the far-
thest thing from their minds. 
Sow hen Dole vows to get a vote on some 
bill or even bring it up for debate, it is more 
a hope than a promise. His ability to deliver 
is contingent not only on the cooperallon 
of hi sown party m both the House and the 
Senate but also, in large measure, on the 
acquiescence of Democrats in h is own 
chamber who possess some potent tools to 
gU[ Dole's promises. When the president 
threatens a veto, however, he has the power 
to make good on it. He need consult no one; 
he need build no majorities. 
Even if GOP control over both houses 
were materially stronger and party disci-
pline tighter than it is now, Dole would still 
be at a serious disadvantage. Republicans 
have proved themselves less cohesive as the 
l04th Congress has progressed, and thedif-
ferences between House and Senate Repub-
licans have never been more pronounced 
Senate Republicans do not feel morally 
obliged to follow the game plan of House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich and his "Contract 
With America." Institutional conceit runs 
strong in the Senate, and not even the most 
sympathetic Senate conservative wants his 
chamber to bob along like a cock boat be-
hind Gingrich's man o' war. This split has 
bedeviled the GOP from the very first days 
of this Congress 
GOP senators up for election this year 
are not comfortable being associated in the 
public's mind with Gingrich, whose un-
popularity has plumbed new depths. And 
even though the speaker has graciously 
deferred to the senaror, and, indeed, has 
been uncharacteristically restrained in re-
cent weeks, he is a man always poised on 
the brink of blurting out something that 
astonishes. Although Dole may try to avoid 
the fallout from Gingrich's pronounce-
ments, as party standard-bearer, he be-
comes answerable for Gingrich's shockers. 
But even if Gingrich manages to hide his 
From around the nation_ 
light under a bushel for potential am bush 
ahead on theroadf rom the Hill to the White 
House. The Senate Democrats, although re-
duced in numbers since 1994, are still able 
to parry almost any Dole initiative with the 
upper chamber's most feared weapon: the 
filibuster. 
The Senate minority can deploy the fili -
buster to do the president's dmy work. It 
had been part of Dole's tactical plan to 
present Clinton with bills that are popular 
wah the general public but contain provi-
sions opposed by important Democratic 
constituencies or disliked by the president 
himself. Clinton would then be presented 
with a succession of no-win situations in 
which hem ust accede to flawed legislation 
or veto bills that are favored by a majority of 
voters. But a bill successfully filibustered in 
the Senate will not reach the president's 
desk unless an almost unattainable major-
/ 
ity of 60 senators votes to close off debate. 
Dole's decision wremam in the majority 
leader's post while he campaigns for the 
presidency is usually defended on the 
ground 1 hat he alone could engmeer the 
legislative reversals that would show up 
Bill Clinton as ineffectual, but it is Bob Dole 
whosedefictencies have been revealed. Last 
week, Dole was unable even toprevatl upon 
hl5 usuaLly def eren ual JUmor colleague from 
Kansas, Nancy L. Kassebaum, to accept his 
medical savings account amendment on 
the hl!alth insurance bill she co-authored 
with Ted Kennedy. 
A candidate for the presidency needs to 
be seen as someone who JS master in his 
own house. Nor only has Dole been unable 
wdemons1 rate this mastery. but he i ncreas-
mgly appears to be at the mercy of the 
members while Clinton sits at the hc;~d of 
the table and leads the family in grace. 
. Gays seek equal treatment, not special status 
Lisa Keen 
©The Washington Post 
Discrimination against gay people is 
v.. ron g. we were told tliree years ago, but 
gay people can't be in the military because 
that's a special environment. Having 
open! y gay people in those small barracks 
and showers v.ould make heterosex ualsol-
diers and sailors uucomfortable, and such 
discomfort would hurt the unit's morale 
and cohesion. 
Well, now we're talking marriage, just 
two gay people living together alone, and 
some heterosexualsareapparentlystill un-
comfortable. They're so uncomfortable, in 
fact, that they want to deny gay couples the 
same right to buy a marriage license that 
heterosexua I couples have. The contortion 
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of reasonin offered for bannin a OEle 
t istimeae iescompreliension, utit'swin-
ning attention in 32 state legislatures, and 
votes in many. 
Laws banning legal recognition of mar-
riages for gay couples recently have been 
enacted in Utah, South Dakota, Kansas, 
ldahoand Georgia. Bills in Alaska, Arizona 
and Illinois passed the legislatures and are 
awaitinggovernors'signatures. Bills in three 
state legislatures have passed one chamber 
and are awaiting action in the other. 
All this is in reaction to a possibility that 
a Hawaii court case might force that state to 
issue marriage licenses tosame-sexcouples 
before the end of the century: 
The ironies in this outbreak of concern 
over gay marriages are overwhelmingly 
silly. First, those "uncomfortables" who are 
introducing this legislation inevitably ex-
plain they a~oingso to "protect the fam-
ily." People nave been foreshadowing the 
demise of the American family since in-
dustrialization and urbanization near the 
turn of the century; the family is not dead 
yet, and let's face it, cities are bigger than 
ever. It is also hard to understand how pro-
moting the formation of families by an-
other group of people endangers the well-
being of the family. It is an argument as 
irrational and hateful as separate water 
fountains for blacks and whites. Separate 
water fountains had no purpose other than 
to give legal sanctity to racial bigotry 
Reserving rna r riage licenses for hetero-
sexual couples only does the same thing, 
only this time it's bigotry against gay men 
and lesbians. 
Yet another irony, for gay people espe-
cially, is that the marriage fight, like the 
fight over the military, is one many of us 
don't really have our hearts in.ln fact, many 
of us feel like we're luckier than hetero-
sexuals in this one specific arena: We still 
have the freedom to form our intimate per-
sonal relationships 
Naturally. We don't have the same level 
of family and societal pressure to get mar-
ried by a certain age, "settle down" and have 
kids. Our relationships tend to grow, and 
sometimes dissolve, based on genuine af-
fection and com pamonship.And we've been 
doing all of this quite successfully for cen-
w · h 
some gay couples want marriage licenses. 
Some because they want some of the eco-
nomic security it provides, some because 
they need to protect their children. There . 
u · trend' c\ c 1) \n ' a cc nd ·c\· "" 1.:\ll 
zenshipstatusforgaypeople That lsa pain-
lulslapfor us as humans and an ugly pox on 
the whole ideal of American equality. 
Our American culture may choose at 
this point m htstory to 
The attempt to ban gay couples 
sully its reputation 
again with such ugly 
expressionsofbigotry. 
Butt hat won't stop gay 
couples from forming 
relationships or fami-
lies. It will simply set 
aside yet another spe-
cial privilege for the 
from getting ma"lage licenses Is 
an overt expression of bigotry 
against all lesbians and gay men. 
are a variety of ad vantages and needs. 
But the marriage fight is important to all 
of us for at least one reason: The attempt to 
ban gay couples from getting marriage li-
censes is an overt expression of bigotry 
against all lesbians and gay men.lt con tin-
heterosexual majority. 
And therein lies the sharpest irony of all: 
Those who oppose equal rights for gay Clti-
zens on every front are always crying out 
that gay people are trying to get "special 
rights." The truth isgaypeople just want the 
same rights, they are "special" 
•Views/ Letters to the editor 
Thanks for "keeping H.O.P.E. 
alive." 
Arter many months of preparation, 
Project H.O.P.E., (Helping Others Through 
Physical Education), was a huge success 
last Friday. This day would not have been 
possible without thededication and enthu-
siasm of out committee heads-Grantjohn, 
Sue, Anna Marie jason, Lynn, Maury,Stessy, 
Joe, Melissa and Lisa- thank you for ALL 
you'vedone! We would also like tothankall 
students, faculty and staff, as well all do-
nors, whose generosity and support were 
evident throughout this endeavor. 
We are fortunate to have such a mean-
ingful,studem- run project like this here at 
Carroll. Thank you for helping to "Keep 
H.O.P.E. alive.' 
Carrie Henmng 
Paul Palumbo 
Matt Canning 
Project H.O.PE. Co- Chairs 
Support Is appreciated 
Tothejohn Carroll Community and the 
community of friends of our family. 
I thank all for their kind ness, their love, 
their sympathy, their letters, their gifts. 
Thanksfromjoan and landallthefam-
ily. 
Jim Magner 
Professor 
The Carroll News welcomes 
letters to the editor. as it is 
our way of knowing what ]OLI 
like or dislike <Jbout the CN. 
the campus or life in general. 
We require that letters be 
submitted by noon Monday. in 
the CNoffice. to be el1gible for 
publication. Letters can also 
be submitted ~ia e-mail to 
CNLETTERS JC~axa.jcu.edu. 
Letters will be accepted <liter 
noon on Monday only if there is 
additional space a~ailable. We 
reserve the right to edit letters 
for clarity or space 
considerations. Letters must 
be signed and accompanied by 
your phone number. 
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Money-Motivated and En-
thusiastic indivdiduals 
needed for rapidly ex-
panding firm. Flexible 
Hours/training. 442-
COMICS/ CLASSIFIED$ The Carroll News, May 2, 1996 
• 
I f a s s 
info contact: Therese place for the summer? 
Miachak, 646-3080. $150 /month. Call 397-
5251. 
i e d 
girl just minutes fromJCU. 991-2567. 
MUST have reliable trans-
s 
- 1767. 
Part Time: Drive woman 
to doctor appointments 
and help with errands. 
Flexible hours. Call 295-
8774 
Room for rent for the 
summer! Excellent Job 
also. Low rent in ex-
change for minimal baby-
sitting with an 11-year-
old girl. Mayfield Hts. Lo-
cation. Non-smoker pre-
ferred. For any info 
please contact: Linda 
Spisak-pager 806-8062. 
portation. Hours 7:00 - Roofers Wanted: Wanted 
8:30a.m. and 3:00-7:00 for Summer employment: 
p.m. with some additional Alumni operated roofing 
hours for running errands contractor looking for 
at your convenience. any industrious persons 
Good pay, nice people who are looking for a 
Possibly for summer em- summer job. For any infor-
ployment also. Call Vince mation Call 729-2292. 
Gennaro 963-5520 days. 
Looking for Summer Em-
ployment? Apartment 
Management Company 
looking for 2 motivated 
individuals to help with 
landscaping, painting, and 
light maintenance duties. 
Car required. Call 464-
5300 for more info. 
Summer Babysitter 
needed: Mornings &/or 
afternoons. Flexible part-
time hours. Please call 
Gina. 446-1987. 
Childcare needed: 
Babysitter needed for 7 
month twin boys. Needed 
at my Shaker home. 
Needed 3 days/week. 
Call 991-9424 for info. 
Babysitter for 4 year old, 
1 - 2 times per week, 
eves. and days. Car pre-
ferred. 15 minutes from 
campus, start immedi-
...... ately. Summer and next 
year also. References. 
Nancy 541-6411. 
Car for Sale: 1986 
Fleetwood Cadillac For 
Sale: 4 door, black, grey 
interior, $4000, A-1 
shape, family owned. 
100,000 Miles+. Call 
Mary Jane 397-4408, 
Eve. 216-729- 0814. 
Summer Rentals avail-
able: 2 Bedroom apart-
ments for summer ses-
sion. Building located 2 
miles N. JCU at 1414 S. 
Belvoir Blvd. Appliances/ 
p<:~rking/partially fur-
nished. $600 month. 
Leave message at: 291--
8458 or 932-9215. 
Reliable, caring & respon-
sive babysitter beginning 
May 6. Two afternoons/ 
week, 3-7 p.m. for good 6 
yr old boy. Fairmount near 
Belvior. 371-2108 eve-
nings. 
Summer or Fall1996 - We 
are looking for a loving 
fun person to play with 
our little girl (1 -1/2). 
Mornings or afternoons 
through the summer or 
next year while mother is 
busy or out of the house. 
Good pay packages. Nice 
~nvironment, very flexible. 
Please call Ellen, 932-
2372. 
Cleveland Yacht Club 
Needs: Full and part time 
immediate & summer po-
sitions available. Will 
train qualified candidates 
as: servers, bussers, bar-
tenders, cooks, snack bar 
employees. Interviews: 
Wed. thru Sun .1- pro. 
200 Yacht Club Drive. 
Rocky River, OH 44116. 
(216) 333-1155. 
Babysitter needed: Vari-
ous evenings, afternoons, 
and weekend hours. For 
your own convience. 
Good pay, close by, trans-
portation helpful. Call 
Charlie for any additional 
info at 479-8732 
Childcare needed for 7 
month twin boys. My 
Shaker home. 3 days/ 
week 991-9424 
For Rent: 2-Family for 
rent. Walk to JCU. 2 bed-
rooms, large, clean. 3 stu-
dents max.$750.mo. Day 
586-6828 Eve. 831-
1368. 
NEEDED: Ruby Tuesday is 
in need of Host, Cooks, 
Dishwashers, and 
Waitstaff for the coming 
summer. Please come in 
and apply between 2 p.m. 
- 4 p.m. at the Ruby Tues-
day at 24325 Chagrin in 
the Pavilion Center, 
Beachwood. Call 751--
2278 
Landscape Help: Pos-
sible for a full-time posi-
tion available. Hours flex-
ible. Hard working and de-
pendable but no experi-
ence needed. Serious in-
quires only please. 590-
2500. 
Sailboat For Sale: 16', 
Apollo Boat with trailer. 2 
Sails. Capacity 2-4 
adults. $1500 obo. (330) 
343-4870. 
$200-$500 Weekly- Mail-
ing travel brochures. No 
experience necessary. 
For information send a 
self -addressed stamped 
envelope to: Universal 
Travel, P.O. box 610188 
Miami, FL 33261. 
Spending the Summer in 
Cleveland? Baby-sitter 
wanted to care for my 2 
mo. and 2 year. olds. Flex-
ible hours up to 20 hrs. 
week. Country Club Ac-
cess. Transportation 
preferable. $6.00 hr or 
room and board on our 
3rd floor teen suite with 
bath. Mary 292-4899. 
Babysitter needed! Good 
Seeking Experienced Sit- Pay!! A fun 11- year old 
ter: Baby-sitter needed girl needs watched on 
for a 2.5 year old boy. weekdays from 12:00-
Tuesday and Thursdays 5:00, July 22-Aug. 16th. 
8:50 a.m. - 2:15 p.m. In Car is preferable, but not 
Shakerhomenearschool. required. Please call 
Need car and references. pager 806-8062. 
595-1352. 
For Rent - 4 BR House, 
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED: Completely updated, 
Baby-sitter wanted, for 5 Within walking distance 
hours/day. Good hourly to JCU. $1400 per month. 
wage. Car required, must Available June 1st. Call 
be a non-smoker. Call 526-1723. 
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~~ ~ Nextfall ... 
Seeking: Corporation 
looking for a summer in-
tern (full -time), in Em-
ployee communications 
and public affairs, rate of 
pay min. $7 I hr. for more 
JOB AVAILABLE: NANNY 
For Rent: Do you need a WANTED for third grade 
,.<ne., The place to Advertise and 
\.. ~~ make your business known. 
If you have a friendly, upbeat personality and want to work in 
a fun, fast-paced environment ... then we're the place for you! 
.--------, All positions available: servers, bar-
We offer varying tenders, kitchen, host/hostess', service 
schedules, full and 
part lime,meal 
discounls and 
much more! 
assistants 
Apply in 
person at 
Cantina rlel Rio 
1541 Golclen Gate Plaza 
::\layfielrl Height!! 
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS 
Training provided. 
Work with other college students and ... 
Have some fun in the sun! 
300 positions available f8 .. 9 pe" 
painters and crew leaders hour 
For a position in your home area: 
Cinncinatli 
Columbus 
Daylon 
Canlon 
Cleveland 
Toledo 
call 1-800-879-2656 
